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MATINEE.

25

35

and

Cents!

Mason and

GROVE AT SACO RIVER
Thursday, July 4th,
men, women and children
are expected to

Constable

of all classes,
participate in

Coroner
91 1-il

Ample accommodations for^Baisket Picnic Dinan 1 refreshments ot all kind* for sale on th e
grounds. Speaking will commence at 10 a. m. and 2
p. in. lrom the grand stand.

FLOYD,

JeI3_

CAHOON BLOCK.

eod2m

JL1;

618 Congress St.
Also small house on
St. Apply to
ELBRIDGE GERRY,
je!3dtf59 High St.
rooms

PLEASANT ROOMS TO LET.
of rooms

GEO. C. CODMAN,—Office No. 184 Middle Street. Poritnnd.
cov26dly6m»

Book Binders.
WM. A. OUINCr, Room 11, Prlntera’
No.
110 Exchange *4t.
Exchange,
SMALL Sc SM ACKFOBD, No. 35 Plan*

Stable To Let.
Situated in the western central part [of city. Address L. E. T., Daily Press Office.
jel2

_dtf^

by S.

Horse Shoeing.
YOUNG Sc CO., Practical

To Let.
of the most desirable rents on Congress St.,
o» posit tbs park, No. 335.
Apply to L. TAYLOR, High etret Wharf.
je8dtf

To Let
mHE house No. 16 High St., between Danforth and
X York.
JONAS W. CLARK,
558 Congress Street.
je5dtf

CONVENIENT

the best
ONE Enquire
of

offices on Exchange Street*
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO.,
mylldttNo. 46 Exchange Street.

House at 9

and

a.

m.

and 5.C5 p.

m.

JOHN C.
Street.

je7dlm

aplCeodtfR,

TWO
marll

Inquire

the Sabbath.

|

SCARBORO BEACH.
This favorite aD<l popular Suable resort
will be reopened dune Ttb, for tb« reception
of guests for tbe season of 1878.
repaired aud refurnished throughout.

INDUSTRY.
Invite the larmers of this

would

respectfully
and all others interested in home
WE st*teexamine
the

manu-

laeture to

Atl

■&

H/k

9b I1«S

IWATBrAtl

before purchasing

This is the
any other machine
onI> Mower in wbicb the Draft ana Driving Power
is located in the machine thus giving a light and
steady Dw.ft. No cogs or rachets in the wheels, no
coacuseioD, *r giue motion produced by vibration. Is
Perfectly Pm>c tr^ni Side Ihnft, retaining
every motion esst»tial to Mowers, combining Simplicity, Sirei>nrability
Manutactured by

SEASI DERESORT.
VJHAWTfcl?

Islaud, Porllaud,

U/lIfIBLIN

uis popular resort will reopen July 1st.
GEORGE ALLEN, Proprietor.
leWtr

&

KELV.Ef,

Alice’s

Corner, Peering, Maine'
Sample machines tor one and w*0 horse Mowers,
cm be keen by calling at Kelley’s lun Foundry, 43
ttoss St., Portland, or at Mr. Hamlin’s place in

Aear

HOUSE,

leeiipg.jel7dti

MRS.

R.T, STERLING,

j

Proprietress.

to

$20.00!

PIANOS, ORIili ID STOOLS
to be found in the State, all at th<

Lowest Prices.

Thurston,

street

Block, Portland
dtf

DRIiG fcTORIS
For Sale.
Fore Street.
Jel9

Enquire

at

No 154
dl«*

dtf

,el

Also the best assortment ol

Free

Deering,

on

Ocean

Street.

One and one-half story honse, with
stable, large lot of land, w>th frnit
House contains 9
trees, good garden.
rooms, all iluished, and lu good repair,
flue cellar, with cemented floor, and
large cistern. Buildings built within 12
years. Will be sold at a bargain.
For particulars inquire of GEO. A.
SHALL. No 1« Plum street, or F. 0.
BAILET a CO., Exchange street.

_je3dtf_
For Sale in Deering.
a half miles from Portland, the resiA. W. Lonefellow, consisting of
acres
land, in grass, fruit and woods. Cottage house containing 14 rooms, including bath room.
Also barn, caniage house and woodshed. Fine view
and the location unsurpassed either lor a residence,
public institute or for bouse lots. Apply to
JOHN C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange street,
and

ONEdence ofof Mr.
6 4-10

jefi_d3w
New House and stable for Sale in

Deering.
contains Parlor and Sitting-room, (with
matble mantel each,) Dining-room and KitchHOUSE
and five
all

en,

also,
Can

a

finished in good style;
sleeping-rooms,
good garden. A very pleasant location.

look all

from the first tioor.
L. J. PERKINS,
489 Congress Street, Portland.

Portland

over

For Sale !
The

REFRIGERATORS.
i

Merrill’s Latest Improved

No 60 Cross St.,'
I my27

''•'J

<15w

—

COMMERCIAL,

nw

Tun_

DEANE BROS.,
No. 51 Exchange Street.
Must be sold lor what it will bring
within the Next 30 Days.

endtf
..

NEW

sold at any price.

STOCK

LACE CURTAINS!
Tbe best stock of Laces

shown in Portland,
most desirable designs.

GREAT

INDUCEMENTS !

75

PARLOR SUITS
of

ever

from $7.50

to

$35.00

per

PAINTED CHAMBER SETS
that

pair.

ITALIAN LACES !
Nothing more stylish, durable and inexpensive for
drapery In the market.

51

Exchange

FRENCH CLUNY ECRU LACES

Laces !

Latest Styles Si SO to 88 OO per window
We make to order Cornices from $150 to $15.00
each. Poles, Kings and Ends from $2.50 to $5.50 each
Our stock of the latest novelties for Drapery and
Furniture Coverings excel by tar any to be found iu
this market.

WALTER COREY & CO.
m;ladtf

POLAND MINERAL
SPRING WATER.
We have made arrangements to
receive fresh from the spring this
celebrated water Mondays and
Thursdays, and deliver to any
part of city, same day as taken
from the spring, in quantities of
3 gallons or more at store price.
Orders by postal card or otherwise, promptly attended to.
H, H. RICKER & CO., Agents,
178 Fore Street.

dtt

St

2nd HAND

Pretty and low priced.

je!8

Invite you to call and examine,

we

REMEMBEBTHE PLACE.

window

Nottingham

all grades.

50 BLACK WALNUT AND

Swiss Lace Curtains

Mowing Machines
VERY CHEAP

I

Wood’s, Buckeye & Union,
Ail vrilh

new

j*. mm-%*

and in complete order.

Also

WALTER A. WOOD’S

New Noiseless
A

novelty never before brought
turer.

Call

Mower,

bv any manuiaC"
and Nee Them,
out

A. L DEMON, AGENT,
27
jell

Preble St.,

Portland.
d&w3w21

importers and jobbers of

krui»aiu

on

RIBBONS, SILKS

House lor Sale,
Western part of city, a New House containing
all the modern improvements. Inquire at this
office.
au2dtf

IN

Also

nol8dtf

THE MAGEE

OIL STOVEI
market.

NO SMOKE !

NO SMELL !

Every Store Warranted.

A. N. Noyes & Sop,
j.ia12 exchanse street.,,.
Any One Wishing

to
Forest City Cemetery will find
the superintendent at his office at tile Come
tery, on WEDNESDAY R. M, of each week,
2
to 5 o clock.
je!2d3w
S. C KUNDLETT
gnpt,

COOPER’S

WINDLASSES. For
sale by

Jos. Bradford, 158 Fore St,
Je20__dtt
4lh of July, 1S7S.

FIREWORKS.
CRACKERS, TORPEDOES,

Paper Cap

HMUJPjgn Cr
■’A.C
SfflSRar S5

*i^
go™,.11 & MS'? i.uhaemaTlet-aUfresh
at

—

,,,^

Exhibition? furniBhe t tn
°VPpllcati°.n
cities an(l
lowest
towns at 1™™?
manufacturers' price*
1ST

»;DDLE STREET,
&

CO.

JCI°___dij?4

,taO

lj

U'/ V

EMERY WHEELS.
J. W. STOCK WELL,

P. O.

BOA

lots in

T

,

PORTLAND,

ME

Pop Sale.
& Pennell side spring
ONE Martin
jump and cari.jle.
one

marledtf

wagon.

MILLINERY,

say

certain to be abased, ibat the wisdom of
the government will be shown
by never
trusting it,elf w lb so seducing and dana
gerous
power,”
ALEXANDER HAMILTON.

It (paper money) tends to aggravate the
inequality of fortunes; to make the rich richer
and the poor poorer, to rmmtpry mtnuo» „
paupers, and to deepen and widen the gulf
which separated Dives from Lazarus.—Thomas H. Benton.
Irredeemable paper money ’’converts the
business #1 society into a mere lottery; and
when the collapse comes, as come it most,
it casts laborers out of employment, crashmanufacturers
and merchants and
rains thousands of honest, indnstrions
citizens,”
JAMES BUCHANAN.
es

STRAW GOODS

Also

Enquire at This Office.

FAIR

TRIAL

Trimmings,

SWBGR &

BRILL’S,

Congress

Address

The committee owes it to itself and the counto investigate this scheme of bribery. Its
first duty is to call to the witness stand the
men who strove to buy an electoral vote.
No wish to shield the reputation of MrTilden or his fellow Democrats should be
allowed to interfere with a disclosure of the
truth. If the committee has any reason at
all for existing that reason Is to find out all
the facts in the case. It has been pretty
clearly demonstrated that the Oregon case
was worked up by Mr. Tilden and his household. Let no fear that the attempt at
bribery in Louisiana maybe traced to the
same source deter the committee from doing
its whole duty. Call the Louisiana witnesses.

them

nearly to a man supporting, as they
have always done In the past, the schemes
of their Southern colleagues. The only safe
thing

to do is to refuse to send them back.

that tho adiourpjpau t of Congress
was delayed by the condition of the commitXr

nwmi

enrolled bills.

Some members were
Rainey the colored member whom the House tried to expel
the other day, did the work and saved some
of his Democratic colleagues from disgrace.
Had it not been for him an adjournment
could not have been effected,
tee

on

too drunk to do business.

“Such a medium (irredeemable paper money,) has always been liable to fluctuation. Its
value is constantly changing; and these
changes. ofrpn <yrA«t And andflnn

maimers

ovnnoa

In-

between

man

and ma.n."—Chitf Justice Mar-

shall.
“A rcluru to specie payments at the earlipossible period compatible with due regard to all inletests concerned, sbanld erer
be kept in view. Fluctuations in the value
of currency are always
injurious, and to
reduce these fluctuations to the lowest
possible point will always be a leading purin
wise legislation.
pose
Convertibility,
prompt and certnin convertibility into
coin is acknowledged to be tbe best and
surest safeguard against them,

ernment, constitute an enormous debt against the
States chargeable with this unadvised measure,
which must remain unsatisfied, or rather it is cm
accumulation of guilt which can be expiated no
otherwise than by a voluntary sacrifice on the alar of justice of the power which has been the instrument cf it.—James Madison.
As

important

of strength
and security, cherish public credit. One
method of preserving it is to nse it as
sparingly as possible; avoiding occasions
of expense by cultivating peace, but remembering also that timely disbursements
to prepare for danger frequently prevent
mneb greater disbursements to repel it;
avoiding likewise the accumulation of
debt, not only by shunning occasions oI
expense, bat by vigorous exertions in time
oi peace to discharge the debts which unavoidable wars may have occasioned, not
ungenerously throwing upon posterity the
burden which we ourselves ought to bear.
GBOKGI WASHINGTON.
a

very

source

“The very man ot all others who has the
deepest interest in a sound currency, and
who suffers most by mischievous legislation in
money matters, is the man who earns his daily bread by his daily toil A depreciated currency, sudden changes of prices, paper money
falling between morning and noon, and falling still lower between noon and night, these
things constitute the very harvest time of speculators, and of the whole race of those who are
at once idle and crafty. * * • A disordered currency is one of the greatest political
evils. It undermines the virtues necessary for
the support of the social system, and encourages propensities destructive to its hnppir.ess.
It wars against industry, frugality and economy, and it fosters the evil spirits of extravagance and speculation. Of all the contrivances for cheating the
laboring classes of
'mankind, none has been more effectual than
that which deludes them with paper money.
This is the most effectual of inventions to fertilize the rich man’s fields by the sweat of the
poor man’s brow. Ordinary tyranny, oppression, excessive taxation, these bear lightly upon the mass ot the community, compared with
fraudulent currencies and the robberies committed by depreciated
paper.”—Daniel
Webster.
Call the Witnesses.
The Potter committee meets again to day,
and will perhaps listen to the testimony of
Mrs. Jenks, who is supposed to know the
truth about the Sherman letter. But there
is some doubt on the part of the majority ol
the committee as to the advisibility of calling
her, a fearful apprehension existing that she
not only knows the truth but is going to tell
it. Anderson says the woman will go on the
stand and say that no such letter was evet
written; and he is much cast down at the
prospect that his falsehood will be exposed.
His fears however may be ill-founded. There
is no safety in predicting what these people
will testify to.
When Mrs. Jenks has fold her story, there
are a few others the people, if not the com
mittee, would like to hear from. The coun
try wants to know something more of the
-1.

n~

ir.

bribe the Louisiana electoral college.
be remembered that Mr.

Levisse,

Republican electors, has

sworn

one

It will
of the

that he was

ur

uperaiives,

iu

iaaa

care luai a

Democratic House shall not be elected next
fall. That party ought to be punished by its
own conservative voters, for the fearful losses
which its misbehavior this year has caused.
It ought to be pnnished by all who care for
the honor of the Union, because it has been
restrained from repudiation only by Republican votes.
It ought to be punished by all
who want sensible legislation, for its stupidity
and incompetence.”

faults—and it is this

Tue Glover report was not offered before
the adjournment of Congress. It fmplicated
too many Democrats in misdeeds, and there
was a fear that it would prove a better campaign document for the Republicans than for
its authors.

The Argus says “the financial or currency
issue is in fact one more appropriate for the
wliioh

nrxmina(<3 rundi-

dates for Congress.” This means that the
Democrats are open for proposals.

tractive roughness that is sometimes met among
novels of strong and real merit, hut a weak
and vicious quality, that has attained some
ftlse refinement on the surface. It is not often
tlat a review is obliged to set forth so strongly
tie worse than worthlessness of a book—for a
liierary failure is no crime. But when to
afectation and bad style a book adds insidious
oaneoess, it becomes necessary to point out to
toe public how little literary pleasure and how
nuch weariness and disgust will result from its
perusal. It is to be hoped that with its first

His Inheritance, by Adeline Traftoa, author
of An American Qirl Abroad, Katherine Earle
&c. (Boston: Lae & Shepard; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon). It is with much pleasure that one recognizes
the ripeniug and

strengthening

of Miss Trafton’s talent; the
fresh, delicate quality of Katherine Earle is
□ot less noticeable in His Inheritance, while
the power and interest of the story are mnch
more sustained.
This is a novel thoroughly
American in its quality, and far more finely
touched than is apt to be the case with stories
of decided local coloring. The action begins in

post-station near the Indian conntry, and the
heroine, Blossom, Is retaining across the plains
after her school days at the east. The scenery

a

and life of the station are brightly and keenly
described, without overmnch insistence of
scenio effect, and with no attempt to imitate
the characteristic humor of the
ac-

cording

The Boston Post speaks of “Joel Barlow’s
exhortation to ‘awake my St.
John.’ ” It has been supposed that a man
named Pope—given name Alexander—was
responsible for that.

with real dramatic power. Captain Elyot, who
is the hero of the story, is by no means a commonplace hero; and his very faults are not of
the kind that are apt ts dilate the interest of
the men in a woman’s novel. The plot Is ex-

nopflinfflv voll

_

tribute to ,the young girl, the loss of whom is
felt, not only by those who knew her personally, but those also who were comforted and
gladdened by the religious poems that she
wrote. Although her poetic talent was very
decided, and was soon recognized, Miss Millie
Colcord took no especial pride in it, writing
as her school tasks obliged her to do,
until her mother suggested to her that her
talent might be employed in praise of its Giver.
From this time the thoughts and feelings of
the young girl found their glad expression in
verse; and, thinking of the innocent and tender life, full of girlish pleasure, it is impossible to read her simple, trastful and joyous
poems without emotion. The memoir gives a

only

oharming picture of her—bright, unselfish,
with all the graces that make goodness lovable—and in reading it one’s sympathy goes
out toward the home that misses so sadly her
song and her smile. Miss Millie Coloord’s
poems are often musioal and original, always
singularly delicate and fervent in expression,
and filled with the most sincere and
happy
piety. One of these poems, which well represents the grace and spiritual quality of the
young writer’s talent will be found upon our
fourth page.
The memorial volume, whloh is entitled for
Thy Name’s Sake, will be found for sale by
Messrs. Hoyt, Fogg & Douhatn, also by Mr.
J. W. Colcord, 143 Pearl street.

Child and Woman, translated from the
German of Clementine Helon, by J. Zitella
Cocke. (Philadelphia: James A. Moore; Pot*,
land; Hoyt, Fogg & Donham.) This Is a remarkably beautiful story, delicate and lifelike
In Ha
snality, and possessing much interest.
It is simple ano ~uural in
style; and affords
no dreary pictures of
pas»i^ate metaphysics,

German novels are apt to do. Thg translator has done her work well; and piovee no.
self to be able to write good and agreeable
English—an accomplishment not so general as
might be supposed. A pretty Easter poem by
Mrs. Cocke is folded between the pages of the
novel, bat came to hand too late for reprint at
the appropriate season.
as

Thorough

Base

solved; for this small volume—which claims to
make thorongh base clear and comprehensible
to the pupils of ordinary sioging schools—contains many superannuated errors, which arose

Mine is Thine, by L. W. M. Lockhart (New
Harper Brothers; Portland: Loring,
Shoit & Harmon), is published in the Library
of Select Novels, and is written in an exceedingly bright and entertaining style, with skill
and liveliness. The dialogues at times have a
slight flavor of the society drama,a tendency to
cnes and to predestined points—bnt are usually
good. The heroine is very oharmmg; and the
hero is successfully portrayed. Mine is Thine
is a very agreeable and readable story, and
quite bsyond the average novel of the day.
York:

from the useless technicalities of harmony in
its early stages of development, and which
practical modern theory pats aside as useless
and cumbersome. For example, Mr. Johnson
devotes a chapter to the chord of the eleventh,
which although regularly enough formed from
the triad in theory, is evidently to the ear either
caused by a suspension, passing note, appofiiatura or preparation as the case may be; and
which one of these the eleventh is to be considered, is easily enough determined by the melody or figure of the passage in which it oconrs.
Again, Mr. Johnson revives the mistake as to
the rule of position of chords, saying that the
highest note determines the position and the

The Godson of a Marquis, from the French
of Audi6 Thnriet, is included in the Oollecttion of Foreign Authors of Messrs. AppletOD,
New York. (Portland: Dresser & MoLellan).
It is gracefully and brilliantly written; its tone
is rather of the idylllo provinces of France than
of Paris; and the story is told with the skill

bass note the form of the chord. The position,
in point of fact, depends wholly upon the bass
note—for example, C in the bass denoting the
triad of C; E with the figure 6 below it, the
second position of the same triad; and G, over
the fignres 0-4, the third position of that triad.
Tbe form of the chord may be dose or dispersed,
bat is not denoted by figures, and does not
affect tbe harmonic structure. The same, of
coarse, holds good in regard to the positions of

and charm that one looks for in the best
French romances. It is with bnt little reserve
that this navel is to be warmly recommended
to the readers of light and elegant fiction.

Footprints in the Snow, by Dora Bussell
(Boston: Loring; Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmoo) is a novel of a good degree of power,
bnt rather harrowing. Its end perhaps justifies ;the means, however; althongh some readers will feel that the dreariness is rather prolonged, before the happy close of the story is
reached. It is slightly sensational, bnt is fair
ly well written, and Is of refined and good

the chords of the 7th and 9;b, with their several fignrings of the bass. These' antiquated
mistakes of theory only serve to bewilder the
student of harmony, whose path is rarely made
over-plain. The truth is, as every practical
musician knows, that harmony is based upon
simple, natural laws, and may be taught

quality

oleatly and concisely, unencumbered by arbitrary bylaws. Talent and practice only can
.1.
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Tile memorial volume containing poems by
Miss Millie Colcerd, together with a sketch of
her lovely life—of which the earthly years
were so early ended—is a singularly touching

(Boston: Oliver Ditson & Co.; Portland: Ira
Stockbridge) is a book gotten np for the purpose
of selling the same. The author cannot even
write grammatical English; and why he called
this a new method, is a problem not readily

..i.i.

and

cess.

Recent Publications.

VUUipiUbU

anafainn/1

style is clear, refined and often poetic, with no
trace of affectation. Miss Adeline Trafton has
won for herself a place among the best American novelists; and the solid and decided
progress which she has already made proves that
s'ne nnderstan is the need of study in the novelist’s art and will develop her exceptionally
fine talent in a manner that cannot fail to ensure her the most gratifying and entire suc-

good deal of friskiness displayed by the House onthedayofits adjournment. But on the whole the country will
not grumble at that. It prefers horseplay
to mischievous financial legislation.

of

to

naturally and charmingly drawn. Mrs. Stnbbs,
the sutler’s wife, is a remarkable
character;
and the fierce maternal love of this woman,
like that of a tigress for her yonng, Is
portrayed

was a

Johnson’s New Method

country,

Bret Harte and his school of writers.
Vet Miss Trafton gives many
bright touches
of comedy; and the social life of the
garrison is

prophetic

Thebe

which depend

haps religious tbonght—but existing everywhere. This is not the honest, though unat-

The New York Tribune permits its London correspondent to call the French Secretary of the Treasury “the financial confederate of the Rothschilds.” That is the way
the Grecnbackers talk about the American
Secretary of the Treasury, much to the disgust, very natural and proper, of the Tribune.

AoimortUftna

oue on

of the disagreeable qualities of this
novel—is the unfailing tone of repaid® coarseness, sometimes hidden under Bowery heaps of
words, sometimes lurkiog in description or
even masked in tAe guise of charitable or permost

The fast increasing weakness of the Greenback heresy is again illustrated by the defeat
of Mr. Ewing in the last hours of the session. A few months ago he held the House
by a two-thirds vote. Wednesday he could
not command a majority. He lost control of
the very citadel of his strength.

JiatwAl

ANNUM, IN ADVANCE

volume the Cheveley series ends.

__

The Southern members of the House
were nearly unanimous in
opposition to Mr.
Conger’s proposed amendment to the Constitution prohibiting the payment of Rebel
claims. They intend those claims shall be
paid some day. Most of the Northern Democrats were frightened into support of the
amendment.
They knew they stood no
chance of re-election this fall If they put
themselves on record against it. But if re.
elected and with their party in full possession
of the government the country will find

Eveby voter should carefully ponder the
following weighty words from the Tribune:
“It onght to be the first duty of men who
care for the business prosperity of the country, whether capitalists or workmen, bankers
or borrowers, lenders or deposito's, manu-

offered a hundred thousand dollars to throw
AND
his vote for Tilden. He makes this statement, and names the men who approached
him with the proposition. One C. W. Johnston, a Democrat, opened the negotiation,
requesting Judge Levisse to meet him “on
26 Summer & 92 Hawley Sts,
important business.” Judge Levisse called
and was referred for the details of this imBOSTON.
portant business to D. M. Asher, another
would call the attention of MILLINERS
Democrat. Asher offered him forty thousan inspection of our stock, at being the largest
and dollars to give his electoral vote to TilAll
in
New
and most complete to he found
England.
orders will receive careful and prompt attention.
den, and said that Walter Pugh, also a Demmh21
TS&TtjyG
ocrat, would furnish the money. Subsequently Judge Levisse was told that by
the consent of one Joe Hernandez, another
Democrat, the bribe had been increased to a
will prove that you can buy first hundred thousand. The bribe was refused
class
and the electoral vote of Louisiana given to
Hayes and Wheeler. Now it Judge Levisse’s
Dress
I statements be untrue why does not the DemSILK AND CHENILLE FRINGES ocratic committee summon these men aud
prove its falsity? If the object of the invesWorsteds, Hosiery, Gloves,
tigation be to learn the truth about the Louisiana election why are the persons who
and all kinds of staple Fancy Goods, at
knew of this attempt at bribery not called to
'testify? If the Potter committee wants to
convince the country that it desires to learn
398
Street, ■the truth about this election, and not merely
to make party capital, it will ask for the tesat the very lowest market prices.
Save your money, these hard times, by purcbastimony of Johnston, Pugh, Asher and Herieb23tl
ng such artic lea at their store.
nandez.
No attempt has been made to disprove the
Aslioa Hauled.
s f. bivkkb,
Btory of Judge Levisse. His testimony up tc
(.iIdpTi* Carner, Urariar
this hour is uncontradicted in any particular.
dtt
ymt

A
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CHAS. DAY, JR.,

are

so

Scythes and Guards,

Plimpton, Fisk & Co.,

tlic premises.
J. U. AVEKILL.
July3’dtf

Apply

PURCHASE

Portland, Me,

—

FURNITURE,

ill (lie market this season.

Dry air Refrigerators give universal sat

J. F. MERRILL,

OF

)

and thoroughly built
house 8 Ellsworth »t. Very pleasantly situated; in the healthiest

The only absolutely safe and desirable stove in the

isfaction and warranted to be as recommended. The best and cheapest.
Dc
act pay freights, Cartings and Commis
liens, but buy of the Manufacturer, a
tice bard wood Refrigerator for less
neney than tne Pine stained ones are
Silling for. The largest and best assort*
nent in Maiue to select from, in three
styles and eleven sizes. Call and see be'
fore buying.

& BAILEY.

new

Two story house No. 816 Congress street, between
> au^han and Ellsworth, 8
rooms, modern improvements, suit of parlors with marble mantels, open
grate, bath room finished in ash and black walnut,
wash bowls, hot and cold water in bath room, chambers and kitchen, cemented
cellar, &c. Price only
$1600, and liberal terms of payment. Rent $150 per
year including water. Apply to
F. G. PATTERSON, 379J
Street.
Congress
6
Jut
dtf

importation; new and denow opening.

my2

to Let.

New Modern Style House on Congress street for.Sale or to Cel.

sirable sties,

8

good
je21d3w

Real Estate. 379J Congress Street.

PIANO CLOTHS

Samuel

before purchasing your winter
lots of Coal and Wood.

for

JVf A \T I? V to loan on first class Real Estate
UJLV-FlJv XJ JL Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in

permanent and transient guesti

je20dlw*

$3.00

exchange

or

—

ns

Potlland Harbor,

Peak’s Island,

Fresh

In

my25dtf

HAMBLIN

OTIS KALER, Projfr.
P. O. address, Oak Hill.
dim

WILL

NEW

A

Thoroughly !

open for
June 20.

2.00
2.i>0
35

We would call particular attention to our weekly
rate.
NORRIS G. CURTIS,
ARTHUR H. sOJLE.
myldtf

Kirkwood Mouse,

OCEANIC

$1.50

10 lbs. daily, per month.
“
«
“
15 «
“
“
“
20 “
“
10 “
per week,

8. B. GUNNISON.

l^^^Uanhiog’i

8.00
10.00

prices:

season,

ike (ira-t'ottHi.

A

....

Ice will be delivered earlier than June 1, and later
than Oct. 1, at the same rates.
Any customer leaving town will be entitled to a
proper reduction.
Customers not needing Ice the full season can he
supplied by the month or week at the following

June 18th.

WW7

or

PROCTER.

FOR SALE

Clerk.

86.00

WEB

These'goods are of the newe3t designs and must be

je20dtf

Handsomest aoA Bent Appointed Houses

A

ni.'.'iO

“Paper emission* by the government
a nature so liable to
abuse, I may

of

thepublic councils, on the industry and morals of
the people and on the character of republican qov-

Bankrupt Stock

D

FOOT CROSS STREET.

Exchange.

or

OCEAN

OAK HILL, ML,

..

172

falls upon the laborer.—Andrew Jackson.

$1.50 and $2.00.

OfH

Winter use.

(jreen, Son & Lynch,

«=l

A paper currency is a great curse to
any
people and a particular curse to the laborer
of any country, for its depreciation always

Best quality Worsted Serges, at

assortment f^ilk Serge,
Turkish Satin and Fancy Trimmed
goods, with Pearl, Ivory, and
real Bamboo handles, at very low
prices.

S

A nice House with modern improvements.
very pleasantly situated on one of the best
ilLstreets in the Western part of the city. InW. C. COBB,
quire ot
je21tf28 and 30 Pearl Street

For Sale

see

will propose to create it by legerdemain tricks
with paper.”—Thomas Jefferson.

"The loss which America has sustained, since
the peace, front the pestilential ejects of irredeemable paper money, on the necessary confidence between men, on the necessary confidence in

otn all kinds.
If You Want to Save Money

AVERY

SPRAY HOUSE, at Old Orchard Beach.
Inquire of A. DAME, at Depot, E. D. NORTON, 97 Exchange Street Portland, or G. W. SAWIN, Union Hotel, Watertown, Mass.

Thigfavorate Sea side Resort will cpen
for the Season of lb78, on

je6

W 00

embiacing the very latest and

10 lbs daily
“
15 “
«
20 44

or

“Capital may bs produced by iadustry and
accumulated by economy, bnt only j ugglers

ABRAHAM LINCOLN,

THE

desirable front room, with large alcove.
Bath room upon same floor. Apply at
606 CONGRESS ST.
jan7dtf

••

regular attache of the Pkkss Is tarnished
with a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hote
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
onrnal.

at

Large

WHOLESALE A\B RETAIL

To be Rented.

For Sale

Beach,

on

Cents.

my25_eodtf

dtf

the city—will sell low
SEVERAL
of JOHN C.

ATLANTIC HOUSE,

Closed to Transient Visitors

A WIRE SCREEN

flrBt Coals for Summer

and size, with
carved amber han-

$1.25 and $1.37.

the only lot in the city,) and all kinds of screen goods

For 75

quality

handsomely

dles,

FIXE WIRE NETTING,

Tenements on Clark Street, No. 17. Inquire of JOHN S WEETSIR, 5 Neal Street,

farms.

June 1st to October 1st.

je!7d2w

The Bnrrowes Sliding Screen

All

$1.10,

M. BARTON.

House lor Sale.

PRICES FOR THE SEASON.

50 Same

is u*ed in the best residences throughout New England. It slides independent ot the sasb, and may be
used at upper or lower sash.

desirable and well located houses in

Mr. L for tbe past 5 years proprietor 1 the
House
Fabian House, White Mountains.
thoroughly renovated. Low rates lor season boarders
Will open June 15th.
jel2TTh&S3m

95 cents and

Street.

Casco Engine House.

JOHN LINDSEY, Proprietor.

on

BURRO WES’,

17 Free

MISSION

a set

SACO, ME.

enlarged the last

E. T.

II AIiIa, Williams* Block, (formerly
known as ‘’Arcana Hall.) having been leased
by the undersigned, will be let on most reasonable
terms for Lecture?, concerts. Sociables. Meetings,
Suppers, Pairs, <£c. Ajjply at the Hall, opposite

1878.

1878.

100 Large size Serge Umbrellas
with plain crook handles, at

COAL!

Horse

Real Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. 03 Eiekaugl

com-

est

of every description at

of

the Ocean
a. m.

Sim Umbrellas.

Screens

Street.m>7eodtt

REAL ESTATE.

‘i04 Federal St. Price 91.50

preserve

divictuals to great loss, are the source of ruinous speculations, and
destroy all confidence

WINDOW AND DOOR

call and

H!oubo l

Tuesday,

sun-

third floor. Relerenccs exchanged.

Street.

MRS. T. B. FOSS.

This House was greatly
and is now one of the

room on

eodtf

Wire

second floor; plenty ot
SUITE
light, air and water. Heat and gas furnished.

Also one

on

€0.,
Blouse.

Under Preble

je!3

To Let.

Accountant and Notary Public.

UBECKliE IT HOUSE at Libby’s
front’s
Neck
Neck,
formerly
Mcarbero Beach, Muinr. Will be
opened June I5ib, 1878.
This new ami commodious house offers
unequ&ied advantages for transient and summer
boarders at this well-known sea side retieat.
Splendid sea and shore viwws Superior fishing and
sailing. Still and surf bathing free from undertow.
Post office address, Oak Hill.

Scarboro

HILL

Alan

HALL TO LET.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

run as

BAKNE8, Jr

of Rnvam and Cnnnraan Ct-

nn nnrnnr

Preble

BERRY,

S'? Plum Street.

Whitney & Co.,

Booms and House to Let.
TTkOOMS

TO LET,

Shoersi

B.

d3w»

385 CONGRESS STREET,

No.

SEASONOF 1878.

Ocean

For two small families, without young
children, over Jewett Bros’ store, corner of Middle and India street
Sebago
water; $12 per month. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.

we

Largest and Best

G. A.

Attorney at Law,

Job mid (qqaA ffiimi&u.

OCEAN HOUSE COACH.

OLD ORCHARD BEACH,

WM. H. JERRIS, 1 Caboon Block.

Small Tenements to Let.
for small families; Sebago water
and good sewerage.
Apply to E. J. WHITNEY at this offiee, or W. H. CON ANT at P. & R. R.
office, near Grand Trunk Station._my22dtt

STEPHEN

SUMMER RESORTS.

my8d3m

Brackett St.

on

During the short time that

have been in busmesss it has been
onr special endeavor to keep our
stock fully up to the times in style
and prices and to avoid altogether
THE
the cheap shoddy qualities which
are flooding
the country everywhere. We will not place any
goods on onr counters that we
cannot fully recommend to give
Stock of Furniture iu the city can satisfaction to onr cnstomers, bebe found at NO. 40 EXCHANGE lieving that nice goods, nobby
STREET. Our stock is all fresh styles, low prices and gentlemanand nice.
We have all the new ly attention are the only things
styles of Queen Anue Parlor Suits needed to insure success; how far
and Walnut chamber SetsAlso our efforts bave been appreciated
Parlor Suits upholstered iu the
is shown by the constant
and
best
very
manner, and warranted.
We
steady increase in our trade.
Ail furniture not manufactured by have now on hand the largest and
us has been bought for cash and
best selected stock of men’s Neckwe defy
competition in prices.. Wear, Hosiery, Uloves Ac. (Or
Please give us a call and be satisSummer wear that we Imve ever
fied that we can give the very best shown, which we are selling at
bargains in the city.
prices so low as to call forth sharp
remarks from onr competitors.
Our shirts which we manufacture
to order at the extremely low price
ot 6 tor $9.00 challenge the world
in quality, fit and workmanship,
NO. 46 EXCHANGE STREET.
and we are constantly in receipt
Ieb4
dtf
ot orders from all over the country
for them. True fit and quality
guaranteed, at 6 lor $.900.

HOUSE

22,29jyl,2,3,4

m.

nice rent

FURNITURE.

on liDe of Horse Railroad in Woodlords
Corner containing seven rooms ail in good reJ. H. REED,
pair. Enquire of
Woodford’s Corner.
my4dtf

H. R. MILLETT. Marshal.
For further particulars see bills.

3.20 p. m.
Leave Falmouth Hotel for Ocean
and 5 p. m., Preble House at 9.05 a.
Fare 75 cents. Baggage extra.

a

Sts.

corner

To Let.

Chairman York District Committee.

June

book

ONE

STREET.

qt«

ju4

GRAND TRUNK trains will connect with the P.
& R. at Grand Trunk Junction. One fare for rcund
trip from So. Paris, and| intermediate stations, inclnriiog Auburn and Lewiston.
PORTLAND <& OGDENS BURG R. R. will connect with the P. & K at Cumberland Mills. One
fare for round trip from Frjeburg aud intermediate
stations.
C. L. PARKER,
Chairman Cumberland District Committee*
J. F. WARREN,

and after

EXCHANGE

■

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R—Fare for
round trip from Portland, Woodtords and Morrills
Corner, 60 cents, and all other stations, including
from Rochester, one fare for the round trip
Excursion trains wil» leave Portland & Rochester, Preble
St. station, at 8 35 a. m. and 12 m. The regular
trains leave the Grand Trunk station at 7 30 a. m.
and 2 10 p. m; foot of Preble st. at 7 40 and 2 30 p. m.
Returning tram to connect with last trains eastward
on the Portland &
Ogdensburg, Maine Central and
Grand Trunk Railroads lor Lewiston, &c, will leave
Saco River at 4 30 p. m. Last tiain returning will
leave Saco River at 6 d. m.
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. will connect with the
P. & R. at Westbrook Junction. One fare for round
trip from Lewiston, Auburn, Augusta and Bath and
intermediate stations.

or

Dressmaker,
Hair Dresser.
a

Oak and Congress
store,
OVER
Six rooms, gas and Sebago water.

gress

jan8

The Following Railroad Arrangements have been made.

for

For Rent.

Cumberland County,

Iff. A.

Rent

Portland, HOUSE

for

for

Good

No. 6 Free Street Block. (14) fourteen
rooms.
Desirable tor a Lodging or Boarding
House. Rent reasonable. Apply at No. 286 Con-

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advfce given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.

ner.”

9th,
SUNDAY,
House Coach will
follows:
OK
Leave Ocean House for Portland at 7.30

apr24tnovl

ADD

The Committee announce eloquent addresses from
some of the best speakers in New England, iostrumental music by Gorham Cornet Band, charming vocal music by double quartette and a male quartette.
Complete arrangements in the grove for seating,
and recreation for all.

je22

Street,

MATT ABA MS,

the direction of Cumberland and
Sark District TiodjgcM ofGood Templars.

professions
this celebration.

Congress

P'-Uland April 23, 1878.

Uader

In which

Builder,

JAMES CUNNINGHAM.

(he line of the Portland & Rochester Railroad,

creeds and

227

Agent tor the Pettengill Iron Chimney Cap. Orders for all kinds of Masonry promptly attended to.
All work done by me wai ranted to give satisfaction.

IN TDE BEAUTIFUL

On

W&Stf

Residence

jo21dtt

tenement containing five
at 23 Mayo st.
O. L. PETTENGILL.

rear

Enquire

rooms.

Two Tenements.

BARNES,

dec!5

CELEBRATION

PLEASANT

A

eod2m

duplicated acconats.
Would take cliarge of one or more sets of accounts
permanently. Terms reasonable.
Orders left at 760 Congress street, or 28 Exchange
street, or by mail, promptly attended to.

dlw

To Let.

jel5d2w*

ME.

with Sebago

BYRON b. VERRLLL, 205 Middle st.

jc21|dtf.

Also

Business solicited irom any in need of assistance on
their accounts.
Special attention given to adjustment of

TEMPERANCE
on

w,

AOOOU3S TAXT.

REDUCED PRICES i
Jel7

PORTLAND,

my 14

No. 33 State Street, 9 rooms
gas. Apply at office ot

Tailor,

NO. 48 EXCHANGE ST.,

Afternoon anti Evening for the last Times.

Admission

AATIIOINE,

ttorney-at-La

VILL APPEAR

LAD1EV

new

To Let lor $300.

Soldier’s Trust.

FORGET

__

NO SHODDY.

house on the •corner of Atlantic and
Monument streets containing 11 rooms, bath
room, Sebago and Gas Will be let for one, two or
three years on very favorable terms to good reliable
parties. Inquire of JOHN O. PROCTER, 93 Exchange street.je21d3w

eodtf.

or

__

To Let.

WMmrnBm

of

Kvkby

I ■_

TO LET.

—

indispensable, not necessarily for publication
guaranty

^■—

BOARD.

~

last

as a

good faith.
We cannot undertake to return
munications that are not used.

Board.

apr2

DON’T

but

IIIW0 single gentlemen can obtain board in a priX vate family, live minutes from City Hall, large
siiry front room. Address Box 711.
ap3dtf

PERFORMANCE
THE

all ca-^es

He swears that the Democrats attempted to
corrupt the electoral college of Louisiana.

try

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in

Company.
No, 103 Milk street, Boston, Mass.

*marlldly

SATURDAY WIGHT.

OF

ALL

d3m

FANNY MARSH’S THEATRE.

—

SATURDAY MORNING, JUNE 22.

II. H. PITTEE.
G. WM. DOUGHTY.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

most postively the

the press.

unemployed persons to sell Teas for us on
salary or liberal commission. A fine double
sample case with thirty.six (35) superior samples for
live dollars ($5) to agents.
New England Sample Tea

Rear of Sager’s Stable, Oak St.

a

TERMS 18.00 FEB

WAmo.

The undersigned have this day associated them
selves together, under tne firm name

PRESS.

1878.

I

_WANTS.

BUILDERS.

Exchange St,, Portland.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year in advance.
Ti
mail subscrii>ers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in ad
At 109

is published every Thursday Morning at
year, if paid in advauco at $2.00 a year.

PORTLAND. SATURDAY MORNING. JUNE 22.

BUSINESS CARDS

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

DAILY

at.

f_

«uv

»v»u-

dation must ba solidly laid. Such a work as
this of Mr. Johnson can only disoonrags the
student, who with simple^ and bright instruction,such as might be given orally in all our public schools,were the study of harmony pursued
in them—would be in a very short time able to
appreciate the technical structure of fine music
thus increasing the enjoyment of it in manifold degree.

I

In every way.

Five Thousand it. Gold (Boston: Oliver Ellse. Pa

ii

_a

together story, bat quite readable withal. The
style is stilted, especially in the dialogue, bat
the intention is everywhere good; the writer
evidences much refinement and literary ambition, and an hour can be passed very agreeably
in reading this improbable account ot how
Five Thousand in Gold was earned.
Books Received.

_

A Modem Minister (New York: Harper
Brothers; Portland: Boring, Short & Harmon)
which came forth with heralding of mysterions
blowing of its own trumpet as the great anonymous leader of the series to be entitled the
Cheveley Novels, is as elaborate a failure as
human ingenuity will be likely to attain. It is
an attempt at the portrayal ot society; the canvas is overcrowded with figures whose affected
contortions of attitude make no impression save
that of a confused, coarse, stnpid and selfsatisfied performance. The writer has some descriptive power and sonse, some of the music of
words—consequently he describee everything
at great length, with far-fetched and tiresome
conceits and metaphors, and his alliterations
and verbal effects wonld be overdone for poetry

simply exasperating in prose. At tb»
ontset the reader is afforded a list Jof dramatis
persona of formidable length, and these personages are picked up, set in motion and aland are

lowed to run down, in genuine Jarley fashion.
To paint society, either in a spirit of blame or
praise, there mast be sympathetic quality
in the
writer’s mind—he must have a
genuine love of bis kind, and his very
his good
ba the result of
scorn
must
Minister
would
be
Modern
it were bright enough, bat its
attempts in that line are so conventional and
made with each effort that the langh is turned
at, not with the writer. Bat the fault of

will.
A
satirical if

For Thy Name’s Make, and Other Pwmi
By Millie Coicord. Cloth, 100 pp. Portland: Hoyt,
Fogg & Dunham.
Michael Angelo. Artist Biographlos. Cloth, 157
pp.,50 cents. Boston: Houghton, Osgood & Co.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
English Grammar Exercise*. By the Rev
Richard Morris and H. Courthope Bowen. Literature Primers. Cloth, 107 pp- New York: D. Appletou & Co. Portland: Dresser, McLellau & Co.
Bonny Kate. A Novel. By Christian Reid,
Paper, 222 pp.,
author of "Valerie Aylmer” Sic.
75 cents. Now York: D. Appleton & Co. Portland:
Dresser, McLellan & Co.
His Harvard Days. Chronicled by Mark Sibley Deverance. Cloth, 524 pp.,
$2. Boston: Houghton, Osgood & Co. Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon,

HnninK'ran>‘lhl

Visions; A Study of False Eight (Pseudo.
pin.) By Edward H. Clarke, M. D. With an Introduction and Memorial Sketoh by Oliver Wendell Holmes.
Cloth, 315 pp., $1.50. Boston:
Portland: Loring,
Houghton, Osgood & Co.
Short <& Harmon.
A Chicago honey dealer has constrncted a
floating bee-house, large enough to coutaiu
2000 hives, and is having it towed np the Mis.
sissippi river from Louisiana to Minnesota,
thus keepiog pace with the blossoming of the
flowers and stimulating the honey-making
ability of the bees. He will return in the fall
to take advantage of the autumnal flowers at
each point.

SATURDAY MORNING, JUNE 22.
[Buffalo Express (Rep.)]

Hares Still Calm and Conciliatory.
There Is probably cot a mac in this world so
thoroughly patient, calm and good, and so firm
lu behalf of the virtues, as President It. B.
Hayes. Bast Sunday evening ho was taking
Bis usual evening walk, looking complacent
and
Bamming a peaceful hymn, when ho suddenly enCo»,,tered

Bourbon bulldozer with a
mask on his fae* and a pistol in bis right hand,
who said In a low, h«oj voice:
“Your money or your lilo”’
•This is very provoking,” responded the
President. "You have interrupted me in my
devotions. I beg that you will allow me to
finish the verse I was singing. 'One

sweetly

“Now you hush up!” said the man severely.
•‘What do you take me for? I’m a Southerner, sir, and not given to nonsense.
Your
money or your life!”
“I am very sorry, sir,” said the President,
examining his various pockets, “but I have
stupidly left my purse at home. H’m! will
you cot join me in this hymn? Come, my
friend! let us 1)9 devotional.” He paused as
he noticed the stranger’s dreadful frown and
added, “Oh, you won’t eh? Well, that’s bad.
If yon’ll accompany me to the White House,
however, I will get the purse you desire, and
we shall get along all
right after that, I dare
say. ‘One sweetly’—”
He stopped suddenly, for the straDger
grabbed him by the collar and shook him
roughly, at the same time expressing his belief
that he had been guilty of gross falsehood.
“Now, I assure you,” said the President,
with extreme esrnestness, ‘‘that yon are mistaken, my friend. X have no money with me,
as true as 1 live.
I do not blame you for suspecting me, however. People in the sitnation
1 find myself in at the present moment are
very apt to prevaricate.
It naturally creates a
broad suspicion against human nature, and
gentlemen of your profession are excusable
when they suspect the innocent. Pray do not
pinch my ear in that unpleasant uiauuer. I
love voo, and wonld do almost anything for
you. Bet us conciliate. Let ns join in singing
the hymn I was engaged on when you interrupted me, meanwhile walking to my residence
to get the money of which you are doubtless iu
urgent need.”
The President would have said much more,
becoming warm and loving and exalting his
patience as he went on; but uubappiJy tbe
stranger hit him a blow in the chest which
staggered him and took away bis breath, ao
companyiog it with a further request for bis
money with tbe usual alternative'.
“Now stop!” remarked the President, as
no

uc unu

UbUTCiCU.

don. I do not mean to be rade,

Gentlemen—gentlemen!’’

me.

party of distinguished Democratic representatives who were passing.
“Gentlemen, please
come this way.
My friend here doubts whether

I am a man of truth. You can inform him
that f am, and so relieve me from a rather distressing siiuation. I half suspect he even
contemplates making me a mark for the weapon
he carries. Please say that I am not given to
false statements.’’
The distinguished Representatives acted in a
moat remarkable manner.
So far from advancing upon the President, they got to the
extreme outer edge of the walk on the other
side of the streer, Mr. Clarkson Potter even
soiling bis boots by getting partially into the
ditch, and passed on with elevated eyebrows
and a general expression of cruel contempt.
Bill Springer, and John Goode of Virginia,
turned a somersault to get out of sight the
more speedily, and Mr. S. J. Randall and Mr.
E. S. Bragg turned around and scowled in the
most unpleasant manner imaginable, and then
hurried on as if they had lost a second’s time
on a small dog.
“Now 1 never in my life!’’ exclaimed the
President with great surprise. “After all I
have done and sacrificed for those persons! I
wouldn’t have believed it. Human nature is a
strange thing indeed. But never mind. They
are not to be blamed.
They have formed
wrong ideas as to my veracity, perhaps—and
who can be blamed for wrong ideas if they are
honestly cherished? No, my dear friend. Let
ns be not severe.
Let us be patient. Let bs
be brotherly one to another. We will sing the
hymn beginning ‘One sweetly-’’
At this moment the President felt himself
lifted no and thrown violently to the ground.
He was punched in the head and in every available portion of his body. He was stamped on
and sworn at and about. He felt the stranger
searching his pockets and beard him cursing
him because he had told the truth. He suffered
a final and most
vigorous kick, and then he
seemed to be alone.
“This—this is quite extraordinary,’’ he said,
rising with much pain aud difficulty. “X do
not wish to use harsh
language, but I am quite
surprised. It was really unkind in that geutlemau to sqgpect me of
falsehood, and in those
Democratic Representatives to pass me by in
my trouble, without so much as as a recognition. Eortunately, however, I know my duty
just as well as if all the world were with me.
1 shall be patient. I shall be firm. I shall
not waver an iota with regard to this policy.
‘One sweetly solemn thought’-’’
His voice was as sweet and clear as if there
was no trouble in all the world, though it was
noted as he slowly crept out of of sight that he
needed several additional hands wherewith to
feel gently of his numerous cuts and bruises.

Magazine Notices.
The Atlantic Monthly for July contains the
first installment of ths new novel by Henry
James, Jr., The Europeans, which is sure to
attract

ordinary degree of attention. A
Japanese contributor tells in quaint English a
pathetic love story, Mosume Sets Yo; or
Woman’s Sacrifice. CoL T. W. Higginson in
Some War Scenes Revisited, gives the Rip
Van Winkle-like experience of one who enters
as a temporary carpet-bagger, some oity which
he formerly ruled or helped to rule “with absolute sway.” Most interesting as well as curious will be found Mr, Moncure D.
Conway’s
account of the Romance of a Family.
There fa
an admirable article by Mr. H. F
acudder, on
St. George’s Company, t*-3 principles of which
Mr. Ruskin h»“ oeen setting forth dnring the
last ae~n years in his Fors Clavigera. New
Rooks on Art this month treats of the Portfolio
and Lubke’s History of Art. A short article
by Mr. Allen B. Magruder, The Will of Peter
the Great, and the Eastern
Question, will be
no

found peculiarly interesting at the
present
time. Richard Grant White’s third
paper on

Americanisms is given, and Dr. H. C. Angell
contributes an article, addressed to a large
proportion of the reading public, on Weak Sight.

The poetry of the month includes a
Song: The
Wedding Dsy, by E. 0. Stedman; The Old
Man of the Meuntain, by J. T.
Trowbridge;
Kearsarge, by S. Weir Mitohell; The Dream
Fay, by Rose Terry Cooke; Our Neighbor, by
Harriet W. Preston. The Open Letter from
New York is devoted to a description of “society” in that city. The Contributors’ Club is
even better than usual, and
amongst the topics
discussed are the Examination of Shakespeare’s Tomb, How to introduce the Spelling
Reform, and Farjeon's novels. Saxe Holm’s
botany and originality are defended, and a
household art tragedy is amusingly narrated.

Recent Literature contains critical notices of
Longfellow’s Keramos, James’s French Poets
and Novelists, Winter’s
Thistle-Down, Adler’s
Creed and

The

Deed,

and other late publications.
numbers of the Living Age for the

fenlauil

The

Beds

the

Bent

choice poetry, etc.

Barnum

en

Tapper.

“Did yon ever meet Tapper, the poet?” he
asked, when about to launch upon one of his
anecdotes. “He is a curiosity. He wanted
me to act as lectuie
agent for him daring his
visit here list summer. I wrote him,

though,

plainly, that he wouldn’t make it pay.
Talmage took it np, however, and that helped
very

him

a

at first. One
day a celebrated
in New York gave a breakfast to

little

journalist
Lord Roseberry, Tapper and myself. During
the meal I noticed that the host and Lord Hoseberry were constantly laughing with great glee
over Tapper’s
stories and ‘points.’’ Tapper
evidently thought these were very fanny, but
they seemed to me infernally stupid. For in.
stance, Tupper said in his jerky, dapper little

way; “I’ve got a son, ah! very witty,’ and
then bis small round eyes began to twinkle.
‘Somebody at oar dinner table one day said
that Brigham Yonng had committed bigamy.
“Oh, no," exclaimed my son, “not bigamy,
bat Brigbamy”—ha! ha! ha! pretty
good,
wasn’t it? Wherenpon the journalist and Lord
with
in
Roseberry yelled
laughter,
which, of
conrse, Tnpper joined, greatly delighted. I
thought I had never heard anything so stupid
in my life.
But those two men would sit

there,

asking Tupper questions, applauding
bis bnncombe, and roaring at his
stories;
while Tupper took the flattery with the
Complacency of a demigod. In my opinion be was a perfect dolt, a perfect
pill; I

could not understand wbat there was in him
fanny. Yet for two hours my host and his
noble friend were encouraging him to
gas, and
rewarding him with tokens of appreciation.
When breakfast was overt drove to a hotel
with Lord ltjseberry, while our host took
Topper home. As soon as Lord Roseberry had
taken bis seat in the carriage be almost exploded with laughter. ‘What is the matter,
my lord, I asked. ‘Oh,’ said he, shaking himwere demented, 'I am so glad, so
glad.’ ‘Glad ol what?’ I inquired, ‘Oh, I am
■o

Stand.

Bates

College Nine.
[Special to Press.]
Lewiston, Jane 21.—The Portland Kids
today played with the Kates College nine and
defeated them by a total of 12 to 0. The following is the score:
Portland Beds.
O.

B.

PO.

1
D»oley, 2b...,.
Hanlon, r. t......1

4
3
1
3
3
4
3
2
4

0
1
1
0
0
0
0
3
1

1
1
1
6
1
2
0
1
10
2
8
0
12
2
5
1
0

12

27

6

27

R.

Rcker, c. f..0
,1 Doherty, p.2
Kayes, 3b.3
frennau, s. s.2

Jbes, 1.1.1
1
Ward, c.
Ctrridon, lb..,1

A.

E.

1
2
3
1
0
5
1
1
0
14

17

BATES.
PO.

A.

O.

B.

Given, p...0
Tuttle, ..1
Boss, 8. s.2
Parsons, r. f.0
Peiktns, c. f..0

3
2
2
4
4
4
1
3
4

17
0
2
112
1
2
0
1
0
2
1
0
4
15
2
0
2
3
1
0
0
1
0
0

5

27

R.

Sanborn, lb.0
Lombard, 3b.2
Wilbur, l.f..0
0
Itunger, 2b.

9

27

E.

2
2
0
4
5
4
2
0
1
20

13

SUMMARY.

123456789
Porland Beds.2 2 0 1 3 0 o 0
Batts.0 0 1 2 0 0 0 1
Uaipire— Henry Oakes.
[To the Associated Pres?.]
Ilorribly Bitten by a Dog.

4-12
1—5

IiwiSTON, June 21.—Wednesday evening a
party of boys bathing in the river below the
city were attached by abull dog and one Bamed
Eagan was fearfully wounded, the flesh beiDg
off

eaten
irn

so

as to

ODtorfninrrl

Small

expose his ribs.

nf

his

ropororj",

3?lxo

hope
TT«o

killed.

Amlerson Refuses to Testify Before the
Senate Committee.

Washington, Jane 21.—The Potter committee met at 12.15 today. Mr. Potter being
absent, Mr. Morrison presided.
Testimony of Capt. Thomas A. Jonhs.
Captain Thomas A. Jenks of Now Orleans
was sworn and examined by Mr. Reed.
He testified that in 1876 he resided in East
Feliciana parish, and held the position of
United States deputy marshal. He was appointed by Marshal Pitkin. The Republicans
in the parish told the witness that they were
afraid to register their names on account of
*

intimidation.
McMahon objected to any such testimony
being given on the part of Sherman till that
gentleman admitted he bad written the letter
to Anderson, as he had denied writing that
letter. He had no interest in showing what
had been the condition of affairs in the parish
of East Feliciana immediately preceding the
last election.
Mr. Reed complained of the coarse of the
majority of tbe committee in ruling out testimony offered by lhe minority, and also as to
the difficulty of getting the scope of the examination fixed definitely.
McMahon challenged him to give a single
instance in which any testimony offered on the
part of the minority had been excluded. Tbe
charge had been made publicly and he wanted
the matter to be definitely stated.
Mr. Reed said he repeated the charge.
Mi. McMahon said the charge was false and
again challenged Mr. Reed to refer to a single
instance of the kind.
Mr. Reed referred to an offer of testimony
made in executive session as to the inquiry in
Florida, which offer had been refused.
**■-

ciirtb

tun

(Mr. Reed) bad made

gentleman

a charge against
wmcn ne mast either prove
was
false.
charge

tbe

committee

_______

NEW YORK.
Mia. Tinea Excommunicated.
New Yobk, June 21.—At a special business
matting of Plymouth Church, Mr. Pratt, moderator, Brother Halliday read tbe following
document, which is the report of tbe examining committee in Mrs. Tilton’s case:

)

Brooklyn, June 14,1878.
To Plymouth Church:
Ebave been instructed by tbe examining
committee to present the following minutes

recommendations to tbe cburcb:
‘Tbe charge of unchristian conduct and wilful-violation of tbe covenant obligations with
the church, together witb specifications, have
bein made to tbe committee by Mrs. Barbara
Wsiton against Mrs. Elizabeth R, Tilton, both
members of this church. The committee appointed to entertain the charges and to furnish
Mrs. Tilton with a copy of the charges and
specifications connected with it and notify her
to hppear before the committee to make such
aoiwer to the charge as she may see fit, report
so^h service of notice was made, and in answer
Mrs. Tilton forwarded by the hand* of Mr.
Wheeler and Mr. Richards a written communication to the committee, admitting the
truth of the charges alleged against her and
reiterating the same to the committee. After
tbs reading of Mrs. Tilton’s communication
the gentlemen who presented it were asked if
Mrs. Tilton desired to present aDy evidence or
to have further time, to which interrogations
they answered definitely, “No, she did not.’’
After taking tbe testimony it was voted by the
committee that the charges had been lully sustained, and that tbe committee recommend
that Mrs. Elizabeth R. Tilton be excommunicated from communion and fellowship of the
ctsirch.
S. B. Halliday, Clerk.
(Signed)
I move that the report be accepted and
aifcpttd, said Brother Hill.
Tbe motion wns seconded and the question
put and carried. The members bad a general
hand-shaking all around and congratulated
themselves that the scandal was settled at last,
and the meeting adjonrned. The clerk refused
any information as to tbe nature of
tojgive
Mrs. Tilton’s reply to the committee.
an«

WASHINGTON.
The Hoi Springs Reservation Blander.

Washington,

June 21.—At the Cabinet
meeting today there waysome discussion as to
the possibility oi taking any action to carry into effect the will of Congress concerning the
Hot Springs reservation.
The general opinion
vas that nothing can be done by the executive
of
the
government in regard to the
hjinch
matter until Congress has acted again upon it,

'X?i?rreie/&e,.lLlP A'iaSijcretan
of xne interior ana Attorney tretrerai tor a
critical examination to determine whether sucb

of tbe clause as was enrolled, will af
ford valid basis for gt least provisional action
to frotect the government interests.
The Railway Mail Service.
J'or the next fiscal year there will be but one

portion
a

THE INDIANS.

or

admit the
Mr. Beed said he intended to prove it, and he
repeated he bad been trying from the beginning to find out the scope of the investigation but
had not been able.
Mr. McMahon repeated his challenge to Mr.
Beed to show a single instance where the minority-had not been permitted to ask a witness
any question proper to be asked. The trouble
was he said the; bad had too much latitude.
"Yes,” Mr. Beed retorted, "1 think so on Mr.
Anderson's cross examination.
The acting chairman (Morrison) said he
would ask the committee before the sub committee started for New Orleans to reject tbe
proposition of Secretary Sherman to have some
hundred witnesses summoned there most of
whom bad already testified ooce, twice, or
three times on the question of |int<midation.
In farther discussion Mr. McMahon stated
that the matter as to Mr. Sherman’s list of witnesses had been referred to Messrs. Morrisen
and Stenger as a sub committee.
Mr. Beed inquired whether that had been
done in executive committee or in private caucus.

Mr. McMahon replied that it had been done
at a private caucus.
Mr. McMahon intimated that the Democratic members had as much right to consult about
matters as Bepublican members had or to fix
their line of conduct.
Mr. McMahon finally withdrew his objection
and the witness proceeded. He gave an acthe intimidation in his parish.
count of
Nothing not heretofore published was elicited.
The witness proceeded but a few moments
when Mr. McMahon again objected to the
questions of Mr. Beed, and another discussion
ensued. At tbe suggestion of Mr. Cox, the
witness was allowed to proceed, with the understanding that at a future meeting, when the
members were all present, it should be decided
whether or not testimony relating to intimidation shall be accepted.
The witness prodaced a letter written by
James E. Anderson to him, making a request
that he forward Anderson the original list given the witness by Gen. Auger, which contained a statement of nineteen murders committed
in East Feliciana.
A petition was then produced by tbe witness
and read by the clerk. It gives a detailed account of the nineteen murders, mentioning
the names of the parties killed and the circumstances connected therewith.
Continuing his testimony, the witness said
he saw Anderson in September and October,
when he stated that it was impossible to organize the party in his parish, owing to terrorism.
Anderson told the witness he was attacked by the Democrats, and afterwards said
that he thought his clerk, P. C. Butler, had
something to do with it.

Question by Mr. Beed—Did Anderson

ever

tell you that the election was free or fair?
A—No sir, he never admitted that tbe election was free or fair.
Q—Did Anderson tell you that he could
AH-4..W

Ml

n.M»u

XWOTIRtJ

A—He told me he could not do so at Clinton
as it would be unsafe.
The witness was here shown the Anderson
protest in the Sherman report, which Anderson
heretofore testified was not the doenment he
had signed, ana claiming that it had been altered. The witness said that to the best of bis
knovrIpdcrA

Col. Vail will
place of the two oow serving.
remain at the bead of the service.

him

Anri

lifllipf.

flnpnmnnf

olvntrrr.

the one which Anderson signed and
swore to before JndgoDanforth in his presence.
Q—Did Anderson ever request you to make
an affidavit that he was
intoxicated when he
signed that paper, and did not know what he
was

signing?
A—Yes, sir.
Q—What reply did you make?

was

The Wi«eon»in Scare—Trappers Killed
by the Savages.
St. Paul, June 21.—The sensational reports
from Wisconsin relative to the Indian troubles
in the northern part of the state are utterly
discredited here, at least so far as they relate
to any general combination of the Minnesota
and Wisconsin Chippewas to
attack
the
whites.
The Chippewas are not warlike Inand
as
for
the Sioux, there are none in
dians,
either state.
An Indian outbreak anywhere
east of Missouri is a most distant improbability.
A Kush City dispatch to the Pioneer-Press
treats the affair across the St. Croix in Wisconsin as a mere scare.
New Yobk, June 21.—Col. Sheridan has selected a permanent camp for troops near Bear
Butt, to which.Gen. Sheridan has ordered ten
companies of the 7th Cavalry and six companies of infantry.
The latter will act as a garrison while the cavalry will scout the surrounding country to the Black Hills.
An Omaha dispatch says the bodies of three
more trappers have been found ou Dismal
river. They were evidently killed by Indians
some time ago.
San Francisco, June 21.—A Silver City
despatch states that the stage road between
here and Winnemuca is clear of hostiles.
Jerry Winnemuca and other friendly Piutes who
have been in the hostile camp recently, say the
Bannocks claimed that they then killed 13
whites and had 3 of their own Indians killed.
Three white men were killed and buried in a
cabin near SteiD mountain recently.
The
Malheur reservation Indians are behaving
worse than the Bannocks,
slaughtering every
animal that comes within their reach.
Gen.
Howard is still at Malheur City.

THE LOUISIANA COMMISSION.
Wbat Wayne JTKcVcagh Says Regarding
Tbeir Expenses.
Philadelphia, June 21.—The Times will
print tomorrow a letter from Wayne McVeagh
regarding the expenses of the Louisiana Commission. He says that the members of the
commission were from the first desirous of
defraying their own expenses, bnt were answered that it was a public service they were performing and it was proper that the Treasury
only should pay them. McVeagh does not
believe Secretary Sherman would accept the
check of any one member in partial payment,
but that when the late commissioners unite in
paying the whole amount, protecting Gen.
Hawley in his absence by acting for him as for
themselves, they will be permitted to do so.

Pall Mall

Gazette; Basque Customs; Fraser;
Pictures and Dress, Spectator; The Microphone,
Spectator; The Feast of Lanterns at Canton,
Japan Times; Tibet, Spectator; The Letter
“H,” a Historical Conjecture, Examiner; with

tlie

on

Perjury.

weeksending June

15 th and 22d respectively,
have the following noteworthy contents', Skepticism in Geology, Edinburgh Review; The
Political Adventures of Lord
Beaconsfield,
part II, Fortmgutly Review; The Death of the
Duke de M-, translated from the French of
A. Daudet, Temple Bar; The Azores,
Fraser;
The Greatness of the Romans, by Prof. Goldwm Smith, Cod temporary; McLeod of
Dare,
by William Black, from advance sheets; With,
in the Precincts, by Mrs. Oliphant, from advance sheets; Diderot at St.
Petersbnrgh, Fortnightly; How to Live on a Reduced Income,
Good Words; The House across the Street, a
story, All the Year Round; Turkish Wives,

Captain Jcnka

MAINE.

A-A

UCg JUUI parbat you startled
He called to a

THE INVESTIGATION.

farther Evidence of Anderson’s

a

solemn’—”

nwu

glad that I was not disappointed. I was
afraid I should be. Bat I wasn’t. No I wasn’t
I really think that without exception
at all.
he in the most Consummate ass f ever saw.’
So they had been guying poor Tupper all tho
while, and l hadn’t suspected it”
to

JlETEOKIMiOOit’tli.
INDICATIONS

FOB TIIB KBIT
H00B3,

TWENTYFOUB

Dep’t, Offiob Chief Signal i
>
Officer, Washington, D.O.,
June 22, (1 A. M.jJ

Was

For New England
rising, followed by fallins barometer, southeast
to southwest winds, cooler, cloudy and rainy
weather.
The 4 per cent. Loan.
New Yobk, June 21.—The subscriptions to
the 4 oer cent, loan yesterday, amounted to $1,000,000. The bankers say that the adjournment
of Congress has removed the fear of changes in
the financial laws, and subscriptions to government securities have been stimulated. They
express tbe opinion that the sale of 4 per cents
during the summer will be largely in excess of
the sales of the last six months.
A Triumph for the California “Workingmen.’’
New York, Jane 21.—A San Francisco
special says a majority of the delegates at
large to the State Constitutional Convention
elected are Kearneyites, and this will give the
control of the convention to the workingmen.
Kearney will leave shortly for Chicago, New
York and the Eastirn cities.
Eouiiiaua Bonds.
New Orleans,Jane 21.—In reply toicqairies
from New York bankers Auditor Jumel has
written that the July and January interest on
state consols will be provided for. Tbe collections of taxes (or the past 5 moptbs are unprecedented, being almost double the amount col'
lected duriDg the same periouin former years.

Robbery of -Mails.
New York, June 21.—Geo. M. Martin, clerk
in the registry department of the New York
post-cffice, was arrested today for robbing registered letters. None of the letters were mailed
here, all being m transit between distant points.
Printers Ntrihe in Montreal.
Montreal, Jane 21.—Strikes at the Herald
and Gazette offices still continues. The former
appeared this morning without telegraphic or
local news, and tbe latter with little of either.
The proprietors refuse to compromise.

A—1 refused to do

anything of

the kind.

Q—Was Anderson under the influence of
liquor when he signed the protest?
A—No, sir, no more than I was, and I had
not drank anything that day.

aud had for some time been employed in one
of the departments of the Treasury, I think
when Gen fSpioner was in office.
Q—Don’t you know it was utter John Skerman became Secretary of the Treasury?
A—No, sir, f do not; I know it was before
that, because Gen. Spinner was here and was
a particular friend of ours.
Q—How do you know at the time Gen. Spinner was in office that yoor wife was in that depertinent; by her telling you?
A—Yes, sir.
Q—Can yon toll whether it "asunder Grant

|

femneror William,

receipts—8,000 bbls flour, 17,000 bush wheat, 163.000 bush corn, 49.000 bash oats, 2,600 bush rye-, 2800
boih barley.
Shipments—7C0o bbls flour, 14,000 bash wheat, 213,000 bush »*orn, 48,000 bush oats, 3,600 bush rye,
760 bush barley.
At tbe afternoon call of the board the market closed
with Wheat shade lower at 92f @ 92Jc for July. Corn

whose health causes much
give the necessary assent to
any measures which may be approved by Russian plenipotentiaries, as constant reference to
St. Petersburg is extremely incouveuient, aud
I Prince Gonschakoff is not what ho used to be
t

j

anxiety, and also

either bodily

'■

or

Affairs

to

mentally.

Mexican Border.
Galveston, Jane 21.—The News Eagle Pass
that
nothing definite is known respecial says
I garding the movements of Geu. McKenzie or
Co'. Shatter. It ig supposed they |are heading
or Hayes?
for Saragossa mountaius. The Mexicans are
A—It must have bobu under Grant.
Q—When your wife came back home what still volunteering and impressing horses. Their
movements are very |warlike. A courier who
letter?
did she say about the Sherman
arrived yesterday states that Cols. Nuncio and
A—It is a long time ago, aud 1 don’t rememVoldez are at Sarragossa with from 2600 to 4000
I
ber. She said a good many things about it.
men so that a courier would be sent to Gen.
really can't remember what she did say.
McKenzie to ascertain the purpose of his inQ—Did she say she had seen the letter?
vasion. Col. Martinez, the revolutionist, was
A—She did not.
reported about 50 miles below Picdras Negras
Q—Or that she had seen a copy of t.
several
days ago with 50 or 60 men. some of
that
She said
A—She never said so to me.
whom were thought to ba on this side. There
Anderson claimed to have a copy of it, and
if no news from Escobedo.
that it was in his lawyer’s hands.
(J—Did she ever have any correspondence with
letter?
Mr Sherman in regard to that
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
If she had I
A—Not that f am aware of.
Heavy English reinforcements are being sent
know nothing of it whatever.
to the Cape of Good Hope.
Q—You and James E. Anderson have been
Nine thousand fish were taken from the Crointimate?
ton reservoir in New York, and given to the
A—Yes, sir, pretty intimate.
poor Thursday.
Q—Did yon iutimaoy extend up to the time
ho left New Orleans?
Class day exercises at Harvard University
A—No. sir. There was a little coldness bewbiob were suspended last year were resumed
tween us after he requested me to go back on
yesterday, the outside attendance being large.
the affidavit.
(The original Anderson-Webber
Eaton & Wilson’s shoddy mill in Medway,
who
was
shown
recognized
witness,
agreement
Mass., was burned yesterday afternoon. Loss,
the body of the paper and the signature of An82000.
derson as Anderson’s writing, but failed to reTo-day it is proposed to put Benj. Hunter,
cognize either the signatures of Weber or of
now on trial at Camden, N. J. for murder of
the witnesses.)
James M. Armstrong, ou the witness stand to
Without concluding the cross-examination
testify for himself.
the committee adjourned until to-morrow.
Gen. McLaughlin reports from Fort Concho,
Texas, that Mexican Indian crossed into Texas
THE SENATE COMMITTEE.
on Wednesday on a raid, and both citizens aud
Anderson Refuses to Testily.
troops are after them.
The Matthews’ committee met at 11 o’clock,
German papers continue to report arrests of
and held a private consultation two and a half
Socialists and Governmental interruption of
hours, Mr. Matthews being present. Then the Socialist meetings. A Berlin magistrate is redoors were opened and James E. Anderson was
ported as saying that no testimony yet connects
He made a request he be attended by
sworn.
Ncbeling with Socialist Democrats.
counsel, and the room was cleared for consultaA Washington special says the parchment
The committee refused Anderson’s retion.
shows evidence that the portion of the sundry
This decision was communioated by
quest.
civil bill relating to the Arkansas Hot Springs
Senator Allison, acting chairman, to Ander
commission had been omitted in the enrollment
The latter said he had no statement to
son.
The appropriation committee will
make nor questions to answer.
Whereupon purposely.
hare the matter investigated at its first meetthe room was again cleared for consultation,
next
November.
ing
and when the doors were open the chairman
informed Anderson ha mast answer anv quesConnelly and Sherry were lmng at Chicago
tions put.
The chairman then asked him iris
yesterday for maraer. Perry Bowstei was hung
Anderson rep'ied he had
age and occupation.
Chillicothe, Ohio. Carl Manke was to have
no desire to throw obstacles in the way, but
been hang at Buffalo yesterday, had not a stay
SonatrtP Mati.haorfl vaa « 1 anrrrur anrl hora 1 rutbin the proceedings been granted. He made an
unsuccessful attempt at suicide in bis cell in
ing after his interests, and he did not see why
he should not have a lawyer to look after his
the morning. Frederick M. Duck and Edward
The
interests.
chairman
M,
(Anderson’s)
again
Costley were huag in New York yesterday
asked him bis age and occupation, and Anderiur muraer.
son declined to answer.
The chairman then
asked whether he placed any paper in MatFINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
thews’ possession, and if so what?
Anderson
again declined to answer, repeating he had no
Portland Wholesale Market.
Senator Whyte said:
questions to answer.
‘‘Yan mean simply to say that you set at defiFriday, June 21.—The market are quiet to-day.
ance the will of this committee?”
Flour is a little more active to-day owing to the adAnderson—Yon pat it too strong.
I simply
vance in the price of wheat in the West. There is as
wish to say I decline answering I have to proyet no change here in price, hut the demand has impose that if Senator Matthews will go before
proved very much. Sugars are steady at 9jc for
the Potter committee I will testify.
granulated and 9Jc for Extra C. Pork and Lard ere
The room was cleared for consultation.
Anderson privately says he made a proposiunchanged.
tion that Mr. Matthews appear before the PotClearing Bouse Transactions.
ter committee in order that be might ask him
Portland, June 21.
questions he coaid not ask before the Matthews’
and
The
further
that
the
Senate
uot becommittee,
Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
ing iu session he could not be punished as a
the transaction of business as follows to-day:
recusant witness.
Gross Exchanges.$ 71,027 00
When the doors opened Anderson was inNet Balances. 11,311 85
formed by the chairman of the committee that
they would require his testimony before the
Poretgn Exports.
committee. He then asked Anderson:
BUENOS AYRES. Schr Jas Ford-525,709 feet
"Are you not willing to answer such queslumber.
tions as may be propounded to you?”
Bally Domestic Receipt*.
Anderson replied, "I am not.”
Chairman—Then refusing to answer any
By water conveyancs—1090 bush corn maul to O
W
True
*
Co.
questions pertaining to matters of investigation
you set this committee at defiance.
Boston Block Market.
Sanator Whyte said: ‘‘In the absence of the
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, June 21.]
Senate we have no power to punish for conEastern Railroad 3’}s,1906..
69
tempt, and therefore I move that this commit- $10,000
4 Boston* Maine Railroad. 103}
tee adjourn, subject to the call of the chair156 Eastern Railroad. SJ
man.
Agreed to, and the oommittee ad11 Portland, Saco & Portsmout Railroad. 851

!

oa

the

journed.

Senator Matthews having to-day being interas to the truth of the report that he had
concluded to appear before the Potter committee, sail the statement was erroneous.

rogated

THE EASTERN QUESTION.

’BNew York Stock and Money Market.
New York, June 21—Evening.—Money easy at 2
@ 3 per cent, on call. Sterling Exchange unchanged at 481} @ 485 for long and 4864 @ 487 for short
sight.
Imports of dry goods at the port of New York for
the week ending to-day were $677,736; amount
marketed $690,332.
Gold steady at 100} throughout. Carrying rates 1
@ 3 per cent, to flat.
customs receipts to-day

Important Action of the Congress.
The Boundaries ot New

Bulgaria

Determined.

The transactions at the Stock

Exchange to-day

agLake

gregated 132,800 shares, including 33,700 shares
Shore, 6700 shares Erie, 20,000 shares St Paul, 19,000
shares Lackawanna & Western,6,150 shares Western
Union, 22,300 shares North Western, 11,000 shares
Pacific Mail.
The fallowing were the closing quotations ot Government securities:
United States 6s, 1881 reg.

London,{June 22.—The Times publishes the
following despatch from Berlin dated Friday,
midnight:
The plenipotentaries

of Englond, Russia and
Austria this evening agreed to the following
whioh
will
be
submitted
to the congress
points
XUUIUIIUW AUI
“*™ h«™>

ury disbursements
Arm.

Clearings $8,377,000. The
$210,000. The Treaswere
Governments
$16,000.
were

ratiuuauuu;
m ironnern

.Bulgaria is to De
fixed at the Balkans.
The larks are to have the right to
fortify
the Balkan passes and to garrison the fortified

places.

Sofia is to be included with Roumelia and
Varna in Bulgaria.
The Turks are to retain Burgas, the northern frontier of Montenegro, and the boundaries
of Servia are to be restricted, those countries
to receive compensation on the south.
A telegram from Constantinople constrained
the Russians to thus settle these questions, At
the same time the solution is equally due to the
personal intervention of Prince Bismarck.
If
tee above report is true one of the few
points
which might cause the breaking up of the congress namely: the Bulgarian boundary is
settled.
The hitch on this question, which
was
evident yesterday, caused some alarm.
Some oj the correspondents thought the crisis
would continue until the special messenger returned from St, Petersburg.
The Times correspondent says Austria wiil
make no concessions relative to free access to
Salonica and the Aegean sea, or
concerning
Bosnia and Herzegovina, which she desi-es to
annex, but will not directly ask for.
The correspondent believes Austria will obtain her wiBhes in this respect,
and that
Greece will obtain Crete and some rectification
of her frontier in the direction of Thesally and

..1061
United States 6s, 1881, coup...109}
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new. reg.loll
United States 5-20s, 1865, coup.lot J
United States 1867, reg.1051
United States 1867, coupon.108
UrnUM

J Ds

..

Michigan Central.
6/1
Panama............125#

Union Pacific Stock,... ... 68|
Lake Shore... KII|U 59
Jhicago & Northwestern.»:. 46J
Chicago & Northwestern preferred
70|
New Jersey Central...„ 31
Bock island..
M.1184
..

Paul.

491

St. Paui preferred.1...

78$

Fort

Wayne.
93
Chicago & Alton.."...78§
Chicago & Alton preferred...
109
Ohio & Mississippi.
8
Delaware & Lackawanna...58

Pork
^ 6 95

Louis,tJune 21.—Flour quiet andunchanged.
Wheat—options higher and cash lower; No 3 Bed
Fall at 1 024 for cash; 88$ @ 89c for
July; No 4 do at
934 @ 94cc. Corn is easier; No 2 Mixed at 35Jo for
for
Oats
are
cash; 35§ @ 35|c
inactive and
July.
lower; No 2 at 25 @ 254'- for cash, live quiet at 5lc.
and
Pork
is firmer;
Whiskey steady
unchanged.
jobbing at 9 40 @ 9 50, Lard nominally unchanged.
Bulk Meats are stronger at 4 624 @ 4 75 and 5 50 @
5 55 and 5 70 asked for shoulders, clear rib ami clear
sides here. Bacon 5$ @ 5J @ 6$ tor shoulders, clear
rib and clear sides.
Receipts—2300 bbls flour, 27,000 bnsh wheat, 14,000 bush corn, 15,000 bush oats, t,000 bush rye, 010
bn«b barley, 00,000 hogs.
Shipments—6,000 bbls flour, 10,000 bush wheat, 10,000 bush corn, 10,000 bush oafs, 1,000 bush rye, 00000
bush barley.
Toledo, June 21.—Wheat is firm; No 1 White
Michigan at 113; extra White Michigan held 114J;
Amber Michigan on spot at 1 07; seller July at 99c;
No 1 Red Winter at 1 10; No 2 do on spot at 1 06;
seller June 1 07; seller July 944c; No 2 Dayton and
Michigan Red at 1 044. Coni firm; High Mixed at
40c; No 2 on spot 39fc: No 2 White 42c; rejected at
374c; damaged 33c. Oats firm; No2at25jc; No 2
White 28c; Michigan at 25Jc.
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 8,000 bush Wheat, 23,000
bush corn, 2,000 bush oats, 00 hogs.
Shipments—000 bbls flour, 2,000 bush wheat, 8.000
bosh corn, 00,000 bush oats.
Milwaukee, June 21.—Flour dull and unchanged.
Wheat unsettled, opened gc higher and closed Arm;
No 1 Milwaukee at 1 034 for hard; No 1 Milwaukee
soft at98J; No 2 Milwaukee at96fc; June at 96§c;
July 95c: No 3 Milwaukee at 864c Corn is higuer
and scarce; No 2 at 374c; new 34 @ 344c. Oais are
hrmer; No 2 at 24 @ 24$c. Rye lower: NTo 1 at 5.’$c.
Barley inactive; No 2 Spring at 62 @ 624c; July 63c.
Provisions quiet and steady; Mess Pork at 9 25 cash
and July. Lard—prime steam at 6g.
Freights—Wheat to Buflalo nominally 1J.
Receipts—6500 bbls flour, 63,000 bush wheat.
^Shipments—14,000 bbls flour, 11,000 bush wheat.
Cincinnati, June 21.—Pork is stronger and held
at 10 00. Lard quiet and firm; current make at 6 95
bid 7 00 asked; kettle at 7J@7J. Bulk Meats are
Arm; shoulders at 5 asked cash; sales 5$ buyer for
July; short rib at 5 45 cash, 5 50 buyer June, 5 65
buyer July; short at 6 65. Bacon is quiet and firm;
shoulders at 54; clear rib 6; clear sides 6$.
Whiskey
active and firm at 104.
Hogs is active and higher; ^common at 3 25 @ 3 65;
light at 3 70 @ 3 85; packing at 3 75 @ 3 90; butchers
at 3 95 @ 4 05; receipts 1883 head; shipments 685
St.

head.

Detroit, June 21.—Wheat is lower; extra White
Michigan 1144; No 1 White Michigan at 1131.
Receipts—20,000 hush wheat.

Shipments—none.

Baltimore. June 21.—Cotton dull; Mdillinz uplands 114
life.
Memphis, June 21.—Cotton is quiet and steady:

Middling uplands at 11 Jo.
Galveston, June 21.—Cotton, nothing doing;
Middling uplands lOgc.
Ohakleston. June 21.—Cotton quiet; Middling

uplands 11 @ lljc.
Wilmington, June 21—Cotton firm; Middling
uplands lOJc.
New Orleans, June 21.-Cotton dull;
Middling
uplands at 11 Jo.
Mobile, June 21.—Cot*

m

quiet and weak; Mid-

dling uplands 10Jc.
SaVANhah, June 21.—CottoD,
dling uplands at 1(1 Jo.

dng doing :Mid-

Augusta, June 21.—Cotton qnict; Middling uplands at lie.
Norfolk, Jane21,—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands at lljc.
European IDarkeli.

London, June 21—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 93 7-1G
for money and 95J for account.
London, Juno 21—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 67’s, at 107; new 5’s, at
108; new 4i’s, 105|; 10-408, 109J; Erie 18.
Liverpool,June 21—12.30 P. M.-Cotton market
dull; Middling uplands at 6J<1; do Orleans at 6 716d; sales 7,000 bales, including 1000 bales for speculation and export; receipts 1400 bales, including 1250
American
Futures, seller 1-32 decline; June delivery 6 3-16;
June and July at 6 3-16; July and August at 6 3-16.
Flour at 22 @24; Winter Wheat at 10 @10 3;
Spring do at 8 10 @ 9 4; California averages at 10 1
@10 6; club at 10 6 @11; Com at 22 @ 22 6; Peas
at 35. Provisions, &c—Pork at 43; Beet 74; Bacon at 26 6 @29; Lard at 35 9.
Cheese at 46. Tallow at 37 3. At London Tallow at 38.
Paris, June 21.—Rentes 112140c.
Health and Economy.—Undoubtedly the most
reliable baking powder sold in this market is "Con
gross” Yeast Powder, it being pure ana healthy, and
especially good for dyspeptics when used in Biscuits,
Dumplings Ac. Give it a trial, and you will alway
use

*

MAKBIED.
In this city, June 19, by Bey. Thos D. Anderson, jr
Lander G. Bi unel and Miss Louisa N. Dearing.
At Cumberland Foreside, June 20, by Key. A. Dalton, Albert W. Skillin of Capo Elizabeth and Miss
Virginia Welch of Portland.
In Falmouth, June 19, at the residence of the bride’s
father, by Key. W. H. Haskell, Chas. W. Dearborn
HUV*

UJIDC

UCU1IIQ o• UCil| UUtU Ui

for Bath.
Ar 20th, schs Tim
ry Wiley, Williams,

given to private pupils b, the subscriber.

1411 Pearl Street.

years 2 months.
June 13, Mrs. Lucy Patten, widow of the
late Daniel Larrabee, aged 69 years 9 months.
In Georgetown. Jnue 12, Mrs. Eiszabeth Low.
In Warren, Juno 11, Mrs.
Cynthia, wile of June
Creighton, aged 66 years.
In Limerick, June 2, Mrs.
Polly Dargin, aged 91
years 7 months.

<Iiin«eaire Almanac.JTnnc 22.
San rieei.4.16 High water. 4.15 PM
3un sets.>..,7.47 I Moon
rises.11,48 PM

M-^lRIJSTE NEWS.

__

mnssfr
SPECIAL SALE
OF

LIDIES’, MISSES’ & CHILDREN’S

Ga.dU

con

nx

WE OFFER AT

Great Reduction to Close !
50 Dozen Shade Hats 25 Cents Each.
“
“
«*
38
25
“
“
“
“
“
50
40

Field, Leland, Lingan, CB; Ma-

Rlack, Broxvn, White, Striped and Mixed

FAYAL SHADES I
HIGH AND LOW FROWNS,

ovu

10 Dozen

x/rtj Uff ill, auubiDuui

St Thomas for New York.
Ar at Kingston, J, 8tb Inst, Bch Jos Wilde, Reed,
Boston.
Sid 8th, barque Jos Baker, Lyder, Old Harbor, Ja,
to load lor New York.
Ar at North Sydney, CB, 18th Inst, barqne Sarah A
Staples, Ford, Marseilles, to load coal at Cow Bay for
New York.
Ar at St John, NB, 19th Inst, sch Mabel HaU, Ti-

SPOKEN.
May 12, lat 8 8, Ion 32 W, barque Nellie Brett, from
New York for Anjier.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Monday,

Juno 24,

o’clock a. m sharp, (rain or shine) with fall
Templar Costume, lor an Excursion to the Crawfoid
House.
Per order of Committee.
Ie22snd2t

Jutnt

wS

8}"

id?

IMITATION CHIP HATS!
in all the New and Desirable Whape*.
a large a*sortment of tbeie goods in differ-

We have

cash1;

custom-house,

2019 c£h;

istossMrhigucr

July®
f™

(

UeSeMta. GafiS.

WHITE,

AND

very sca.ce, such as
Princes*, Nlora, <«rlsnlde, Adelaide. St
Cloud, Victoria. Bon Ton, Revena, Dresden, Toiler, Teresa, Opera, Zrlla, Panchon, Bernhardt, Kieazie, Uo'lege, Oriana,
Aurelia, Tbi«bee, La Mlolla, Mary Aaderson, Prims Donna, C'lioln, Ju»i^, Modena, Everoti, Beatrice, Mercedes, Marie
Smart, Avignon, Ursula, Fileen Hectare*
white

are

Ac.,
forty different shapes,

Ac.

j

over

which

wc

offer at

75 cents, $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50.

50,

5 Doz. White French Chip Princess $1.75.
a

good variety of

Chip Hats

French
in all the

new

shades at popular prices

30 DOZEN

MUSLIN SHADES,
Different Styles, choice for 50 cents.

Infants' Lace Caps and Bonnets,
from 75 cents to $1.50 each.

AND

—

These Garments

Two Toned in Nos. S, T, 9,12 and 16, leading shades
Also Plain. Gros Grain, Satin and Sash Ribbons in
great variety, lower than the lowest.

—

are

H.S.Kaler&Co.
made

from

259 MIDDLE STREET.

a

Jelldtf

CARRIAGES !

treated by a patented process that makes them

Perfectly Waterproof
without closing the pores, adding to the durlbality,
and holding last the colors till they are worn ont.
are lighter and cooler than a linen
garment
and require no laundering.
With one of these garments on, a lady is protected
from dust, and if caught in a shower, may save a
valuable suit from ruin.
The prices aie from

THOMPSON’S

They

to

$5.00,

Portland

EASTMAN

UNEQUALED

BROS.,

Carriages,

492 & 494 Congress St..

Either Ready-Made or Made to Order.

IN STYLE, FINISH

AND DURABILITY.

Agents lor American Waterproofing Co.

The

Largest Variety

531 Congress Street.
Jel9

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

LOW
my21

STORE

OPEN ALL

NIGHT.

Having long recognized the want of a place in tbi*
cit;v where Medicines could be obtained at night as
we 11 as during the day, I have
engaged a
COMPETENT PRESCRIPTION CLERK
for the especial purpose of attending to the wants of
tb e public in my line, who will be in attendance all
night.

Surgical Instruments,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS,

eod2m

office,

28 Free

Street,

will be promptly attended to.

WALTER COREY & CO.
dtr

Bandages Sc Supporter*. Trusses, Hb.older Braces, Spinal Supporters,
Club Fool Shoes, &c.,

PRIMES !

hand and made to order.

ELECTRIC BATTERIES

I have marked down all oi my

fjr sale and to let by

A, G.

PRICES J

We would respectfully inform the public of our
completed arrangements at the Kerosene Works for
the use of a vat of Naptha, into which we can put
all kinds of Furniture, Carpets,
Clothing, «£c., infested with Moths, which is undoubtedly the least
expensive and most effective means of exterminating this troublesome insect.
The urocess will not injure the finest silk fabric,
but cleanse the soiled and uusty parts.
A competent man trom our establishment will superintend the treatment, and all orders left at our

Prices charged will be the same as in the
.|el0
sntf
Day lime.

on

Eng-

MIGHT.

and after Jane 10th. Schlotterbeck’, Drag
ONStore,
at 301 CONGHE!), STREET,
will remain
open ALL

in New

land.

dtfsn

DRUG

&c

SOLICITED.

INSPECTION

Grey Mixed India Cloth,

$3.50

Satins, Gauzes, Crapes,
Veilings, Laces,

Silks,

SCHLOTTERBECK,

BLACK SILK

Dealer in and Manufacturer of

FRINGES

to reduce stock.

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS.

501 Congress Street, Portland, Me.,
Sole Agent tor Geo. Tiemann & Co.
New York.
__dtt

Citj of Warsaw, Indiana,

LADIES buying these gdods will
do well to examine them before

purchasing,

GEO. F.

NELSON,

NO. 363 MIDDLE STREET.
JeU
dtr

FURNITURE.

7 cr BONDS !

We will tell Common, Medium and tine
Furniture,

and throughout the season as low as can be purchased in New England, and keep a stock two
or
three times larger than can be found in Portland
to
select from. Furniture made to order and
repaired.
Drapery and Decorar i?e Work made in the most satisfactory manner. Don’t buy till our goods have
been seen and prices obtained.
now

For Sale

PAB

at

and

Interest,

-BY-

91. H9. Payson & Co.,
je!5

33 EXCHANGE STREET,

*

WalterGorey&Co.,

dtf

NEW MODEL

28 FREE STREET.

ma>_

Buckeye Mower,

PORTLAND

Bollard’s Improved Hay Tedder,
YANKEE HORSE
AND

—

RAKE,

ALSO

P.rtland and

—

—

FOB SALE BY

"SH**0ranJ
f

—

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

THE

M

SERVICE."
OF

CHRIST

$3..50

>:«ur old Silk Hat will bny the latest Spring
1
*
ayle from Knox, the Hatter, New York.

Bonds,

municipal Bonds,
City and Town Bonds aid R. H..
Railroad Ronds.

& Moulton,

176 Midd le Cor. Exchange Sts.

»P30

DISCIPLES

30 far 91.00
IO f0r
, wo

will meet for worship in the
Library Room ol Mechanics’ Hall FRIDAY EVENING at
7.45; also
Lora s Day, morning and
evening, at the usual Uouis.
Preachlog by H. Murray, of Swampscolt, Mass.,
All are cordially Invited.
je21d2t*

Wl’ OFFER FOR SALE

Woodbury

W.adf.rd’.,

Trunk aM

RELIGIOUS

INVESTMENTS!
GovernRient

R. R.

TICKETS

m.rrilla,

kinds ot
Mowers at Manufacturers’ Prices.
—

ROCHESTER

BETWEEN

NELLIS’ DOUBLE HARPOON
—

&

an

PACKAGE

AT hlJtJbt Y, Tlic Halter,
187 Middle Street, Sign of Gold the Hat.

Je8_eodtf
REMOVA

C?hicagoTpr£sg

arl

shades, Including

ent

CREAM

OSTRICH TIPS.
Fancy Feathers, Wings, Pom Poms,

ULSTERS

iennebecKLEAJ'S_Ar

rbomahon

One Lot Children’s White Milan Hats 75c,

Frenoh. Flowers,

INDIA CLOTH

Knives and Sections for ail

ielcS?8’

$l.00>

Different Shape,) former price 81.30.

from 50 cents to $2.50.

at 7

Servla^in R»rl'ater

25?

Eng. Milan

“

**

Members of Portland and St. Albans Commandcries will meet at Masonic Hall on

IVorse Pitchfork.

“not St
cifv

“

OLD LADIES’ DRESS CAPS

w®hELGwh,ef,’ HJuae,
ndiiria„Tii

,'Iane,21-—The

30

Knights Templar Excursion.

reUcally* erfectf

y'nI,0Pro<1-tbe
to"'

Cents.

“

Hoys’ Trimmed

“

Also

[Latest b; European steamers.)
Ar at Liverpool Sth lust, Kate Davenport, Mallett,
Mobile.
Cid 6th, Theobald, Waterhouse, Bath; 7th, Bombay, Peterson, do.
Sid fm Hull 6ib, Challenger, Thompson, for San
Francisco.

^“fiist.which

Mem°)'

“

“

tus, Rockland.

n

trVons
on^l nattlt®
J“he

38

Sailors

9(i linzan Canton llrpis Huts US

teras.

mil

75}!

Canton

“
••
50
10
Trimmed
One Lot Trimmed School Hats.

Ar at Port Antonio, J, 9th Inst, seb A R Warner,
Lewis, Philadelphia.
Ar at Point-a-Pitre May 16, sch C H Macomber,
Googins. Barbadoes.
Ar at Ponce May 22, brig C S Packard, Amesbnry,

UnitedStates?rP°01

} iM’.C

entire line, Including the balance of onr Wholesale stock, at a

our

Havana; 17th, brig Merriwa. Downes, Philadelphia.
Sid lztb, ech Sarah Potter, Wall, for North of Hat-

Portland

NewdYOTk°“a'°n

I

HATS

Baltimore.
Ar at Barbadoes May 24, barqne Henry L Gregg,
Moore, Rio Janeiro; 25th, sch Ada Barker, Dobblu,
New York; 27tb, brigs Motley, Plummer, New York;
Cbarlotte, Briggs, do.
Sid I'm Cardenas 7tb, barqne J E Holbrook, Leavitt, North of Hatteras: seb Hit Carson. Lawrence,
do; Clifford, Bragdon, fordo; Carrie M Richardson,
Richardson, do; T A Keene, Keene, Sagua; 12tb,
barque Palo Alto, Jenkins. New York.
Ar at Matanzas lOtn, barqne Acacin, Anderson,

acUvIaM^S."1310®3
eafyaet^oe|;ei4lo670

*rrr\

dtf

Jan24

New York, (and sailed 28th for Gonalves and New
York.)
Cld at Demarara May' 21, schTClara Fletcher, Sargent, tor Port Spain and New York.
At Antigua May 25, brig Starlight, Thompson, 1m
and for New York ; sch Hortensia, Larrabee, for

rdllUUUll],

At Old Orchard, June 20, R. W. Tukey of Brook
lyn. N. Y., aged 64 years.
(puuoicat ov.-ri.oo u»i.» afternoon at 3 o’clock, al
the residence of his brother, J. G. Tukey. 804 Congress street, Portland. Relatives and friends are invited. Burial at convenience of the
family.
In Bridgton, June 13, Henry
Bernard, son of F. H.
Gerry, aged 2 months.
In Rockland, June 11, Lester A.
Pooler, aged 30
years 7 days.
In Vinalnaven, June 13,
Capt. John Lane, aged 85

COLCORD,

W.

J.

Bangor.

in u>

uv.iv/iuiu

Eugiish

and Class-

ical Studies

Sid fm Havre 20th inst, barque John Bunyan, Butman, United States.
Ar at Dublin
20th, sch Wm Henry, Cole, Machias
via Shulee, NS.
uk

my25eo<i8w

Ma?8.

instruction in

Cuba,

»

Quincy,

Wordfu.

FOREIGN FORTH.

.lisf

<

Tlie next school
Fits bovs tor nnr best Colleges.
inforbegin* Sept. 11, 1878 For catiloipift and A.
*• *
William r vereit or
mation, ad trees

%ear

DIED.

■

J

AD4HIS ACADEiTIV.
QUINCT, MASS.

Ar at Cadiz 11th inst, brig L Staplep, Stoweis, New
York, 20 days.
Cld at Lisbon May 30, sch Jennie B Gilkey, Gilkey,

In Belfast, May 26, H. R. Davis of Unity and Miss
Eleanor Morse of Belfast.
In Swanville, May 22, Omar G. Hussey of Brooks
and Miss Abby V. Nickerson ot Swanville.
In Belgrade, May 25, Olie E. Jacobs of
Sidney and
Mass Hattie E. Damren of Belgrade.
In Belgrade, June 9, Albion Hersom and Miss Lucy
E. Blaisdell oi Rome.

The witness then stated that several months
Atlantic & Pacific
Telegraph...24J
after Anderson came to him and wanted him
The following wore the closing quotations of Pacific
PORT OF PORTLAND.
to make a statement to the effect that be (AnRailroad securities:
derson) had never signed a protest, and had a
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st.
14*
Friday, June 21.
document written by himself to that effect
Guaranteed.
13*
ARRIVED.
Central Pacific bonds.,
which he desired witness to sign.
"‘108
Steamer
Union
New
u
York, Winchester, Boston for EastPacific,. .ir
Q—Did Anderson ever tell you he might
Land Grants...iro
port and St John, NB.
make some money by signing that document
Sch Edw Waite, York, Boston.
Sinking Funds.1ii>a
him?
prepared by
Sch Eliza J Stetson, Smith, Boston
Bar silver, currency.
ni'I
Sch Richmond, Thompson,
A—Yes, sir; he told me that Major Burke
Bar silver, gold ...
Kennebunk, to load for
.M'M
Epirus.
had offered him several thousand dollars and a
Rockland.
Do
Coin..3 @ ij discount
Sch Golden Eagle, Hinckley, Addison.
Another Berlin telegram to the Times says
position if he would go back on his protest.
Sch Lucinda, Gray, Deer Isle.
the cession of Bosnia and Herzegovina to AusAfter some other unimportant testimony the
California Minins Stock..
Sch Tiger, Douglass, Deer Isle.
tria has already been decided
witness was asked what he knew of tb soThe
Ban Francisco, June 21.—The
upon.
are the
following
Turks
have
been
warned that if they do not unCLEARED.
called Sherman letter.
He stated that the
closing ofticial nrices of mining stocks to-day comSch Jas Ford, Huntley, Buenos Ayres—C S Clark.
first he knew of the existence of the letter
reservedly accept the decisions of the congress
pared with those of Saturday;
Sch Sarah Wooster, Wooster, New York— Milan
was the 6th of
last January, when it was menthey will find no auxiliary among European
June 20. June 21.
Mills.
June 20. June 21
tioned by Marshal Pitkin in conservation with
powers, but, on the contrary, those most anxiSch S C Tyron, Nickerson,
.12| 12 Kentuck.. 2J. 3*
Kennebec, to load for
ohs to save them will be at the head of their
him on Canal street. New Orleans.
Baltimore—J Nickerson & Son.
adversnries.
Best & Belcher.. ,.13|
Q—Did you ever see a letter written by Mr.
13J Mexican.13| 13*
Sherman written to any one about the election
Lfbom our correspondent.
Vienna, June 21.—The Hew Eree Press BnlUon........
BJ
Si Northern,Belle.114 114
states that Russia and Austria have
of 1876?
KENNEBUNKPORT. June 20—Ar, sch J A Dix,
agreed that Consolidated, Va..13| 13* Overman.131 13*
California.1»§
48
V
shall
133
I
have
Montenegro
Ophir.494
Plnkham, Portland, with corn to J 1) Perkins,
A—No, sir, never did.
Antivari, but that port “« >'. 244 25
is only to be used for commerce
Raymonds Ely 7
Witness was shown several letters which
and under Aus4
4
Confidence.
Silver
H
Hill.....
14
trian supervision.
EASTPORT, June 16-Cld, schs S E Nightingale,
witness identified as being iu the handwriting
Caledonia.. 2J
2J Savage.10J 118
Hlllyard, New York; Traveller, Young, New Haven:
of D. A. Wrber, and then he was shown the
Crown Point.6|
Russian military movements,
64 Seg. Helcher.
M L Newton, Coalwell, Windsor, NS.
signature of Weber to the Andersoo-Weber
3i SierraNevada.. 4|
June 17—Ar, sells Abby Weld, Gardiner, and Alice
4J
NewYobk, June 21.—Cable specials state nSSfS'Ji:.
Goulu & Carry..,. 64
contract, and was asked whether he believed
6} Union con.5J 68
that filteen thousand Russians have arrived at
Dean, Hatch, Portland; D B Newcomb, Hickey,
Hale& Norcross... 7
it to be genuine.
He replied he did not think
Boston.
7jj Fellow Jacket. 8* 84
San Stefano from Odessa, and the Russians
are
Imperial. Eureka con.694 56
it was, that Weber always signed his name in
Cld, barque Ophir, Ginn, Liverpool.
also concentrating troops around the
Julia consol’id’td. 64
fortresses
73 Grand Prize.... 4i
44
a back hand, that he had never seen
him sign
of Shumla and Varna.
Justice.34
34 Alta.74
73
Ship Transit. 1132 tons, built at Bath in 1860, and
as this paper was signed, that it might be
repaired in 1875, lias been sold at New York lor
Uneasiness in Berlin.
Weber’s signature, but it was not his usual
Chicago
cattle
Market.
$23,500.
There is much uneasiness in Berlin over the
signature. He had never seen that AndersonChicaqo, J une 21-Hogs—receipts 24,000 headjshipprobable result of the Congress.
Weber contract before.
He also testified to
ments 5000 head; opened quiet and
rFROM MERCHANT'S EXCHANGE^
and closed
steady
Gov. Kellogg’s desire that Anderson should
Warlike Preparations by the Russians.
weak and ower; choice heavy at 3 85 @ 3
Ar at New York 21st, barque J W Dresser,
40; light at
Brown,
3
75
3
return to East Feliciana and discharge his
s 874; mixed at 3 70 fij 3 90; all sold.
Barbaboes j brigs Giles Loring, Barret, Sagna; Mary
London, Jane 21.—The Times’ correspondduties as supervisor, and that the Governor
Cattle—receipts 3200 head; shipments 3800 head; U Mariner, Cientuegos; schs E S Newman, Sagua;
ent at Tberapia says: “I hear that the
«••
Russians
«*«*»■ dul1 and 10@ 15clower;
Hermon Ourtis, Guantanamo; Nellie J Dinsmore.
bad advanced him $50 out of his own funds to
shipping at
are straining their energies in
fortifying RodosCardenas.
805
He denied Anderson’s
pay his expenses.
to. They are evidently contriving
Ar at do 21st, steamer City of
every means
statement as to E. B. Jenks (not a cousin or
Houston, Havana;
to gain a firm hold of
head 1 BlliPmc^s 400; quiet;and
ship w R Grace, Black, Liverpool; brig Kaluna
Bulgaria, and are preany relative of witness) being drunk at witparing to hold it if need be against all adrerNash,
Sagua.
ness’ house and as to the facts of the conspirsaries.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater
The meeting of the Congress seems
21st, brig!Battle, from
Domestic ITlarkets#
acy (that there would be no election in East
rather to have increased than abated
Aguadilla.
their
acN#w
Ar
drawn
out
at Cienfuegos 6th. brig
of
him.
York.
June
That
Feliciana) being
part
21—Evening.—Cotton market
tivity in that respect.”
Clytie,
Dow, St Jago.
bid 6th, sch A l> Butler, for Boston,
of the statement which mentioned the fact of
steady and unchanged; sales 1702 bales;Middling upNew Yobk, Jane 21.—A special London
Ar at Havana Dtb, sch Albert H
his wife going to Col. Potter, chairman of the
dis- lands 11 7-16c; New Orleans 11 9-16o; forward aelivWaite, Drlsko,
Portland.
Democratic state committee, was true, but her patch says the recent publication of the Rusm;ies moderately active and 9 @ 12 noints lower.
Sid 13th, schB S F Seabury,
7770 bblsi without decided change
basis of understanding was done
Trim, Matanzas; 14th,
%!?Br”receixPt8
by
object was to get a guarantee for Anderson’s tian-Angio
Miranda, Mitchell. Caibarien.
the British Cabinet to prepare
export and home trade demand;
w, yerymoderate
England for a sales
protection from violence.
Ar at Matanzas 10th, barque
16,400 bbls; No 2 at 2 25 @ 3 00; Superfine Wesfailure of British diplomacy.
Acacia, Anderson,
Cross-examination elicited that Jenks was
State at 3 50 @ 3 90; pommou to
sch Paul Seavey, New Orleans.
Havana;
exA Berlin special says the Ottoman
+ertttr?n<?
good
tnv nnllnntAi, in l.1
1
1 OPia
tra
Western and State at 4 00 @ 4 30; good to
members
SHver Spray, Hall, North of Hatteras
choice
of Congress have presented a
,«Sld
12th^schs
13tb, brig Geo E Dale. Pierce, do; 11th, brig Liberty,
that it was since olaimed there was a deficit
large number of Western and State at 4 35 @ 5 75;common to choice
memorials from Christian
Wheat Western extra at 5 80 @6 50: Fancv
do; sch Nellie Scott, Hulbert, do.
of 810.000 in tbe.acconnts and that an indictsubjects of the Sul- White
White
Wheat
tan,
that
Western
extra
at
6
praying
55
be
7
10th’lch Albett W SmItb' Lotin«they
commay
left
® 50;
ment was found against L. B. Jenks, his depunder his
Bnmswhdc
rule, and protesting against baiDg handed over 77 7 -i?
UUlUIliUU lO
^ u to
uty. who got off by pleading the statute of
choice extra St VLouis at 4 JO @ 7 00; Patent MinnesoGreebock 19a> barque Tatay, Pettis, for
to Russia, Bulgaria or Austria.
The position
L. B. Jenks was a candidate on
limitation.
ta extra good to prime at 6 00
of the Ottoman delegates is that
@ 7 00; choice to douDle extra at 7 10 @7 75,
the Republican ticket in 1870 for parish judge
dismemberincluding 3200 bbls of City
2°tb’ 8blp John T Berry- ,or
ment of the Turkish Empire is neither
Mills
extra at 5 10 @ 5 40; 2700 bbls low grade extra
of West Feliciana.
necesWitness didn’t know
nor
practicable in the interests of peace
sary
Winter Wheat extra at 4 25
when he left New Orleans on whose behalf he
20tb’
barque TUU° Baker- B°yntonNo dismemberment is possible which
® 5 75; 5400 bbls Minnesota extra 4 00 ® 7 75, closing
will not
was subpoenaed.
Judge Shellabarger told him excite
quiet. Southern Flour unchatiged; Bales 1200
on one side or
jealousy
May
barque Matthew Baird,
on his arrival in Washington it was on the Redisaffection on bbls; extra at 4 75
To0,ma8 (and sailed
the other. Turkey is ready to
@ 7 25. Kye Flonr is quiet. p
3d Inst for Sagua);
the reHave met the Judge several
ri™
publican side.
Larnmeal is steady and more active. Wheat—
forms 'nrASP.rihfiri fnr haw Iiir fkn accept
auiiaubiuum, 1U1 tjrt—.-—J
times and talked over Louisiana matters genreceipts 18,043 bush; market } @ l better and closed
Para* J?ryam* Barbadoes; 6tb, brig K W
And
Constantinople.
these
would be ample.
quiet and firm; shippers holding oH; sales 130.000
Messer, Hewett, Philadelphia.
erally. His wife on her arrival first called on Ihe
treaty of San Stefano was simply extorted
bush, including 98,01)0 bush on spot;ungraded SDrinc
Senator Kellogg, then called for witness at
Saarbruck, Clark, for Humacoa; 29th,
the Kussiang, who at that moment
by
02
2 do at 4 00 (a) 1 07}; No l do at 111Stephen
held
first
Bennett, Arroyo.
who
Turtold
her she
reft ] Winter
J.No Bed at
Sbeliabarger’s office,
hy ?he
94c; ungraded White at 116They have postponed the jected
was subpoenaed on the other side.
Witness
r7tbI bJ?8 Hermon. Hichborn, from
extra White at 124; White State
stipulation of that treaty, waiting for the meet120}; No 2 Spring Demarera, 12th, Lewis Clark, Smith, do; sch Ralph
after hie|conversation with Marshal Pitkin inseller June at 1 07, closing at 1 06} hid,
Cariton, Grant, New York; 15th, brig Perces Hickof Congress, which they looked
log
107}
asked;
forward to
formed his wife that the Marshal had asked if
doJo'yat l 04}, closing at 1 C6}
ley, Foster, do; ech Wm Frederick, Ames, Philadel074 asked; do
with hope and confidence. The Porte
he had any knowledge of a Sherman letter and
declares July 1 04}, closing at 1 04 bid,l 06bid,
P™* W B Jordan. Richardson, Baltimore.
asked; No 2 Norththat Tarkey is perfectly able and
he told him that he hadn’t.
wilDon’t think she
honestly
110
tOBlMd,
do
for
asked;
Jtb* br*£ Budorus, Prince, North of Hatteras;
"“‘““S’1t.JehOft
July 12th,
io.k
and satisfy all legitimate desires
said anything about it.
Beil for June at
barque Palo Alto, for New York.
Between that time
ft Jhl bid, 1 07 asked; No 2 Winter do
of its sabjeots
Caustic
reflection
his
wife’s
anon
106
and
l.15lask«l:
the
July
c.r£,,**■ ^aKaa loth, barques Matthew Baird, Forbes,
coming to Washington she went hypocritical
tSIinglw4bi^’
St Thomas; Sadie,
Bye is steady; S000 New York No bid,
declarations of Knssia are Interject- 110} asked.
2 at
Gregory, Rio Janeiro.
once to see Mrs. Weber about the matter and
Sid tru Gaibarien prev to 12th mat. barque
72,000 last half July at 63}c; 7000 New Jeisey
and the Congress is invited to throw
ed,
Lilian,
afterwards wrote her at the solicitation of
religat 64c; 1500 State 67c. Canada Peas fair
for New York.
ious prejudice aside and to consider
at
75
®
the facts as
James E. Anderson.
Didn’t remember of
Ar at Dublin 20th, Wm
Barley nominal. Barley Mali nominal. Fori
Henry, from Machias.
they really are. ft submits an elaborate sketch —receipts
8i00 b jsh; i @ } *ower,
Pitkin’s mentioning such a thing as a letter
except No 2 for
of reforms that
is } @ } better and
being in the possession of Mrs. Weber. My government is toare to be carried out. Local
mEKlOKAlVDA.
fairly active; sales
be administered in each disbu9l>«“ spot; ungradwife laughed about it as a joke when I menBarque Joshua Loring cook, from Barbadoes for
l?3;000
ed at 41J
No 3 at4lca)414ci stPAmpr it- <i*>
“
45$,
wMih
Sy8tem
tioned the letter, and when she came back
appeai8 theu‘ @43c: No 2 at
Canary Islands, which put into St Thomas leaky,
44} @ 15c; Kansas 45®
roun.I has been surveyed and ordered to discharge for
from seeing Mrs. Weber she said Mrs. Weber
reYellow at 52c; Western Yellow 45}c; No451c;
2 White at
pairs.
Hervia Discourage J.
denied ever naviog heard of such a letter.
for
steamer
June 42} @ 424c, closing at 42c
53c,
Sch Sympathy, from Magdalen Islands for Portbid,
Witness in reply to questions repeated his
43c asked; do July at 43} @
at
42Jc bid, land, with herring, put into Port Mulgrave NS, 17th,
,21--The coolness 44c asked; No 2 lor June at 43}c,closing
direct evidence that be never beard till the Oth
the Plenipotentiaries
44} ® 45c,closing at 4IAc with loss ot mainmast.
have
bid, 45c asked; do July at 45}c, closing 45}c bbl, 46c
of January of Sherman being connected with
ndividuallv
received
the
proDositions
asked.
Uats-receipts 138,755 bush;}® Ac lower?
any letter or document, and never suspected
FlSHERMErV,
K!3tic3.tha representations of sales 89,000 bush; No 3 White
No 2 at 31 ® 311!
from anything that passed between bis wife
Ar at Port Mulgrave. NS, I7th, scbs M M Chase*
eatos“fee*1 °gof despondency No 2 White at 33} ® 33|c; No 1324c;
at 31c; No 1 White at
The
2d
ua
1
■tbe
that
she
knew
a
2d
of snch
letter. Being
and self
and 3d classes of the
37c; *o2 Chicago at 3lic; Mixed Western at 31® from Portland lor North Bay; Lucy J Warren, trom
oailitia reserve
asked, witness said that private business have been cailed out for immediate service.
31}c; White Western 32 ® 36c; Mixed State at 31* 77 Deer Isle for do; Glad Tidings, trom Swan’s Island
SymPatby’ from Ma?daJens for Portland, (see
32c; White State at 32} @ 36c. Uoiree is quiet anil
brought his wife and self to Washington, and
c°noeutration of Austrian
on being pressed said Mrs. Jenks came in reunchanged. Sugar unchanged; 800 hhds Cuba at
and Save frontiers is the
A pilot of 25 years experience on the Nova
?aQabe
is steady. Bice
Molasses
0
7}.
Scotia
from
letters
and
cause
to
of
the adoption of this measure.
Bteady.
Petra,
Kellogg
Packard,
sponse
?oast, states that he has never seen so many mackerel
leum is quiet and Urm: united quiet at 4 134 bid
inqniriDg whether she had any information or
that coast, as this season.
crude
refined
at
at
are
7;
Itsichsrath
11}.
Tallow
They
heading
has
6 for
finalat 7. Naval
1v
documents which would be useful to them for
the Bay.
unchanged. Turpentine is fiTn,?!
Austro-Hungarian compromise. Stores—BosmPork
the New Orleans collectorship and senatorship.
at29}@3t)c.
Weiner
Press’s letter from Berlin states
isfirmerjmesVat
.J-he
Beef quiet ; Philadelphia mess 18 50 lOffl® l«50
He didn’t know whether his wife had preDOMESTIC PORTS,
understanding extends Phila. Beet Hams unchanged at 21 00 deliverable
..6 Anglo-Austrian
served the letters received from Kellogg and
Ar 20th, ebip Kobert
•natters
@ 22 50. t ut
the scope of the Congress.
v SA5 FK?ANi:I^car
Dixon,
beyond
Meals are firm; sales pickled bellies 46e; smoked
New York. (Jan 12.)
Jstjood,
Packard, but thought it likely she had, and
’Jie Attitude ol Ihe
hams
nhoulders
at
10@10};
ConservaEnglish
middles firm;
SCb Clrus HalI> Howe"
5}@6;
that she would produce them. Anderson had
16tb’
at
tive..
:ity long clear
5|c. closing at 6; Western-it 54
been reporting iniWashington that he had inisked. Lard firm; 725 tes prime steam on
JACMCWVIUJS-a, mh* 8ch ««tle E Merrow,
*>ndon, Jane 22,-The Standard says in an
formation or documents by which he could
r 25; 3500 tes for July at
Now r°rki Maria Adelaide, Kent, from
117} ® 7
180 tes
uncial
form
that
the
proposed meeting of Coneither defeat or seat Kellogg, just as he chose,
iteam at 7 22}; 175 tes refined s. a. at
71. Butler In
csvates opposed to the Aoglo-Iiassian
« hiskey snade lower
and the object of the letters was to ascertain
leavy at 6 @ 20.
agree1
r0WN’ SC—C:Id 18th| sch A w Ellls-lor
cadi
07}
will not be held, as it is well understood
Freights to Clverool—market shade firmer Cotton
whether she knew of any such documents.
t«t the government, in response to the
?er salt at 15-64; do per steam }d;
WILMINGTON, NC—Old 20th, gcb Aneroid, Talstrongsteam
By McMahon—What documents did your ly expressed
>ot., Ponce.
opinion of the country, will in fuwife bring with her when she came to WashOhioaoo, Jnne 21.—Flour unchanged. Wheat
tue discunuteuanoe
BESS MONROE—Passed out 19th, ship Jane
heady and higher; No 2 Chicago Spring at 96*e
any steps in the direction
ington, or what documents had she at that Ot. separate
18“* from Baltimore tor Continent,
or
agreement.
Lord Salisbury decash; 92J @ M for Jul,;“No3
time?
it 86}c; rejected 70c. Corn
ws that he formally
20lb* 8011 Charlotte Jameson,
^^More—cl!
sigoed his name to the
strong aud higher at 17
A—I don’t think'kat she either took any
Lravis. bt
Thomas.
S 37 c for cash ami
ageement. He merely appended his initials to
rejected at 33Ac Oats
she was
Ar 20th. sch Hattie
i bade higher at 24}c July;
with her or had any to taie,
McG
for
Buck, Woodbury, George*
it?revious to its snbmi~;;,B t0 ti,# Cabinet.
23} ® 23 c for
secare
here she applied to onr representatives
iye unchanged. Barley unchanged? Pork is aetivn , own, (and sailed.)
;
Sid, bng Chas Dennis; sch Alzena.
aid
higher,
me » place in the New Orleans
In
Berlin.
at
9
eluting
Czar
thg
easy
Doing
25
9 25
®
W
£ri2Jaf?bar<ue
Holbrook, Mitchell, Matanzas.
but she did not come here for that
oarjl shade higher at 6 80 cash; 6 90 ® 6 92} for July.
bid
The Post states in an official form that it is
pnrpose.
for Maunzas.
118th, sch May McFarland,Kb
™
She had previously been here several
irobable the Czar will come to Berlin to see
0weu rHlnd3'
19tb’
times,
—

EDUCATIONAL

Coffin, Cardenas; Almeda Wiley, Wiley, Pensacola;
Sea Flower, Lincoln, tor Provincetown; brig SalUtra.
Partridge, Gibraltar.
Sid 20th, ship Gen McLellan; barque Charles K
Lewis, Alice Reed; brigs Kossack, and Arcot; schs
Speedwell, and Kenduskeag. for Portland; Jacbio,
tor Belfast.
Passed througn Hell Gate 20th inst, barque Anna
Waish, Bowers, from New York for| Trieste; bng
Afton, do for St John, NB; scli9 Speedwell, do lor
Salem; Tantamount, Hoboken for Boston; T Benedict, do for Salem.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 20th, sch Lake, Tapper, from
Baltimore.
Sid 20th. sch Flora King, Guptill, New YoTk.
FALL RIVER—Ar I8tb, sch Emma Arey, Hall,
Georgetown, DC.
SOMERSET—Ar 19th, sch Danl Webster, Baldwin,
South Amboy. (aDd sailed 20th for New York.)
WICK FORD—Sid 20th, sch Red Bover, Springer,
Rockland via Boston.
DUTCH ISLAND HAREOR-Ar 19th, sch Cathie
C Berry, Fountain, Providence for Philadelphia, (and
sailed )
BOSTON—Ar 20th, schs Cora, Fisk, Philadelphia;
Sapsanoa, Dunton. Bath.
Cld 20tb, schs Teaser, Orr, St John, NB; George S
Tarbell, Pierce, Alexandria; Enos B Phillips, Baker,
Kennebec.
Sid 20th, barque Sarah Hobart; brig Carrie E Pickering.
Ar 21st, BCh A Hooper, Williams, Sullivan.
Cld 2lst, schs Menawa, Fairchild, and E S Steere,
Nickerson, Kennebec.
SALEM—Ar 18th, sch Abner Taylor, Dodge, Port
Johnson; James R, Lewis. Rockland.
Ar 20th, sch Daniel Breed, Higgins, Bangor.
Sid 20th, scb Ada S Allen, Dndley, Eastport.
NEWBURYPORT—Sid 19tb, sen Tangent, Cross,
Bangor.
Sid 20th, sch Mountain Laurel, Farrell. Ellsworth.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 19th, sch Mary Louisa, Perkins, Boston.
Sid 19th, schs Lizzie Brewster, Smith, Jonesport;
Triton, Rand, and H. B Gibson, Dorr, Bangor; Ella,

Congress”.

E5tates^iwwi/cuup’'.''.'.'.itwi

United States 10-40’s, reg...108
United States 10-40s. coup... 108
United States new 5’s reg,...1061
United States new 5a. conn.
m«l
United States new 41s reg... 113,
Exited States new 4}s, coup. 103}
United States 4 per cents, reg.,.1001
United States 4 per cents,coup.1014
Paciflc6’s, 95s,.....,,.120}
Tie following were the closing quotation^ o
^
Stocks:
Morris & Essex.,,,,, 82}
Western Union Telegraph Co, ex-d..
81}

St.

lower at 36Jc bid for July. Oats unchanged
higher at 9 25 (gj 9 274 for July. Lard at 6 924
lor July.

Ar 18th. brig S J Strout, Fickett, St Marc.
Cld 18th, ship Oracle. Humphrey. San Htancisco;
schs Sami Gi maa, Kelley, tor Bath; E H Herrlmau,
Herriman Portland; K M Sawyer. Faikiugbam. for
St John NB.
Sid tm Delaware Breakwater 19th, sch M A Wiley,
Andrews, fiotn Philadelphia tor l.agusyra.
NEW YORK -Ar 20th. schs Foiest City Hodgir.s,
Baracoa 11 days: Aitave'a, Murch, do.
Ar 21st. brig Mary C Mariner, Prince, Clenfuegos;
schs Hailio C Bunker, Williams. Cape llaytien; Gen
Hall, Simmons, Rigged Island.
Cld 20, ship Sabino, Farmer, London; brig Sarah &
Emma. Monroe, ior Nantes, France; schs GeoiSia,

sseodti

br.

T

star bird

bam REtlOVKD TO

No.
J«8

7

Brown Street.
dlw

SATIRUAY MORNING,

JUNE 22.

met

TO-DAY

ADVERTISEMENTS.

He cried out to several
persons passing by, but they paid no heed.
The carriage was smashed and the horse was
thrown down, and it is almost a miracle that
Mr. McDonald escaped with his life.
He fell
a distance of twenty feet.
fore he was rescued.

Straw*—Merry.
See—H.

I. Nelson & Co.

Carriages—Robin son.

Notice—C. H. Wilkins.
For Sale or Exchauge-N. S. Gardiner.

Bankruptcy—3.

Valise Lost-.John W. Dano.

Gentlemen’s Srtaw Hats-Hillman,
AUCTION COLUMN.
Choice Plants- F. O. Bailey & Co.

White Head for n Camping Ground.
Cashing’s Island has for a long time been a
favorite place for campers oat who wished a
qniet place where they would not be disturbed
by too much transient company. The conveniences of the place have not been all that
could have been wished but now all these de.
fects promise to be removed, and the hitherto

Religion* Nonce*.
St. Luke's Cathedral, State St.—Rt. Rot.
H
A. Neely, Bishop of the Diocese ot
Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7ip. m.
services at
Daily
a. m. and 5 p. m.
Seats free to all.

Bethel Chdboh—Services 101

m., 3 and 7} p
at 71 p.
Seats free.
every uay rieguiar.
a.

and Thursday evenings
“;s,°,Mon,lay
sea and

All from

land

-——e»-— v,±,Vu

iu

invited.

are

ocauicu

and

Friday evenings,

at

day they looated

ty“The Disciples of Christ will meet at 62 Gray
Lord’s
at
3
m.
every
Day
p.
to attend to the Apostles’
teaching, to the Fellowship, to Breaking of Bread and to Prayers, All are
invited to attend,

Sreet,

Woodford’s Corner M. E. Church.—Rev. J
Pastor. Preaching at 2.30 p. m. Prayer

A. St rout,
meeting at

7$

p.

in.

Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Services at 10$ a, m. and 3 p. m.‘ Sunday
school at 1$ p, m.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rov. Asa
Dalton, Rector. Services at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday schoo 1
at 2 p. m. Seats tree to all.
Harmon’s Hall, West End.—Preaching at 10$
St.

a. m. and 2$ p. m.
Sabbath School after forenoon
services. Prayer Meeting at 7 p. m. Seats tree.
Bayside Parish.—Eev. B. F. Pritchard, pastor.
Preaching at 10.3j a. in., 2 and 6 p. m. Sabbath
Scuool at 11.45 a, m. aud 1 p. m. Social Meeting at
7$ p. m.

auu

a

8.45 a. m. Reception of Delegates from corresponding bodies; 10 a. m. Discussion, ‘‘What do rediscussions and the wide popular interest demand of
our
Congregational ministers and
churches?” Opened bv Rev. J. O. Fiske, D. D. 2p.
m. Sermon by Rev. F. E
Clark, followed by the
Lord’8 Supper. Woman’s Board of Missions, Wednesday, 2 p. m. in the vestry.
cises.

Street M. E. Church.—Rev. A. S,
Ladd, pastor. PreachiDg at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m.
Sundaj School at 1.30 p. m.
Prayer meetings at

Address bv Past Superintendents.
Again with 8ons Thanksgivings.
Benediction.

6 30 and 7.30 p. m.
SECOND ADVENT

7$

o’er the Stars is Rest.
How Happy I’ll be.Sadie Davis
Measuring Baby.Alice Kilgore
Heavenly Healer.Carrie Perry
Trio—The Singers...Mary Mackin
The Sabbath—Auzella Jost.
Welcome Beyond.Carrie Kilborn
To deep or too muddy.C. E. Wa'ker
For

E3F*Rev. F. Pember will preach at Bradley’s Cor-

church at 10 30 a. m.; Reform School at 2.30 p.
East Deeting at 7.30 p. m. At the morning services a series ot sermons on the 10 commandments
will be delivered, and at the
.evening service} a series on the Lord’s Prayer.
ner
m.

Song.

Curfew shall not ling to-night.P. F. Turner
Angel of the Sunday {School.

Chant.....

B3?“Tbere will be a free meeting at the Sons of
Temperance Hall, Congress st. at 2$ p. m. Subject
for discussion: Miracles and the Coming
Religion.
iy Elder C. Goud will preach at 10$ a. m. and 3
T1

ot t)lD VniltltT Men’s

m

f'tivialixn

Player meetings Sunday
o’clock. All are invited.

and

A

A Portland Swindler.—For some

at

Uriel

A

family

Yesterday

_

acquainted

on

boi

t.

j
Go,

Hospital Monday Receipt",
of the Maim
ames T. McCobb, treasurer
the followinf
received
has
jeral Hospital,
chnrchei
ims from collections taken at the
the Maine General Hospital:
.uke’s,
'id
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first

I
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Dnivesarlist, Portland.
Unlversalist, Dexter.
Jungregationallst, Wells.
igalional church, Wiuthrop.
ODgregatioualist, ltockland.
nion church, Farts
let church, Ferry
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Village..
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Nobby Straws.

Merry the hatter.

je22d3t
Merry’s.

Job lot of straw hats very low.
A. H. Coe.
Those 4 and 6-button White Kids have
arrived at H. I. Nelson & Co.’s, 443 Congress
street, Farrington Block.
je22J3t

on

A. H. Coe.

and

Light trimmed Manill

as

at

Merry’s.

French Laces, grass and pure Silk Twist
Fringes and Headings, in new and elegant designs, just opened by Carlton Kimball, 495

Congress street.

_

Fifteen new style hats to-day.

june21—2t
A. H. Coe.

Ie you are fatigued in mind and body, take
Sanford’s Jamaic a Ginger.
je20-w&s
A. H. Coe.

Boys’ straw hats 12c.

{Periodicals.

—

Harper’s

for

July

is
for
sale
been
and
received
by the
following news dealers: Wentcorner
of
No.
553
worth’s,
Congress street,
Oak street, at Hall L. Davis, Exchange
street, at the book and periodical depot of
Messrs. Fessenden Brothers, Lancast er Hall
Also at the newspaper and periodicaldepot of
Geo. H. Marquis, No. 80 Exchange street, and
at the boob, periodical and newspaper establishments ot C. It. Chisholm & Bro,, in the
Eastern and Grand Trunk depots.
has

ROOM PAPERS.

nnnitrni-onrti nf tiara

M err y,
THE

237

guests'

J

manner.

To be sold at the following prices in order to make

room for

agreiib!?

April goods:

Brown
White

from

Grounds
Satins
Gilts

«

6 cts.
8
12
15
25 “

per roll upwards.

WINDOW

Middle

As

2.45 cla83-$60 to first, §25 to second, §15 to third
and §10 to fourth.
John P. Gibbs started b. m, lone,. C 9 6
George R. Palmer, br. s. Franklin,. 2 3 2
S. D. Cushman, br. s. Hiram Woodruti,. 8 8 4
Thomas Mortau, sorrel g. Martin McLellau. .111
W. H. Brackett, b. &. Pomp. 7 5 7
A. W. Brackett, g. g. Fed B,. 3 2 5

8
3
9

Time—2:41,2:44.2:41.

2.34
third.

class—§80

to

first, §25 to second, and §20 to

dlt

IN NEW YORK.
DANIEL II.

BUBDETT, AUCTIONEER.

BY BURDETT & DENNIS,
Store No. 49 Burling Slip.

SPARTAK.

SHIP

On Tuesday. Jane 25, at 1 o’clock,
within

AS”N« ™T “ TESIS'

IMMENSE REDUCTIONS IN SUITS.

Eyes Rest

on

2rZ\/
MIA

COAST

-f/lAflA Staten

NPABTAN,
of 1449
tons, capaciiy 2482 tons, built at
East Boston, in 1874; newly coppered in December,
1876, Vessel and materials may bo examined at any
time at above place, which may be reached per South
Shore Ferry, at Battery, tor Staten Island.

jc'9_d6t

50 Cent Overalls for 20 cents.
$1.00 Pants, double and twist, only 50 cents.
©1.S5 Vermont Orej 1<mU| SS cants.
$2.50 Grey Striped Cassimere Pants, $1.50.
Pure Blue Flannel Pants, worth $1.00, now $2.75.

LJTEST, OliSniVD BEST!
Wc place upon

All Wool Vests!

nr

ottered at lar below the wcrih mf ise goods.
Goods must and shall be sold.

be

H. I. NELSON &

CO.,
dlw

This includes sizes to fit men who weigh 325
Every vest selling from 50 cents to $1.25 below cost,

WE MUST HAVE” MONEY!
THAT IS WHAT WE WANT !
We will this week sell

Suits.

city.

Scotch Gingham Parasols

We have taken every broken lot ol suits in onr stock and
put the
knite way Into them. The prices we now ask will surprise and
please the closest buyers.

BONA-FIDE!

BONA-FIDE!

20 in , with Fancy Bone Handle, for .50
“
•«
“
“
»•
.75
22 “
Also Pare Milk Mhadrw, which sold last

BONA-FIDE!

Cabriolets.

a

special attraction

offer to furnish

Scotch, Holland Shade, with Spring Fixture. and Silk Tassels all ready to
put up at St Each.
Customers about to furnish with new shades will
appreciate this low price.

BUGGIES,

Not surpassed in style or quality aud finish in the
State.

Court of the
In the mat-

William
Bacon, Bankrupt.
This i9 to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this twenty-first day of June,
Bankby William H. Bacon, of Portland, a
rupt, individually ana as a member of the
firm
of W. & W. H. Bacon,
praying that
be may be decreed to have a full discharge from
all his debts, individual and copartnership, provable under the Bankrupt Act, aud upon reading said

Petition,

It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the second day of September, A.D.
1878, betore the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M and that notice thereof be published in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland
Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a
week for three successive weeks, and once in the
weekly Adertiser and Press, the last publication to
be
days at least before the day of hearing, and
that all creditors who have proven their debts aud
other persons in interest, may appear at said time
and place, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said Petition should not be granted.

WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court, for said District.
dlaw3wS&wlw26

win. r.

or

11

house, on State, near Spring
State
Cray,
••
••

st.

Brackett

“

Spring.

Rents in other good localities in the city. Apply to
N. S. GARDINER, R. hi. Agent.
Centennial Block, Exchange St.
je22eod2w

Chestnut

Gentlemen’s Straw Hats
NICELY REFINISHED.

,

Our 50 cent Gilt Band Opaque Shades are
mch2?

je22

—

CROSS STREET.

unequaled
eod3m

SEBAGO LAKE

dot

Notice.
WHOSE owning lots in Evergreen Cemelery can
M. now have the same promptly and faithfully attended to, and satisfaction guaranteed by calling
on 0. H. WILKINS, at the entrance to the Cemetery.
Deering, June 21st, 1818.
je22dtf

NO. 53 Market Street.
PRICES FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES.
10 lbs, daily per Month
•*
11
“
15 »
“
“
“
20

$1.50
2.00
2.50

AT
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice
the oiflee, will be entitled to a proper deduction.

ORDERS BV VI.All,, Postal Card or
Eetter, attended to promptly.
ladu

apt7

m. r>.

aT

MEETING of the members of the Mercantile
Library Association will be held in their rooms
ou Saturday Eveniun, the JJd
inst, at 7.30
o’oclock, to act upon the proposed amendments to
the Constitution, By-Laws and Kegulations, and at
8 o’clock on the same evening to nominate 25 life
membas to the Portland institute and Public Li-

A

brary.

jel9d4t

TRUNKS ! TRUCKS !
TRUNKS for sale at lees than cost. Being
about to close out my business 1 will sell
my whole stock of Trunks, Valises aud Bags for less
than it cost to manufaciure them. All goods warranted.
PORTLAND TRUNK DEPOT,
Ov/vr

17 FREEST.,
e20

L™°Z stra*°o
so?

"«•*.

m-

Reduction !

to be sold

Goods

Children’s

regardless ol profit, and in many
We

name

a

way below cost.

cases

few below.

Our Famous Iron Clad Suits

$1.25

-

Sizes 3 to lO, Jacket and Pants Combined-

Shirt Waists, age 3 to 10,
Kilt Suits at

25 Cents

50 Cents

Slightly Shop Worn by remaining in

our

Blouse Suits reduced, from
School Suits, age 8 to 12,
The above is

a

on a

Dollar

show windows too long.

$4.00

to

$2.25
3.00

lew ol the many great bargains that

we now

offer.

THE PUBLIC MUST REMEMBER

Our Linen

EDWARD NIXON.
dlwis

ra$ies’
KZ
*°ots.

Indies’
L Men’s
' ■"'

lour Ol'l

/
/

8ten
***

/

of

lli ,.6pa','e<'-

<h'-^

«o»o„E,f0,<'
----or

Bo»t-

(h<J conntrr by

8 T () |i
aad
CENTS!
I

Dusters at $1.00

Traveling

OUR OVERALLS AT 20

/

fiGAB i

€. D. B. FISK & €0.,
Under Preble House, Congress St., Portland.
dtf

Jel8_

_

7

/«*•

now

*

THE NEWEST HIM! BOOKS. BOOTS AND SHOES. /
We liave

!! ONWARD !!
Onward is the name of li. ©. ERERSON’S
book for SINGING CLASSES for the season ot 187879. A new and fresh collection of the best Secular
and Sacred Music, with a full Instructive Course.
Teachsrs will please examine. 52Tilee9, 58 Sacred
Tunes and 15 Anthems are provided. Price $7.50
per dozen.

FESTIVAL

on

hand

CHORUS BOOK !

Compiled by J. P. COBB, and designed for Musi*
cal Conventions, Societies, Festivals, etc., etc. A selection of a number of the best Choruses, Sacred and
Secular. 141 large pages. ($12 per dozen). 9

THE

CHURCH-OFFERING

!

O EMERSON. As this fine book contains a
Hundred Anthems, Motets, etc., all of the best qualiit
is
a
tine book for any choir, and will be extenty,
Its first design,
sively used as an Anthem Book.
is
for the use of Episcopal Choirs, and it
however,
has the greatest variety ever brought together of
Anthems, Venites, Cantates, Jubilates, Glorias, and
of all other pieces used in the service.
Should be
universally used. ($12 per dozen.)
L.

OLIVER DIISON & CO., Boston.
_eodly&w

no24

Satin

a

large assortment of

ITNE AND MEDIUM

Ribbons.

QUALITY

SHOES,

MOOTS AND

sell at the lowest prices.
We also have a job lot of Boots and Shoes which
we will sell at about had their value; the kinds and
prices wo give below.
Ladies’ Kid button Bools (good ones)9E50
Which

wc

Merge

Wc have just bought lu New
York, at very much less than the
regular price, a large lot ot Black
and Colored Satin Kibbous which
will be sold very low by the yard or
piece. The attention ot milliners
solicited as we are able to make
prices less than any Wholesale
Dealers in this city.

Kid foxed lace Boots(good ones) 1.00
.M5
Merge CosgrciN
OO
Ulidsca Goat Ankle Ties, 11-4.-•
“
T-IO.50
Child’s “
««

°

Lace

“

«
4 0.45
Boots....50
,45
.,. M

.50
Kid Button
Please call and examine this lot of Boots and Shoes
as

they

are a

dtf

Plants of every description very low.

Choice Flowers
For Parties and Funerals at lowest rates.
W.TI. MORTON & SOM.
159 JBxchange St.
Greenhouses at Allen’s Comer, Deering. my28tf

je!5__

Men’s Fine
Merino

Sommer

Shirts & Drawers
—

AT

—

bargain.

Davis &

Cartland,

NO. 210 MIDDLE 8TBEET,

Only 40

FIRE

Gents Each,

A GREAT

Under Falmouth Hotel, Portland.
isdlw
jcH

BARGAIN.

WORKS
AND

ILLUMINATIONS
Work., Chinese, Japan,
Lontrrus, lllnmiuuicd
Emblems, Designs, ftloctos, Shields nnd
Novelties, Flags,
other devices, Gelatine
Banners, Balloons, Colored Eights, Candles. Window Decorations,
Torpedoes,
Fire Crackers, Pistols, Caps, Ac., Ac., at
the lowest maiket rates, wholesale or retail. Our
manufactures have received the endorsement of the
highest character for the past twenty years.

A full line of Fire
cue A American

The New England Fire Wort Lavatory,
T. HELLS, Sale Agent.
IS Hawley St., Bo.ion. Mass
Send for our Trade Circular and List of,1878;
U.

Moore & Bailey
Owen,
jell

197 Middle Street,

Mlippers.%

For Public and Private Displays.

LINEN-COVERED hand bag lost on the Falmouth Foreside road on the morning of Jane
21st. The finder will confer a favor by returning the
bag to JOHN W. DANA, at P. & O. R. R. Office, 39
Exchange St., Portland, or at his residence, Falmouth Foreside.
Je22a3t*

A

D. W. Clark & CO.,

Our

By

HILLMAN’S STRAW FACTORY,

street, Portland.

Great

same

*»

ALSO

—

m

Exchange.

FIRST

“

the

ruLDLU,

class houses located on the best streets in
the city will be sold, at prices to correspond
with the times. Have a number which we will exchange for forms; also bouses and lots in Woodford’s

—

Opposite

Witness

Clerk of District Court, for said District.
dlaw3wB&wlw2C

For Sale

I

®r#»V||

!

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS.

Court of the
In the matter

was presented
day ot June,
by James W ILibby, of Portland, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to havo a lull discharge
from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act,
and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing he had
upon the same, on the second ,day of September, A.
D. 1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M., and that notice thereof be published in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland
Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a
week for three successive weeks, and once in the
weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to
be thirty days at least before the day ot hearing, and
that all creditors who have proved their debts and
other persons in interest, may appear at said time
and place, aud show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said Petition should not be granted.

Je23

RZVUtilS otr yEcjr

I

•SS552"***-'
$8.50.
L^me. »A

XjUsTEZtsT FAUTS $1.00:

thirty

BANKRUPTCY.—District
INUnittd
States, District of Maine.

We have remaining about 200 yards of manufacturer’s

WHITE VESTS 95 CENTS

iSmf jiUte

ot James W. Libby, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition
to the Court on the twenty-first

$16.23.

TO

Can’t be bought in AMERICA less than 912.00.

John M. Ross. Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this twenty-first day of June,
by John M. Ross ot Portland, a Bankrupt, individually, praying that he may be decreed to nave a full
discharge from all his debts provable under the
Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing he had
upon the same, on the second day oi September, A.D.
1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 104o*clock A. M., and that the second meeting of the
creditors of said Bankrupt, be held before J. D.
Fessenden, Register, on the sixth day of July,
1878, at *10 A. M., and the third meeting of the
same on the thirty-first day of August, 1878, at 10
A. M.. and that notice thereof he published in the
Portland Advertiser
aBd the Portland Press,
newspapers printed in said District, once a week for
three successive weeks, and once in the weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to be thirty
days at least before the day of hearing, and that all
creditors who have proved their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at said time and place,
and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court, for said District.
dlaw3wS&wlw26
je22

Je22

81.75 I
We have got the goods. Come and leatn the prices
at which we sell them.

Handsome Worsted Suits

j<=22_eodtf

BANKRUPTCY.-District
INUnited
States, District ot Maine.
ter of
H.

$13.37

JACKET,

Hand Mnde, of Shetland Flam, nt the law
price of

will sell Snits that actually cost

FROM

Prices low to suit Times.

odd shapes and sizes made to order at

408 CONGRESS ST

Also a

SLEEVE LESS

We mean every word we say. We have too mauy goods and are
determined to sell them.

CONCORD & EXPRESS WAGONS.

SHADES.
we

S2.23 !

810.00

Phaetons

these goods, and they are to

Shetland Shawls !

worth $10.00 and in regular sizes trom 35 to 44.

23 GREENSTREET,

on

1.50
1.75

...

We have a new and very desirable article in the
above goods, made MV HA«D of (SMUTL&ND Ft. OSS, for HOII.E and 8TBEET
WEAK. Sold everywhere tor Three and Four
Dollars. We shall ofler a MPECIAS. TRADE
ON THEM at the BOEV PRICE OP

All Wool Black Cheviot Suits only $6.50!

we

$1.00

■

“

“

*•

We mean business
ba sold.

Only 10 Suits in this Lot, nil Wool.

ROBINSON’S,

now sell for

2.00
8.00

ONLY 83.00!

AT

Tor

season

$2.25

Suits that cost $10.00 and $12.25

CARRIAGES

—

CARDINAL AND BLLE,
which have been purchased at very low prices, and will

Only 81.00 !
Onr Fifteen Cent Japanese FANS.
There is nothing like them in the

counters

our

YARDS

FANCY HAMBURGS

AH sizes from 35 to 48.

pounds.

CO.’S BOCK,

WRECKING

Island.

SHIP

!

Following

the

Store.

nr

As she now lies and may be seen, with
ail the materials belonging to her, at the

a

AMAZING TUMBLE IN EVERYTHING.

AH Wool Vests!

TO LET.

third.
Watson Blaisdell started b. s. Emperor William,. Ill
J.
{
Stanton, b. g. Bully Brooks,. 2 2 2
W. Q. Morrill, b. g. Camors....
3 3 3

Stanton, g, g. Honest Farmer,. 3 4 3 2
Free to all—§100 to first, §30 to second and §20 to

Tta4-2;??:3i3*j*;97.

Hay,

One first class furnished house, centrally located.

nt
Customers can commence taking Ice
will be
any lime they desire, und delivery
continued until notice to stop is received
at the olllce,

I

Street,

TIIE GOLD

and Center Deering.

William Jepson started b. s. King Phillip, 2 3 4 3
Walter G. Morril, b. g. Camors,. 4 12 4
Watson Blahdell, b. s. Emperor William,. 12 11

J.

another tine stock ot Plants from Messrs. Galvin
Bros., Boston, consisting of Rustic Work and Hanging Baskets, choice Plants of every description, Ac.
This stock will be fully equal to the last.
F. O. BAILEY 4k CO., Auctioneer*.

GREAT SLAUGHTER IN PANTALOONS.

Let Your

Valise Lost.

4
6
7

ON

Thousand Dollars Worth

500

"

meeting:

---

An Excursion.—The employees of Gray’s
tannery on Green Street with a number of invited
Tert t0 the Tw0 Lights on an ex-

n

Large; New Stock Just Received,

The following is a summary of the races at
the Dexter Trotting Park duripg the June

R. L. Williams, b. m. Frittilla,. 4
Dr. W. C. Gordan, b. m. Julia,. 5
R. M. Talbot, s. g. Capt. (leaks,. 9

AT AUCTION.
WEDNESDAY, Juno 26th at 10 a. m„ at
salesroom 35 Exchange Street, we shall sell

READY-MADE CLOTHING

HATTER,

SIGN OF

je22eodtf

Central

Dexter Races.

Officers.—Last evening
Portland Encampment held their semi-annual
election of officers and chose the following list:
C. P.—Fred E. Farrington.
H. P —W. H. Ohler.
S W.—John A Conway.
J. W.—F. E. Haskell.
K. S.-E. A. Gray,
T. A.—U. Smith.

cursion yesterday. TheJ dug Clam* and tad a
fine hake and spent the day in a very

9 CD
6 2
2 1

lUtla

IfnannmA/l

»

See those salmon trimmed straws at

Andrews’ full orchestra furnished the music. The different parts were all well sustained
and the exercises were very creditable.

of

d2t

Choice ^Plants

On our tables Jnly 1st we take stock. A superhuman effort is now
made to reduce it st least ONE-HALF belore the Inventory is taken.

linen Robes, &c., &c.

BOX

Farrington Block.

American Institutions.B, Galen Eaton, Hermon
The Object of Lite...Mary E. Woud, Pittsfield
Intellectual Culture. J. J. Sewall, Dixmont
Know Thyself..Katie I Manson, Pittsfield
The Statesmen Wanted.F. W. Eastman, Exeter
True Greatness.Howard Carpenter, Houlton
The Sisterhood of Nations.., .C. E. flowe, Pittsfield
Incompleted..,..Mary L. James, W. Watecville
Presentation of Diplomas.
Benediction.

patronage.

Election

—

Portland.®

Parish,

|

yesterday:

liberal

arul

Another lot of 10 cent Gloves just receivedat H.jt. Nelson & Co.’s, 413 Congress street,

Force.B. F. Harding East Troy
The American Flag.E. E. Colbath, Exeter
Temples.Nellie M. Pendexter, Pittsfield
Political Education... .Adelbert W. Mansur,Houlton
Development of Beauty.Jennie L. Files. Unity

the brave soldier and was received with great
enthusiasm. He is a fine actor and it is hoped
that the two last performances he gives tc-day
will be witnessed by large houses. It is without dispate a play of mach merit and deserves
a

vannVi

Madison, died last Fiiday from the effects
rat poison.

Stacks ol

...

Mr. Boniface’s Benefit.- Lastevening Mr.
Boniface had a benefit at the Mnsenm. He
of
gave another of his life-like impersonations

the

a whom

J fa

William Jackson of Solon was killed Thursday week. Mrs. Jackson bad been away with
the team daring the day and returned abont
dark. She retired quite early and in a few minutes Mr. Jackson said be would go to the stable and tnrn the horse into the pasture for the
night. Mrs. Jackson fell asleep and awoke abont eleven and found that her husband bad
She was alarmed aQd calling the
not returned.
hired man, went at once in search of Mr. J.
the
stable
floor, near tbe door, with bis
Upon
head crushed by the horse’s foot, lay the man,
dead.
It is estimated that over 13,000,090 million ft.
of lumber will be sawed at Fairfield this season ; lumber is about 20 per cent, lower than it
was last year.

The True Grandeur of Nations,
George A. Eastman, Exeter
Patriotism.Lewis T. McKenney, Dexter
Euthusiasm..ViolaL. Jobnnett, Pittsfield
Obstacle*.Truman M. Griffin. Stockton
Moral Courage.Isabelle Conforth, Unity
Puritan and Puritanism.H. H. Chase, Unity
American Laborers.Lola A. Mariner, Auburn
The Powers and Possibilities of Man,
Ira A. Leighton, Pittsfield
The Real and the Ideal,
L. Emma Perkins, Pittsfield
Progress of America.Henry S. Bullen, Belfast
William G. Clark, Sangerviile
Classical Studies
Some Women’s Lives... .Carrie I. Garfield, Pittsfield

Portland—Hiram B. Skillings to Francis L.
Skillings, lot of land.
Freeport—Timothy J. Williams to Josiali W.
Merrill, 330 square feet of laod.
Brunswick—Hiram Henry to Arabam C.
York, lot of land.

H Bonner

n

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Iuetitute at Pittsfield. The
graduating exercises commenced in the Institute Chapel at ten o’clock Wednesday morning.
The following was the programme:

Beal Estate Transfers.—The following
transfers of real estate were recorded in this

,’when

wlf

for
St. i
Seco

Maine

All are invited to attend.

Jh anniversaryof

fha fonllt

MARK DOWN OF CLOTHING

*

Manilla Hammocks,
Gents’ Kid Gloves,

sufficient amount to cause its death,

Ooo-feioy

Maine Central Institute.
waa

a

navulnoaln luff ITTitVii

mao

Auctioneer*.

Je21_

Je22

443 Congress Street, Farrington
Black.

NEWS.

The Auburn shoe factories have not shipped
very heavily this week, but customers are being freely interviewed in Bostou. The total
shipments for the week are but AGO cases to 1201
cases for the corresponding week ol last year.

been painted and is
being thoroughly repaired, and is nearly ready
for company.
The St. C,oud has been repainted inside and out and the rooms all papered, and with its new blinds presents a more
attractive appearance than ever before.

pledge.

county

Boston

®' BAILEY 4k CO.,

I

be

lives and many names have been added to the
Services conducted by S. F. Pearson.

Kennebunk, arrived in
Thursday mornBo bto
on' tb0 Portland boat
in? v inj when he woke up he found that he had
watch and §0 in
b*tf
robbed of a coat, vest,
thief was a young man
mar
ey. The supposed

reti

misiurbuMo

and at 10£ a. m. and 7| p m. to-moitow. The
religions interest here is now very deep. Fortyseven have already started to lead Chiisv.an

in-

the City Clerk.
The Hotel de ton ce has been leased by Mr.
Mr. French
'he summer.
C 1. B. French far
bouse of enterp reposes To keep ao excellent
take place
ta inment
The fori nal opening will
M onday
the T-lnes go down to celebrate

Bonner became

me

the

serve.

the

ANDEOSCOGGIN COUNTY.

built.
Tbe Ocean House has

Meetings.—ejospel temperance
mission meetings will be heln at the rooms in
Mechanics’ building at 7i o’clock this evening,

Union will hold the!r r08
ingress Hall on Sunday evfl
,

some one is under arrest who is mistaken for Mattii le.
the public schools will reThe teachers in
ceive their tickets 6 ir the free entertainment
given to the children July 4th from Superintendent Tasb, and p tivate school teachers from

n‘

unu

by

Closing out felt bats cheap.
of

a. in.

stock of fine Silver Plated Ware unsold,
which consists ot Tea Sets, Castors, Cake Baskets,
Pickle
Tureens,
Dishes, Ice Pitchers, Butter Dishes.
Knives, Forks, Spoons,Ac., Ac. These goods are all
of the best manufacture and will be sola without re-

The last straw has heeu added and the camel's back is broken. Owing to the above series ol miscalculations we arc obliged to announce
our nsual

OF

a

Efforts are being made to have steam communication between Eastport and Mt. Desert.

tbe location took

lots were sold

Special Sale of Triple Plated Ware.

DAY, Friday, June 21st, and SATURDAY,
COLD, RAW, BAST WINDS, ami RAIN, RAIN, RAIN ! THIS
June 22d, at 10
and 2.30 p. m., each day,
the entire

Forty-Seven

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

The directors are much enconraged by the
prospects opening before the association, and
hope under general agency intrusted to their
efficient president and new board of directors
to see the association in fall tide of prosperity
during the coming year.
Maoy improvements have been made on the
camp-groutd, and some new cottages are being

Religious

Evidently

t

avjuiusvu

ate

np an elegant depot
at Point Rock, as the camp ground station is
called, and secnre if possible the same railroad
privileges which are secured to Martha’s Vineyard, as soon as the hotel shall be built.

fact.

despatch wai i rrtoiived by the City Marshal
yesterday from I ’mmeylvaoia asking if Mattice
if the reward still held good
was at large, and

fobr

nr.

saw

Four

Wednesday.
Mr. Father, President
Maine road, offers to put

turn trip she fell and broke one of her legs in
two places, it became necessary to kill her at
once. She was
very valuable animal and anyone who has ever fctjven her will testify to the

A

tb eir 78

u.

he

Regular sale of Furniture and General MerchanSaturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
otiklu
Consignments solicited

dise every

SOME THREE WEEKS EARLIER THAN USUAL 1

drunken rowdy
on horseback; and lastly, another drunken
rowdy raced his horse up and down the principal street for some time, to the danger of both
life and property.

mV*inVi

Orchard-

soon as

fourteen other lots.

lose of the best stable horses iu Portland yestwday. He let “Gray Nell” to go to the
Ocean House in the afternoon and on the re-

?ud
tnornmg
carmge aed wa9

public are cordially

as

WPll noerlar
jux*

sought to be entered by

A three years old child of Frtd Shay of
Jefferson obtained a quantity of morphine

nn.

expensive lot and secnred tbe refasal of

burnes of Maine, are connected with the great
poet by ties of blood.

Ca^Wel‘“f

The

One man
an

Medical School from 1845 to 184G.
Dr. Lapham, in the Augusta Journal, gives a
history of the poet Bryant’s family, showing
that many of the Bryants, Snells, Ameses and
Howards, and all the Packards and Wash-

Mrs. Charles
dls wera thrown from their
Cumberland M
“Dl1
'eturaiD2 fto:“ tUa C’ty
carriage whUe
badly bruised.
both of them wer
» bad a ereat racket 00 F"®
A rnnaway hors

caught.
Ibe Temperance
ular meeting in Ci
niog at 7i o’clock.
vited.

trill fn.mnrrmir

and extensive preparations for buildiog the coming season are being made. A plan
is being arranged for building a large hotel near
tbe sea wall, and several new bouses are nearly
finished near by the hotel site.

the degree of LL. D. was conferred upon Dr.
Fordyce Barker, a graduate of Bowdoin, clas8
of 1837, and lecturer on Obstetrics in the Maine

..

«>nd6'

standing

12th inst. At the time of his death he
Land Commissioner of the Chicago &
North Western K. K.
At the 121th commencement of Columbia
College, New York City, on Wednesday, 12th,

..

was

During the last three days 100,000 pounds of
salmon have passed over the E. &. N. A. Railway.

The annual meeting of the Orchard Beach Association was held at the St. Cloud on W ednesday last. The officers.elected for the coming

111., the

musements, and, if arrangements can
Rrand rowlDS r<*ettabe made a
lion gospel meeting will be held at
socia
u.
ihn Young Men’s Christian AsStrangers are always welight.
s
sociation to-n
T open to the public
come. Librar
Baile* and Mr3'

a

Old

once, and be

was

the
the

the head with an axe for demanding payment of a a tax; another was knocked down
for expressing an opinion; a public building
on

S«lMr««n» 33 and IT Bnku|, Hi.
BAILBT,
0. W, AI.LK5

W. O.

I

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

badly that it was necessary to ampatate a portion of the hand. The accident is a severe
blow to Mr. Haseltine, as be will be unable to
work at bis trade hereafter.

Personal.

the City Government who
yesteiday had a fine

and Middle street
finally fell and slid l

following

T. It. Simonton Esq., of Camden, will deliver
the oration on the Fourth iu Ellsworth.
Mr. Geo. P. Goodwin, a graduate of Bowdoin College, class of 1859, died in Evanston,

'at down to the islands

.‘7"“

at

a n

ordered,

Mercantile

struck

one man was

Mt. Pleasant District Lodge, I. O. G. T.,
holds its quarterly session in Bridgton, Friday,
June 28th, continuing through the day, and
closing with a public meeting. The lodges at
Naples, Brownfield, Bridgton, Sweden, Danmark, Fryeburg, Lovell, Hiram, Cornisb, Kezar Falls, and So. Chatham N. H. will be represented. The visiting member will be provided with dinner by the members of the Bridgton
Lodge. Abie speakers from abroad are expected, among them Hon. Neal Dow of Portland.
It is expected that the occasion will be one of
much interest.
The new Odd Fellows Hall inBrunswiok was
dedicated last Monday evening.

-iivmKNT at Cumberland Mills. -Mr.
Moses Haseltine, employed in the carpenter
shop of tbe paper mill at Cumberland Mills,
canght his band in a small planer yesterday
and had three fingers on the right hand cat so

Gjseat Sale ofFcbnitube— Of late years

a

ra.-wntl*.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

Calculated.

than

SOMETHING NEW
TO-DAY.

FAULT!

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

cap; the pulpit, which, daring a long and faithful pastorate, he filled so ably. The subject as
announced for the morning is “The wonderful
developments of this New Age are the eflects of
the Lord’s second coming”—Eev. xxi—5. In
the
evening, “Reminiscences of the New
Churh in England” will be the subject of an
addresffby the same gentleman.

in the sale, and they
can not afford to have poor articles sold with
their names on them. Last week there was an
immense auction sale of furniture from the
very best manufacturers iu the country in Bos.
Thousands of dollars worth of furniture
ton.
were sold at from 30 to 59 per cent, of their
value.
By the Boston papers it will be seen
that George A. Witney & Co. of this city, were
among the largest purchasers. They bid off al
most every article in their line.
They will
tbns be in condition to offer rare bargains.

Ficrd$5°

Montgomery Guards will celebrate
a Bran<l annual picnic with all

man

TT a tt/1

give the goods

Library Association t» of importance to every

°
Fourth
popular

the

R

Straws!

je22

New Jerusalem Church.

at the
Wm

them to do it to obtain money to carry on their
business.
They put their best goods into the
sale for the reason that it is necessary that it
should be known who the manufacturers are to

aim.

t'™h

received

nufl wrpk

STATE

Mrs.

year are as follows, viz:
Amos Cnmmiogs of Massachusetts, president.
C. A. Morse of Putnam, vice president.
J. D. Anderson, .secretary,
J. Palmer, treasurer.
Tbe directors are M G. Palmer, I. Luce, F.
A Piaisted, F. A. Shutton, M. E. Ficketl,
W. H. Boole and— Merrill.
A public auction sale of lots in July was

27th, and the next day visit Boston.
A young girl named Linscomb, residing at
245 Spring street fell down stairs and broke bar

w

fellow

it is becoming the custom for manufacturers to
unite in making up a lot of goods to be sold at
auction. This is done by the best manufacturers in the country, and it is often necessary for

have moved down to Ram Island

member.
The members of

a

uirsc

would prosecute.

Mattocks.

the

Mr. Gould

Mr. Meserve to arrest the

Search and seizure,

of

Thfl

despatch from that city:
Young mao here sick in hospital. About
twenty years old. Says he is your son. Named
Frank. If so, what do yon wish done?
L. K. Mesebve,
Secretary Felice Commission.
Mr. Gould immediately replied, requesting

Jolting*.

special meeting

tne

personal appearance accurately, and is himselft
to the description, a well apoearing,
neatly dressed young man. It is supposed he
is a victim to consumption, and sometimes he
is supposed by the hospital attendants to be
dying. He started from Washington, (went
through the principal cities ond towns of Delaware, Pennsylvania and middle New York,
then went West, and now turns up in Detroit.

and planted qnite a crop.
Mr. Hamilton, the diver, has reoovered a
crown pit ice near the wreck of the Bohemiao,
It was as Bright as when new.
A large party from St. Johnsbury and Burlington, Vermont, will visit Portland on the

The

oi

according

PRESIDING.

Ssarch and seizure.
Charles <3. Chase
with costs. Appealed.

uasuier

who has been travelling about the country
that he is his son. He is evidently
acquainted here for he describes Mr. Gould's

municipal Conn.

Fun)A\T.—Margaret Gray.
Appealed.

Services

time

representing

transgressor.
Plymouth Chubch—Rev. Herbert W. Lathe
pastor. Preaching in the morning by Rev. E. P.
Gardner and in the evening by the pastor. Young
people’s meeiing at 6.30 p. m.
New Jerusalem Church, New High street.—
Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor. Preaching morning and
evening by the Rev. Wm B. Hayden
Subject in
the morning at to 30 o’clock, “The wonderful development ot this New Age are me effects of the Lord’s
Second Coming.” Rev. xxi, 5. Address la the
evtning at 7.30 o’clock on “Reminiscences of the New
Church in England,
First Universalist Church, Congress Square,
Rev. Wm. E. Gibbs, pastor. Fittieth anniversary ot
the Sunday School. Anniversary exercises at 10} a.
m. and 7} p. m.
Preble Chapel, comer Preble and Cumberland
St.- Sunday school at 2 p m.
Preaching at 3 p. m.
A Sunday School concert at 7} p. m. Free to ail.
CS^Martha M. Hunt will speak at Friends Meeting, Uak street, Sabbath morning at 10} o’clock.
Pine St. M. E. Chubch.—Rev. C. J. Clark,
pastor. Preaching at 10} a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday
School at U, Young people’s meeting at 6}. Prayer
meeting at 7}
Fbee Street Baptist Church.—Rev. Jas. McWhinnie- Pastor. Preaching 10.30 and 7.
Sunday
School at 12.
First Baptist CHURCH-Congress St., opposite
the Park. Rev. Thos. Id. Anderson, Jr., pastor.
Preaching at 3 p m. Sabbath School at 1.45 p. m.
Social Meeting at 7.30, p. m.
India St. Universalist Church—Rev. Geo. W.
Bickuel), pastor. Sunday School at 1.15 p. m.
Afternoon service, with consecration of children, at 3
pi m. Sunday School Concert in the evening at 7.30
p. UL
Cbubch.—
St evens’ Plains Universalist
ScrvuW tomorrow, forenoon at 11 o’clock. Rev.
Mr. Hi cknell will preach.

with costs.

tua

cruuiu,

National Bank, has been troubled by

Arcana Hall.—Meeting at 2.30 p. m.
Subject
If rewards for good deeds are sure, then as a rational sequence the penalty must inevitably follow the

J ft DOB KNIGHT

»v, xj.

M**.

within

LINCOLN COUNTY.

11-11

Thursday evenings

7£

The Lord’s Prayer.
Benediction.

Farmington Items.—Judging by the last
issue of the Farmington Chronicle, the shire
town of Franklin county (Farmington) bids
fair to rival in notoriety the border communities
of the far West. The Chronicle says that

Justices af the Peace—Taseus Atwood, Auburn; Sumuer Evans, Stoneham; William T.
Haines, Bangor; Wm. F. Seavey, Bangor; L.
D. Butters. Exeter; Geo. G. Downing, Dover;
Fred B Duncan, Lincolnville.
Notary Public—John S Ricker, Bangor.
Fish Wardens—C. F. Nash. Auburn; C. W.
Roberts, Bangor; A. R. Phillips, Dedham;
Geo, A. Drew, Lewiston; Joel F. Berry, Stockton; Isaac A. Carr, Wiuthrop; H. B. Prescott,
New Sharon.
Inspector of Fish—Chas. D. Thomas.

Adams of Massachusetts. Addresses are expected from other prominent members of the Association
Thursday, June 27th.—2 a. m. Prayer and Praise
Meeting; 8 a. m. Conference VIeeting; 9 a. m. Business Meeting; 10.3.1 a. m.
Sermon.
2.30 p. m.
Sermon and Communion. The Convention will be
called to consider the following special items of busiC- Snow—Amendment ot Art.
**y **e.vIt. of the Constitution relative to the representation
a of parishes and Sunday Schools in the Convention.
2- By the Secretary—Applications lor assistance in
the recovery of the church property, leased
by the
Universalists in Rockport to another parish in that
village. 3. Application by Rev. J, T. Carr, in behalt
ot the circuit of which he is pastor, for
pecuniary assistance 4. Application ot the Kittery parish, for
assistance in removing the liabilities on their church.
5. Communication from the General Secretary with
reference to vesting the titles of churches in the
State Convention.

Opening exercise.
We sing the year’s long story.
Superintendent’s Report.
Keep Striving.
Introductory Address by George L. Knight.
Singing.
Over the River.Eva C. Cuaiis

p.m,

Association,” by

of the

J. G.

EVENING SESSION.

Church,—Union Hall, 87 Free
at 10$ a. m. and 3 p.m.
by Elder Geo. W. Burnham. Prayer meeting at 9 a.
m, and 7 p. m. Sabbath School at 12 m. Seats free.
Chestnut St. M. E. Chubch.—Rev. J. R. Day,
pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m. and 3p. m. Sunday
School at l$p. m.
Yonng people’s meeting at 6$ and
general prayer meeting at 7$ p.m.
Williston Church, Cor. May & Danforth Sts.
—Rev. Frank E. Clark, pastor. Preaching at 10.30
a. m.
Sabbath School at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting

St.-Preaching Sunday

at

Objects and Prospects

Straws,

f. O. BAILEY & CO.,

The North Pole Much Nearer Portland

nominations:

Convention.- Address: “Our Growth in Organized Strength,” by Rev. J. C. Snow.
Address: “Tie
Modification ot Religious Thought during the last
Fifty Years,” by Hon I. Washburn, Jr.
Wednesday, June 26th.—5 a. m. Prayer and Praise
Meeting: 8 a. m. Conference Meeting; 9 a. m. Business Meeting; 10.30 a. m. Occasional
Sermon, by
Rev. W. R. French; 2.30 p. m.
Missionary and Edu
cational Meeting. Addresses on Our State Missionary Work, by Revs. C. P. Nash and J. A. Seitz. Report of Committee on Westbrook Seminary; 7.30 p.
m. Mass Meeting.
Address: “The Interests of Our
Church in Maine,” by Hon. Sidney Perham.
Address: “The Future Work of the Universaiist
Church,” by Rev. A. A. Miner, D. D.; 4 p. m. (Wednesday) Meeting of the Women’s Centenary Association in he Vestry. Mrs. C. A Quite
by, Vice-President lor Maine, will preside. Address: “The
History,

Scripture Beading.
Prayer.
Come to the Clear, Deep River.
History of the School by C. S. Fobes.
Anniversary Hymn.

AT

SCIENCE

AUCTION SALES

—

our

Organ Voluntary.

MISCELLANEOUS

Governor.—The
Governor and Council have made the following

Tuesday, June 25th —9 a. m. Organization ofl the
Convention; 10.30 a. m. Sermon; 2 30 p. m. Reports
of the Secretary and Executive
Committee; 7.30 p.
m. Mass Meeting.
Topic: The Semi-Centennial of

‘‘Trust Him Always.”

light of tbe world”: ordaining nraver. Rev
Tenny, D. D.; charge to pastor, Rev. Alfred
E. Ives; Right Hand of Fellowship, Rev.
C. A. Beckwith; charge to people, Rev. H.
Houston; prayer, Rev. D. W. Hardy'; benediction, pastor.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

is.

Nominations

UNITERS A LIS J S.

MOUSING SEBVIVE.

Congress

exfir.

cent

Anniversary Exercises.
The fiftieth anniversary of the Sabbath School
Connected with the First Universalist Society
will be observed to-morrow morning and evening. The following is the order of exercises:

PearL—Preaching at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday School at l|p. m. Social Religious meetings at 9$ a. m., 6$and 7$ p. m. All are welcome.

sunaay-

XtPVotionai

—

Village M. e. Church.—Rev. S. F.
Wetberbee lastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m. and 2$ p.
m.
Sabbath School at 1 p. m. Prayer Meetings at 6
and 7 p. m.
Second Parish Church, Congress
Street, Corner

ana

ciaes aud business. 9 a. m Maine Missionary Society. Report of Secretary, Rev. J. E. Adams. 11a.
m. Sermon. Rev. Webster
Woodbury, 2 p. m. Presentation ot tho claims ot Benevolent Societies. 3
p.
m. Address by Dr. Hamlin.
3.30 p. m. Bangor Theological Seminary, Bowdoin College, Hallowell Classical School. 7 30 p. m. Praise Meeting. 8 p. m. Hallowed Classical School.
Thursday, June 27.—8.15 a. m. Devotional exer-

which is to be improved for the accommodation of passengers that are sure to patronize this resort the present season.

Febrt

x-reacner,

on

CONGREGATIONALISTS.
Tuesday, June 25,—-9 a. m. Organization and devotional exercises.
11 a. m.
Discussion—“The
Weekly offering as a part ot Worship.” Opened by
Merrill. 2 p. m.
Devotional exercises.
o aa
2.30 p. m. Report of the Corresponding Secretary,
by Rev. E. A. Byington. 3.15 p. m. Report of Committee on Evangelization, by Prof. L L, Paine. 3.45
p. m. Discussion—“The Minister needed for Maine.”
Opened by Wm. E. Gould, Esq. 7 30 p. m. Maine
Congregational Charitable Society. 8 p, m. Confer-

Ferry dip

Peering Bridge Mission Sabbath School
A Union Sabbath School wit] be held iu the chapel
at the bridge at 3 p. m. All are cordially invited.
West Church—Congress St. J. F. Morgan, Sting pastor. Sabbath School at 11 a. m. Preaching
at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 o’clock. Seats Iree.
Ail are cordially welcomed.

Reports of Committees

schools, with addresses. Unfinished business.

lookout on the highest point
of the head which will add much to the beauty
of the same on the laud point. The outlook will
be open on all sides for the convenience of the visitors. It will stand 95 feet above the sea and
Uw BtgtrtB tetSBCDD n to grand. There fa atau
a small dance floor to be erected for the convenience of campers. The old well near the landing has been cleared out and stoned up and will
furnish an abundance of pure water. Swings
will be put up in the grove in several places*
The lumber is already on the ground to do this
work and it will be pushed forward rapidly.
The steamer Mary W. Libby is to run to this
island and will touch at both landings each
trip. This steamer is safe and commodious and
has been recently fitted up in fine condition for
the summer business. She leaves from the

7$

Religion* New* and Note*.
The Baptists, Congrtgationalista and UniThe Baptist Society in Tbomaston have deversaiists all hold State conventions next week, cided to repair and remodel their church edifice
the Baptists at Biddeford, beginning
Monday and have raised $8000 for that purpose.
In the month of May, Key. Mr, Libby, agent
evening, June 24; the Congregationalism at
of the Androscoggin Bible Society, visited SOI
Auburn, beginning Jane 25, and the Universal
ists at Auburn, beginning June 25.
families, numbering about 2000 persons, found
The fol23 families without Bibles and supplied them,
lowing are the orders of exercises:
sold 61 copies of the Bible and donated 34
BAPTISTS.
copies; collected for Bible work, $21.92.
Monday Evening, June 24.—A conference meeting
The Congregational meeting-house in Alat
o’clock.
Tuesday, June 25 —The Board, according to ad- bany was dedicated the 14th inst. Exercises:
will
meet
at
8
o’clock. At 9 o’clock the
journment,
convention will be called to order. After the usual
Voluntary by the organist; chant by the choir;
devotional services, the President’s address, the adinvocation by Rev. Mr. Mills of Bethel; readdress ot welcome, and the appointment ot commiting Scripture and hymn by the pastor, Rev.
tees, the reports of the board and treasurer will bo
presented A discmsionot the reports will follow;
G. H. Bird; prayer by Rev. N. Lincoln of
alter which Itev. A. R. Crane, ot East Winthrop, will
Ho. Bridgton; sermon by the pastor; dedicatory
read a paper on "Parsonages.” Board of Education
Society will meet at 1 o’clock. Convention at 2 prayer by Rev. Mr. Mills of Bethel. A letter
addressed to the church by a former pastor,
o’clock. Devotional services. Report of
Committee
on State ol Religion, followed
Rev. E P. Chittenden, was read by Rev. H. H.
by remarks. Paper bo
Rev. \V. H. Clark, of South Norrideewock
nn
Osgood of Waterville. Reading hymn and
W°rk‘”
“EvangeHstic
followed by a Hussion*
benediction by Rev. D. Garland of Bethel.
Right hand ot fellowship to pastors who have entered
The Methodist quarterly meeting at Naples
the State daring the year. Report ot Committee
on
Nominations, and election of officers. At 4 o’clock
on Monday last was conducted
by Presiding
ot
the
meeting
Woman’s Baptist Missionary Society!
Elder P. Jaques, who delivered the sermon of
m the vestry.
At 7J o’clock devotional services, followed by the annual sermon
the afternoon. Prayer was offered by Rev.
by Rev. C. F. Holbrook,*
of Saco.
O. M.
Quarterly ConWednesday, June 26.—Woman’s Baptist Missiona- ference Consens ofin Bridgton.
which the business of the
followed,
ry society ac 8 o’clock. Convention at 9 o’clock.
two charges, Bridgton and Naples, received
Devotional services, followed by report of Committee on Obituaries.
attention. A. E Haney, Thomas Dickens and
Reports of Committees on Homo
Missions, Foreign Missions, [and Publications. Ad- E. It. Staples of Bridgton were appointed
dresses. At 11 o’clock annual
of
the
Educational
Maine
Committee for the church at that
meeting
Baptist Charitable Society. Election of officers, roplace. The condition and prospects of the
addresses. Annual meeting of the Maine
church at each place was reported by the reS)rts.and
aptist Education Society. At 2 o’clock devotional
spootive preachers in charge as in good conservices, followed by the President’s address, apdition.
pointment of committees, reports of treasurer and
secretary, and remarks upon the reports. A paper
Rev. Lewis J. Thomas was installed pastor
will be presented
by Rev. F. W. Bakeman, of Au- of the Trinitarian
church in Castine last Tuesburn, upon “The Importance of Spiritual Culture in
Preparation for the Ministry;” and another by Rev.
day. The exercises were as follows: Anthem
H. C. Estes, D. D., of Paris,
the
“Means
of
upon
by the choir; reading of Scripture and prayer
spiritual Culture,” followed by remarks, report of
Committee on Nominations and election of officers.
by Rev. C. J. H. Roper; reading of hymn by
til? evening devotional services, by Rev. James Rev. Geo. S. Kemp; sermon, Rev. G. W.
McWhinnie, of Portland.
Thursday, June 27.—Maine Baptist Missionary Field, D. D., text John viii, 12—“I am the
Convention at 9
o’clock.

almost neglected wmco Head will become
a
favorite resort. The parties interested have already commenced a very convenient waiting
room near the White Head landing.
Yester-

First Lutheran Congregation, Scandinavian
Hall, corner of Middle and Plum Streets.
Young Men’s Christain
Association—Opposite Preble House, Congress Street, open day
an 1 evening. Union
Gospel Meeting every Wednesday and Saturday evenings at 7 3-4 o’clock.
First Free Baptist Society, Cor. Casco and
Cnmlterland Streets.—Rev. C. S. Perkins
pastor.
Iveachmg at 10$ a. m., and 3 p. m. Sunday School
at 11} a. m.
Prayer meeing at 7 o’clock evening.

SociaMneetings Tuesday

Deputy Marshal Black and
notitie^of the voice he

near the edge of the
embankment, and before
he could jump the carriage acd horse went over
and he was caught be’ eath the vehicle. He
says that he had been there several hours be-

Merry—3.

H. I. Nelson & Co—2.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Knights Templar Excursion.

m*
m.

man

righted and it was discovered that the unfortunate man was Francis McDonald, Esq.
He
was fonnd hut little iujured,
strange to say.
He was driving on the Promenade in the evening and there being no lights he went too

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Fanny Marsh’s Theatre—Soldier's Trust.
Grand Temperance Celebration.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
A. H. Coe—I.

In

a

two officers,
had heard.
They harried to the place indicated and fonnd
that a horse, carriage and driver had been
thrown from the high embankment at the
junction of North street and the Promenade.
The driver was entangled in the carriage in
snch a peculiar way that it was impossible for
him to extricate himself.
The carriage was

CITY AND VICINITY.

»

heard

whom he

■

NEW

he

Beligioni Annireranrie*.

calling for
help near Tukey’s bridge.
Being uncertain
from whence the sound proceeded he turned
and drove back to Congress street where he

THF PKEHS
be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fes
Bros., Marauis, Brunei <& Co., Andrews
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
B’oa. on all trains that run out of the city.
A Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston. ofSte?ens&Oo

ABI’ERTIKEOTENTS

Deering,

way to

Auy

NEW

—————

A Narrow Escape from Death,
Last evening at aboot 11 o’clock, as a man
was driving along Washington street on bis

THE PRESS.
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Gents’ Low 8hoes

a

493 Congress Street.

Jel5_

Something

Hot Tea

Try

Biscuits !

at 5 o’clock,
gvery afternoon (except Saturdays)

BUIE’S
BAKERlCOlRi S STREET.
je!71
_dlw

Health

Lift

237 Middle

Rooms,
Street,

PORTLAND, ME.

Specialty.

Bent*’ Pat. Lea. Bo." » Specialty.
Eddies’ Low Mhses a Mpecliilty,
Earties’ Miippprsa Mpecialiy.
Eadies' Mide Lace Boats a Mpccialty.
We think wo have a more desirable assortment of
the above named goods than the combined stock of
all the other Shoe Stores lu this State,
HI. fi.PALMBB.
joltftf

fou Jnst
New.
Tnem 1

J. H. GAUBERT,
Ja22dttPKOPKIE

I OR.

To Be Let On Brackett St,
clasi three story Brick House uear Spring
Apply at 162 Brackett Street.
isdtl

Street.
FIRST

aplO

•

POETRY.
The Fern,
BY MILLIE COLOOKD-

A 1 tele greet. fern in tbe forest,
Lite all new aud tbe grass fresh spiinging,
Robin an 1 blue-bird’s clear notes riDgiug
aud tree:
best for me,”
Said the little tern iu tbe forest.

Blithely
“8prfug’s

slender green fern in the forest,
Lilies in cool, deep water lying.
Soft winds hnstiug ihe pines’ low
Oft into rest,—
“Summer is best,”
Said the slender fern iu the foreBt.
A

A

sighing

drooping white

fern in the forest,
“Now she will die,” the trees cried sadly;
“No,” said the white fern very gladly,

“Now I shall rest;
God knows the best
For his little fern in the forest,”
A

drooping white fern from the forest,
They brought me. just as leaves were falling,
They say ’tis dead; I hear it calling
Low in its rest,
“God knoweth best,”

My little white fern from the forest.
From the Memorial Boole.

A Nos*, and

a

Half.

Precisely mouth after our marriage I,
Mrs. Algernon Sydney Westmoreland, was
informed by my lord and master that such
and such business—imperative enough, I
owned—called him immediately to the Contiment; aud, although both Mr. and Mrs. A.
a

S. Westmot eland murmured somewhat at
late aud £600 per annum, Algy was compelled to leave me “my lane” and go on his
way the wifeless husband of a mouth’s standing. He was to be back certainly in three
Weeks, it not sooner, aud I was charged to
write hourly, to telegraph if I had the headache, and to keep up a good heart besides.
Instead of fulfilling which commands I wrote
—well, It is true, almost hourly, in scraps;
forbore from telegraphing either my head
or my heart aches; aud, alas for cheerfulness!
1 moped about my bit of a house In
Bayswater as though I was a widow instead of a

bride; stared at Algy’s big photo over my
bed; remembered, almost with tears, that I

had watebed him completely out of sight—a
most unlucky proceeding- tri«i tbo pf.no,
but found it but a sad reiniuder of our court-

ing days; poked my Augers in all the pockets
ofthe coats Algy had left at home, but found
nothing save a few old envelopes; gazed at

all my new gowns and felt no inclination to
put them on; and last, but by no means

least, feasted my eyes on my sole dot—a superb set of diamonds that had been In my
for ever so many years, and that my
family
lathnn
in
rlnnlroot
.'n_

oron

wise part with. There was a necklace and
cross, a brooch and a pair of earrings with
exquisite pendants that one could detach at

pleasure; a bracelet, and ring that put Algy’s
solitaire, sparkling on my small third finger,
to the most unquestionable blush; but I

loved the solitaire with most unreasonable
passion and, in contrast, looked coldly on the
nine-stoned gem lying among its splendid
fellows in the
morocco case; nothing
would induce me to wear it.
One week, two, three: Algv was not at
home, and was not coming. I was to join
him at La Manche. He could not be spared
to come and fetch me, so I was to go to
him,
and alone, without even the meagre “protection” of a maid, and with naught save the
sense of being Mrs. Algernon
Sidney Westmoreland as a shield and a buckler for my
19
and
timidity, my
years
babyish face, and a

Journey

of five days’duration. Still I did
not dread it. The idea of travel in itself
alone was enchanting to my untraveled
soul;
the idea that I was to see Algy in something
short of a week and ieel his big brown moustache on my month, redoubled the enchantment in a most singular manner; and, moreover, in the fact of performing this voyage
unattended there was to me a sweet flavor of
unaccustomedness, so to speak, that quite
bewitched me as X rehearsed the deportment
I should display to admiring tourists over the
packing of my braud new trunk.
1 crossed the Channel, suffice it to
say, not
less a sufierer from mal-de-mer than
any
woman on board the
pitching, lurching vessel; and, after three hours at the Hotel
Nation ale for refreshment and rest, X took
my seat in the railway cars bound lor P-,
where I wav, according to
Algy’s express in“to stay at th« Hotel du Bon Dieu
over night”—armed with a small
traveling
bag, containing sundry necessaries, in the
one hand, and my
shawlstrap in the other,

junctions,

girded around my thick blanket plaid, which,
in its turn, was folded securely around
my
dot—the precious diamonds, which I was too
much afraid of losing to trust in
my trunks,
knowing full well that the company would
not be responsible for even a tithe of their

value.
I settled myself and my possessions quite
comfortably, when, just as the cars were
about to stort, some one tapped me on the
shoulder, and a pleasant voice, with iust the
faintest flavor of a foreign accent, spoke;
“Are you expecting a companion ? Xs this
seat engaged?” pointing to the one beside
me.

“No—oh,

no

1” I answered.

tdi'vas

auu

vmo

v

deposited od. top of my own portable
luggage in the side-rack—a tall, old—well,
perhaps I should use the milder form—elderly
lady, with bunches of soft, gray curls on
either side of her face, a coffee-colored complexion, two bright gray eyes, a small mouth
—and a nose! The foregoing exclamat'^
imnh>4J*"4’ 1 w*s ln
point is not intended to ,r™1

were

persons whose
the habit of associali4'44
faces lacked 41r'J,.pona,nt ,ealure> the nose;
to indicate the extreme astonishyy
but
meht I felt on beholding this particular nose.
To say that it was long gives but a faint
idea of the actual state of the case, but it was
of a great length, and very thin and
very
pink, and a vast deal more than very unit
pleasant;
seemed, as it were, to be peering
and investigating
everything, to be inquiring
and ferreting out all visible and invisible objects, and to have quite au independent character and time ot its own. It extended well
over the old lady’s
long upper lip; and, in
brief, it was not only a nose that my companion was mistress of, but a nose and a half.
“I hope I do not incommode
you?” The
pleasant, courteous voice recalls me to my
sense*.

“Not in the least, I

ply, casting

one more

nose.

you,” I refugitive glance at the
assure

“’Ti*

a little
more

chilly, is it not?” I think
I need
wrappings.”
With which the elderly lady arose and took
down one of her small canvas bags,
drawing
therefrom a blue cloak, with which she enveloped herself, and snapping the catch, reinstated the bag in its place.
“Can I not hand your plaid?” the
elderly
asked me, courteously, before
seating herself.
I glanced up as I answered her, and read
the small card that was
neatly tacked on the
bottom of her satchel, “Jlmc. la Comtesse
de Girondelle, Paris.”
No, thanks. Ah, I beg pardon, it is chilly.
I am
sorry to trouble you, but I will take it,

please.”

And she hands it to me, resuming her seat
with a nice, cheerful smile. I unbuckle
my
straps, unroll my plaid, and leave my precious
morocco case quite bare with its brass mountings and padlock, and the new plate papa
had put on it for my wedding day.
“Let me assist you,” Mme. la Comtesse
says politely, helping me on with my big
shawl. “Fellow-travellers should be on excellent terms, especially when they chance
to be two ladies travelling alone. You have
been on the Continent before, I
presume.
The English ladies are such ladies for sight-

seeing.”
“No,”

I

replied, bashfully, and—whv I

know lint—fpplincr mrsrfifiarl
T V,.. .l"
been abroad before.
"No! Is it possible? You are 60 selfpossessed that I imagined you familiar with
all these scenes.”

Worthy Countess! Her eyes were beginning to fail her, I feared.
"I—ah, helas! I have been many times
over Europe, and
alone, also, since the death

of my husband.”
Here it occurred to me to
wonder, with another furtive glance, how aoy man could have
married such a nose.

“You

going to Baden to join your
mother and father,—to F—? I will so
gladly
chaperone you so far as in my poor power,
i kuow what
it is to be so youDg, though

never so

are

pretty,’'’-with

aging alone.”
satisfact.ou
more

J®7I

as

a

sigh-“and

voy-

kind’” 1 reply. with great

take in the idea of once
one—which
truth, my normal state—and

being dependent upon some

is, to tell the
that some one a
with more than
But I am not
den—”

She is leaning her arm
and sippiug wine from

worthy elderly lady, although
the

usual share of nose.
going to F-, only to Ba-

“So?” interrupted the Comtesse, with a
smile of genuine delight. “I go to Baden
myself. The waters have been prescribed for
me by my physician.”
“Yes?” I say, interestedly, “I am sorry
that I do not stay there. I go right on by
coach to P-, and thence to La
Manche,
where”—I blush painfully at this point—“my
husband awaits me.”
“Your husband I”—The Comtesse utters a
little scream of astonishment.
“My child—
une enfant! veritablement!
Ah, what is this
age arriving at?”
I laugh a (-mall,
happy, foolish laugh, and
proceed to give the Comtesse a brief resume
of the principal eveuts iu
my history,—chiefly
consisting, I cau assure you, iu my court-

ship, marriage, wedding (including mv dot,
which reposes in the
raen)’ Aigy’s imperative
tour, aud my now going on to be with him
once more after nearly four weeks of cruel
separation; to all of which the Comtesse listened attentively and courteously, with interest, and little, sympathetic, womanly smiles

j

of the tables,
goblet,—the same !
woman that i watched in my dream, only I
her clearly now. Tall, with a fair complexion, a small mouth, a perfect little
straiiht nose, two bright-gray eyes, enhanced
by the artful black nencil, and lovely blonde
hair, dressed with superb artificial braids; she ,
is attired ina rose-colored satiu
gowu, covered |
with black l*ce
flounces, and she wears all :
my dot sparkling and skimmeriug in her ears,
on her neck auO
bosom, and arms and finon one
a

SANFORD’S
RADICAL CURE
For CATARRH
A

j

strict injunctions to the driver
to take me
back to the hotel of Monsieur von Linden
As maybe imagined, I sleep
night; my husband comes home late very
says there is a certainty,

JTiittlethat

i 5EBAG0 LIKE

f

EXCURSIONS

ARRIVALS.

the preparation of this remarkable remedy event
herb, plant, and bark is subjected to distillation.
is obtained in
Whereby the essential medical principle
What remains in the
vaDor condensed and bottled.
totally unfit for use In an
stiPl Is Inert, lalueless,asand
all
the nasal
organism eo delicate
passages. Yet
snuds are Insoluble compounds of wood! nbre; all tinetores, saturated solutions.

8.30
9.30

IN

SANFORD’S RADICAL CORE

2.20
2.50

am

rpanpptivaln* finolln

thankful when I find mvselt
in a veritable bed. I dream —a

verv

more

cha

rrlan/inil

Vi a

in

rnn_

tion of the wardrobe.
Thence the official drew my morocco case
—my dot.
Algy took me away wholly in hysterics.
Algy swore that no earthly power should lure
him ipto leaving me alone for five minutes
again, so long as we both lived. And I—I
cannot help it—I look with distrust—nay,
aversion of the most positive kind—upon any
one who has a nose that is pink and pointed,
and even one nail’s breadth longer than it

queer, confused mass of nonsense—and amid
the vagaries of my night in the hotel of Monsieur von Linden, I dream that I am suflocating, smothering with some strange-smelling
stuff held tightly over my mouth; then it is
removed, and that I can see distinctly though
I can movfe no more than if I were a stone.
I see that the communicating door between
my room and the Comtesse’s little parlor
stands open, letting in a flood of bright,warm
candle light; I see a woman in a rose-colored
wrapper gliding stealthily about my apartmens. She is young,and a pretty woman with

ought

be.—English Magazine.

to

MEDICAL

Bhort, very blonde, hair curling all over her
head, and she keeps walking carefully about
my room, peering into this corner and that,
under my clothing, under the lounge cushions
and into the chest of drawers, and finally she
creeps up to the bed, I feel her hands crawling over the blankets, and at last searching
under the piled-up pillows beside me—for
what ? My dot, my precious diamonds, which
I have placed there for safety. I try to
scream,but cannot; I am as silent as the dead
and I watch her,helplessly, recross the room,
glide through the door, close it and then no

No

Medicine

Given.

in those cases where, on examination, it
may be found necessary to prescribe certain
specific remedies, which, combined with my peculiar
magnetic operation, accelerate a perfect and radical

EXCEPT

cure.

CDLUNS'
VOLTAIC PLASTER

Steamer Mount Pleasant,
—op

MONDAY,

on

the route

ABTS3

with train arriving in Portland at 0.30 p. m.
Excursion tickets will be offered, good for one day

nect

These Plasters have now been before the pnblie for
two years, and, notwithstanding the Immense number
or retuedies in the form of liniments, lotions, paiucurers, and ordinary plasters, they have steadily Increased in sale and met with universal approval, as
evidenced by over one thousand unsolicited testimonials in our possession.
Many remarkable cases have
eon certillcd to by well-known citizens in all parts
of the United States, copies of which will be sent free
>f charge to any one desiring them. Improvements,
n many ways, have been made, as suggested by experience and use, until it is believed that they are now
erfect in every respect, and the best plaster in the
■jrld of medicine. All we ask from every sufferer in
The price is 25 cents, although
b land is a single trial.
t» cost is double that of any other
plaster. But, notithstanding the efforts of the proprietors to make the
st piaster in the world for the least money, any
milar remedy can be bought, numbers of unscrupu.113 dealers will be found ready to misrepresent them
selfish motives and endeavor to substitute others.
l>o not allow yourself to be Imposed upon. Ask for
•i

«

more.

When I awake in the morning the bright
Baden sunshine is streaming in my windows,
and I feel strangely unrested; my eyes ache
and my temples throb. I rise and close the
creaking shutters. As I do so I bear a low
wail from the apartment of the Comtesse.aud
like a flash of lightning my dream occurs to
me.
X make one plunge to the bed again,
pull out the pillows—my dot is gone. A
knock comes at the communicating door, ac-

I
I

companied by” another

wi....

x.

_■l

i- —

—.. —■-*- -.
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ONE DOLLAR.

Northwest, West and

Portland to Bridgton and return, or Harrison and
return. These cheap excursion tickets will be withdrawn aftei July 6, 1878.
Parties desiring to avail themselves of this delightful trip should take advantage of this opportunity.
J. HAMILTON,
je21dtfSuperiitendent of P. & O. B. K.

the Islands!

Str. Mary
cepted),

“These

not genuine telegrams. I sent
you no telegrams,” says Algy, in a very curi-

voice.
“I waited and waited last night and to
day
till I almost went mad; and then I came afous

ter

you.”

We reached the hotel.

My husband is a
he has given me
minute
instructions.
I go upvery

gentleman of few words, but
some

Btairs and knock, much after the manner of a
maid, on the door of Alme. la Comtesse de
Girondelle. No answer.
Again I knock,
this time even louder, with a like result. A
waiter comes by, and informs me that the
Comtesse has gone out to spend the evening
with a sick friend in the Heidelberg strasse.
I return to Algy, who bids me array myself
becomingly; that he is going to take me to
the Kursaal to see a little gayety and hear a
good deal of good music. Hr. Westmoreland
has a dark, not a sinister, expression on his
comely face as he issues his mandates, and at
the same time puts himself into the dres3 suit
I have brought in my trunks from London
for him.

We

driven to the Kursaal, soon
hear the band
playing one of the loveliest
thmgs under the sun—the “Dichter unt
Bauer overture. I march around on
Algy’s
arm too happy to
speak, with only the vision
ol mv lost dot to trouble
me, about which
Mr. Westmoreland is singularly reticent and

in

OUlCliOC
JJlIUbipiCO
miraculous or supernatural about
JJIUDU

rwiLl

IUUIO

it,

as

IS

W.

Leaves Ferry Slip, Custom House Wharf, at 6.00,
10.80 a. m.. and 6.15 p. m. Beturning leaves Cushing’s Landing at 6.20, 11.00 a. m„ and 6.40 p. m.:
Peaks Island, Scott’s Landing, 6.30, 11.30 a. m. and
Arrangements for picnics and excursions can he
made with Captain on board or J. I. LIBBY, Maua*
ger. Custom House vrliait.
je20dtf

Sciatica

it is in

Lumbago.—Major George O. Brastow, ex-mavor of Somerville, Mass was a sufferer
from Sciatica and Lumbago, contracted
during the
war.
Had tried
and

almost every kind of treatment.
Dr. Henion benefited him from the
first, and cured
him by a short course of treatment.
Referred to.
Blind in One Eye—Willie Hutchins,son of Horace
Hutchins, Esq., of Lincoln, Mass., was totally
blind m one eye for seven years. Has received
eight
magnetic treatments, and can now see to read writing with the eye that was blind. The lather of the
referred
to.
boy

was cured by seven
case.
Referred

ful

I

magnetic treatments. A wonder-

to.

Nervous Dyspepsia. Shortness

of

breath,

,-vy. Ai ucais, no. o»
Clarendon street, Boston, was afflicted with the
,,,

distressing complaints The lady is somewhat
advanced m life, is an exemplary Christian, and enn0“lnS 80 m*:,J as attending places oi worship.
above

When

Moody and Sankey made their first visit to
was prevented,
particularly by shortness
ot breath, from attending any of their
meetings: bat.
their
second visit, she attended every one, day
during
J
J
and evening.
-Mr. F. C. Richmond, No.
„JiS'UNAL.WEAKSE8f>
46£ Iremont street,
Boston, Mass,, was so terribly
weakened by seminal losses that he was unable
to
attend to business; sutieied from nervous
troubling
of

Boston, she

at

breaktast

TO MEW YORK

UR. HENION, alike earnest
solicilnlion
of score, of invalids in various
p..ris ot
returned to Ike A ISA.VIS

uoi^xf
HislUsR,

555 «?*
Washington Sl.eei, Rostou.
^
vvbeiehe will rimain uuiil August.
Jel
S.T&TU&wim
_

Excursion Tickets

on

Whqm was referred the petition of Frank Slmonds
that a part of Federal street on the northwest side
thereof, from India to Hancock streets, he discontinued ; said committee will meet at junction oi Fedthe twen

ty-sixth instant, at 3 o’clock P. M to hear all parties interested and then determine and
adjudge if
public convenience requires that that part of Federal
street should be discontinued, and if they should so
adjudge will then and there discontinue that part of
Federal street and fix the damages as required by
law.
M. M. BUTLEK,
j
JAMES E. HASELTINE, I Committee
ISAAC D. CUSHMAN,
i
on
ALBERT SMITH,
f Laying out
ISAAC HAMILTON,
I New Streets.
JACOB W. ROBINSON. I

____dtd
Examination oi Teachers,
Examination of Candidates
THEfor Committee
Teachers of the Public Schools of Portland
on

session at the

High School Building,

on

the first day of July next, at 10 a. m. Persons desirous of positions as teachers in the public schools,
not having taught in the city the past
year, whether
holding certificates or not, must present themselves
for examination as above.
THOMAS TASH,
Superintendent of Schools.
Portland, June 4, 1878.
je5td

PROPOSALS.

PROPOSALS.
TO CONTRACTORS.
PR0P03ALS will be received at the
SEALED
office of ihe undersigned in South Paris until

P M.
A. D. 1878,
§ une,o’clock
ve

on

SATURDAY, the 29th day of
furnishing the materials and

for

erecting the Odd Fellows’ Block at Sourli Paris ac
cording to the plans and specifications of Charles H.
Kimball, Architect.
The right is reserved to reject all proposals not sat-

isfactory.
Copies

immediately.

pain.
Examination
prices low. Peocan be treated at their
and

residence when

_mylleod6m

the plans can he seen at the office of
Cbas. H. Kimball and plans and specittcatious at my
office.
GEO A WILSON, for Committee.
South Paris, June 20, 1878.
je2Cd9t
=

CO..

Incorporated 1845.

AND

STEAMER FIONA
Will, until iurther notice,
tfrrto
trips daily

Hog

ana

Islands. Leave Burnham’s whart
6 30, 9.00 and 11 00 a. m and
2.00, 5.00 and 6 30 p m., returning directly liom the
landings at the islands.
myl8dtf
CHARLES A. SPARROW.
-gaa

For Ilie Islands,
Peak’s Island Steamboat Co.

Night

Steamer

Company,

or any of iis

WILL

(I'ORMKELY JOHNSON’S.)

^

This popular saloon having been
refilled and painted, is again open

popularity by generally reducing
the cost ot food, u hile
fully maintaining the quality and quantity.
4» EXCHANGE STREET.

m,»

8

District igent,

EXCHANGE

ST.]im

No, 101 Brook Avenue, Bo.ton, Mum.

Jetd2m
Drug Store lor Sale;
iVELL located for Family and Prescription Busi*

ness.

J«TM

Enquire of

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,

Wholesale Dmggists,

Newbnrypori,

and

Boston

as

PORTLAND. ME.

SALE
81

STABLE,

—

RUFUS RAID.
aprll_

JOHN

dtf

ASIATIC

has the largest assortment of

Carriages and

Wagons!

jf all kinds to be found in the State at Ten Per
Cent. Lower than at any other Factory.
SwCW&PPa, May 18, 1878.
xuyltteodtf

BY

STEAM.

Ni©

STEAMSHIP

Every Thursday
City of Rerlin,
City of Richmond,
City of Chester,
City ol Montreal,

Fall

Arrangement.
After Monday, October
8,l8n,lraiB» will LEAVE
PORTLAND FOB BOSTON
-Jilt
adTi at 0.15, 8.43 a.
m., 3.15 p. m., arriving ai Boston atlO-45 a. in., 1.30, 8.00 p. m. Releave Boston at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 3. 30 p.m..
at Portland at 12.10 5.10 8.10 p. m.
For
North
Salmon Falls,

Berwick,

Fall*, Dover, Roches:cr, Farm*
ington, N. B., Alton Bay. Newmarket,
Exeter, Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence, Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 8.45 a.
For Manchester and ionm., 3.15 p- m.
rord, N. U., (via Newmarket Junction,) at
5.15 a. m. 3.15 p. m. (via Lawrence,) at 8.45 a. ra.
For Scaborrough, Pine Point, Old Orchard
Biddeford
and
Beach,
Maco,
Henaebnnk at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15, 5.30, p.m.
Horning Train* will leavs ftmnehinh
for Portland at 7.20 a. m The 3.15 p. m. train

from Portland connects at Boston with the Shore
Line and the Boston & Albany Road, tor New York,
arriving at New York early next morning. This is
ilso the quickest route to the West.
Through
Ticket* to all Points Mouth and West at
lowest rates. Trains on Boston & Maine read
lonnectwith all steamers running between fortand anj
Rockland, Mt, Desert, Mac ias,
Eastport, Calais, St. John and Halifax. Also, conlect with Grand Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Siaion, and Maine Central ami Portland <Si. Ogdensburg
•rains at 'transfer Station. All trains stop at
Exeter ten miuctes for refreshments at first clast
tinning rooms
JAS.T. PURSER, Gen. SupL
8. tl. 8XJjIVEN«, Gen. Agent, Portland.
eeptg
dtf

Vaults

Cleaned aud
moved*

A LL ORDERS promptly
cm. or addressing

janldtf

Ashes Re

attended to by calling at
K.

GIBSON,

Congress Street-

by the Patent Office may

still,

in most cases,

be

secured by ns.
Being
opposite the Patent Ot
lice, we can vake closer
searches, and secure Patand with broader claims than

tents more promptly
those who are remote from Washington.
ini

>

sketch ot
vice

;

we

mode
or
your de-

make

exam-

inations tree of charge
advise as to pa-

and

tentability.

Ail

cor-

respondence strictly confidential. Prices low, Aik D
(IHARtiiC UNLESS PATENT IS
SECURED.
We refer to officials in the Patent Office, and to
toventors;in every State in the Union.
C. A. SHOW Sc CO.,
Oppoeite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.
no24
dtl
NO

Saturday.

5191

Tons.

City

ol

City

of

Brussels,

4607 City of New Voik,
4566 City of Paris,

4490

privacy particularly studied,

aud

unsurpassed.

Brooklyn,

3775
3500
3081
2911

obtained for Inventors, in the United States, Canada,
and Europe, at reduced rates. With our principal
Office located in Washington, directly opposite the
United States ratent Office, we are able to attend to all
Patent Business with greater promptness and JcfpeidL^
and less cost, than other patent attorneys, who are ata~~distance from Washington, and who tune, therefore,
associate attorneys."
We make prclimto employ
Scary examinations and furnish opinions.as to patentability, free of charge, and all who are interested
in new inventions and Patents are invited to send for
a copy of our
Guide for obtaining Patents," which
is sent free to any address, and contains complete instructions how to obtain Patents, and other valuable
matter. We refer to the Gcrman-American National

the provisioning

jsantc, tvasnmgom,

u, w

passage and other information, apply
to JOHN G. DALE, Agent. 31 0fe33 Broadway, New
York, or to T. P. MeGOWAN, 422 Congress St.,
Portland.
fel>27eod6m

Maine Steamship Company
Semi-Weekly Line io Sew York.
Steamers Eleanora & Franconia

FOR

SALE!

Stevens* Plains, in
D, with 8
a11??
nouse; 5,000 feet of laud.
at
the
Apply
Deeriog
Woodford**,

ON

CLYDE’S
1

PMIadeipiiia & New England Steamslnp Line,

J

Deerlng,

a new 2-story
stable and henPriees and terms easy.
Real Estate OiBcc,

rooms;

m. w. edsom.

JelO_

—

d2w

IIOR8ES,_llOBSE8.

BOSTON.
with OLD COLONY KAILROAD.
BOSTON TO THE SOtJTH.
<
Vaick Time, Law Kate*, Frequent Departure*.
connection

I have just received at my Stable la

Baldwin,

a

FINE, CEE AN-LIMBED HORSES,
from Montreal, which X will sell at low rates.
B. F. CHASE.
,,
Baldwin, Juno 13.
jel7dlw*

Freight

received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
1House, aud forwarded dail, to FALL
RIVER, there
cjonnecting with the Cl,de M(earner., .atline
«ever, MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
SATURDAY,
t-0 Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Pbllsidelptiia with Clyde Steam Lines
toCbarleston, S.O.,
1Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,

FOR

1

Washington. 1'. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
O., aud all rail and water lines
Dangers oi Navigation around Cape Cod voided.
1Insurance at lowest rates.
For Rates of Freight, or other information, apply

SALEi

Stock and Trade of a good business, well
established, good location. Would require a
capital of three to five thousand dollars. Business:
Doors, Blinds, Windows, Sashes «&c. Anyone
wishing to purchase will address
lamstf
BOX &7J, Portland. We.

THE

1D.

*EO

D. D. (!. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street. Boston.
WM. F. CLYDE & CO.,

l-encralManager., Philadelphia.
Janu
Utt

aur-

TO

Will until farther notice, leave Franklin Wharf
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomo
dations tor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route tor travellers between
New York and Maine. During the Summer months
these t-teamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on
their passage to and from New York. Passage, including State Room, $4. Meals extra.
Goods destined beyond Portland or Now York forwarded to
destination at once For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38 E. R.. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Excb vnge street,
decietf

1In

otvciusn,

NOTICE.

Portland,

FBOM

siuyiu

WHOM It may concern. On and after thirty
days from date, the Selectmen of the Town of
Freeport piopoee to remove the remains of all persons buried in the Dillinaham
Burying Ground in
Freeport, to another suitable location. Any persons
interested in said removal will please communicate
with the Selectmen before the expiration of thirty
days.
J. C. KENDALL,) Selectmen
T. .I..CURT18,
of
}
L. D. BVRAM.
J Freeport.
Freeport, June 15, 1878.
Jcl0dlw&w3w23

P.

—

me

wegian, and Danish Legations, at Washington ; lion,
Joseph Casey, late ChiefJustice U. S. Courlof Claims:
to the Officials of the U. S. Patent Office, and to Senators and Members of Congress from every state.
‘Address: LOUIS BAGGER A Co., Solicitor*
gf Patents and Attorneys at Law, Le Droit Building
Washington, D. C.

For rates of

p. m
and 11.00 p. m.
Close connections made at Wealbrook Junction
with through trains of Me. Central R.K, and at
Portland dlrand Trunk Junction) with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD

or

Tons.

These magnificent steamers, built in watertight
compartments, aie among the strongest, largest and
fastest on the Atlantic
The saloons are injuriously furnished,
especially
well lighted and ventilated and take
np the whole
width of the ship.
The ptinclpal staterooms aro
amidships, forward of the engines, where lea*t noise
and motion is felt, and are replete with
every comfort having all latest
improvements, double berths,
electric bells, &c.
The cuisine has always been a
specialty of this
Line.
Ladies* cabins and bathrooms, Gentlemen’s
smoking and bathiooms, Barbers’ shop, pianos,
libraries, &c.. provided.
The Steerage accommodation cannot be excelled.

ai

J. M. LtJNT, Supt.

nventlons that have been

LINE.

KOVAL MAIL STEAMERS,

and 6.15 p.

m.

tor mechanical de-

vices, medical, or other
ornamental
omponnds,
designs, trade-marks, and
labels,
Caveats, Assignments, Interferences, et.

New York to Queenstown and Liverpool,

7.00, 11.00 a. m., aud 8 50
arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., 1.15

12.20 p.

promptly attended to.

InmaFline-

Way Stations.

mj21dtf

WM. P. PKKBLE,
Clerk et District Couit, for said District.
dlaw3ws&wlw24

I

The Steamers ot the Company will saill every
Saturday from Bremen Pier, foot of Third Street.
Hoboken.
Kates of Passage-From New
York
to
Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, first
cabin, $100; second cabin, $60, goid; st eiage, $30
currency. Apply to
OELRICHS &CO.,
2 Bowling Green, New York.
WM. ALLEN, as Exchange St., Agent for
bo28
Portland.
dly

i.U.w.

SUNDAY TRAINS—Leave Preble Street Station at 11.00 •*. JR., arriving at Rochester at
4.00 p. m. and at Worcester 7.25 p. m.. connecting with Boston & Albany R. R. for New York
and the West Leave Worcester at 7 00 a. in.,
Rochester 10.30 and arriving at Preble Street

Je8

(obtained

New York, Southampton, London,
Havre and BreineH.

Accommodation for Worcester, with
through car tor Boston via Nashua and Loweil
Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nashua 11.47 a. m.. Lowell
12.11 p. m., Boston 1.15 p. m., Ayer J nuc-

aud

R.,andSoutb

BETWEEN

31) %. M.

Trains leave Rochester

R.

the rate of

KOfiTB GERM LLOYD

Leave Grand Trunk Depot,
Portland at 7.30 a. m. and
m., 2.30

for the

a. m.
one half

’sailing Teasels.
West by thePenn.

by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission
PASSAGE TEA DOLLARS
For Freight or Passage apply to
E« U, MANeiiUh Aieel
idk3-ly
10 Lob* Wharf JBo.tuu

1878,

a.

10

Insurance

Portland & Rochester B. B.
■»

Wharfage*
Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.ra
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

fOKTLliD &WORIMER LIB

ThI»* will

Bankrupt,

From

dtf

Mir 22,

JNBANKRUPTUV.—District

Court or the
United Slates, District or Maine. In the matter
of Abner O. Shaw, a Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a
petition haa been presented to the Court, this sixth day of Juno by
Abner O. Shaw,
or Portland,
a
Bankrupt,
praying that he may be decreed to have a full discharge from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a
hearing be had
upon the same, on the Second day of Seplember, A.
D.1878. before the Coart in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o'clock A. M., and that the second
meeting or
the creditors of said
be held before James
D. Fessenden, Register, on the
twenty-eighth day ol
June, 1878, at 10 o'clock A. M., and the third meeting
ot the same on the First day of
July, 1878, at 10
o’clock A. M., and that notice thereof be pnkllebed
in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland
Press,
newspapers printed in said District, once a week tor
three scccessiye weeks, and once in the
weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to be thirty
days at least before the day of hearing, and that all
creditors who have proved their debts and other
persons to Interest, mav appear at said time and
place, and show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said Petition should not be granted

AWD

delphia, at

deodtf

IN BANKRUPTCY.

steamship Line.
Leave each port every Wed’a’y & Sat’d’j

The 7 15 A. M. train will make close connection at
Swanton for Ogdensburg and all stations on Ogdensburg & Lake Champlain Railroad.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.

Portland, May II, 1878.

WOLCOTT A CO., Proprietors.

augio

PjlsiIJLA1>E1iPIIIA

Freight

Bangor,

FRANKLIN STREET.

HEATED

Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day

BO 8TO 1ST

Leave Portland at 7.15 A. JH.
all stations, running through to
Mwanton and Burlington.
Portland at 4 45 P. JH. for Cpper

Ureal

HORSES.

UNITED STATES HOTEL,
The best Located House for Business Hen

g^p^^^gfor
""

Wells,

dtl

McGOWAN,

139 Congress St., Portland.

HOTELS.

Mang^"^ WW

ARRAKGEJIEYT OF TRAIYS.

turning,
arriving

RANDALL
A
MCALLISTER’S
office. No. 78 Exchange St.,
opposite the Post Office.

Or toT.

ap30d3m

E. CUSHING, Assistant
Portland, May 15, 1876.mj20dtf

MAY 13, 1S78.

„,

new

Arriving

Haogor every Monday
and Friday morning at O

The Steamer LEWISTON,
(D2T Tons Borden,) Capt.
Chas. Deehlno, will leave
'Railroad Wharf, foot of State
every Taeaday and
Friday evening, at SO o’clock, commencing
Tuesday, May 21, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, South West Harbor, Bar Harbor, (Mt.
Desert,) Millbridge Jonesport and Mtachiaoporl.
Returning, will leave Machia.pori every
Monday and Thnruday morning, at 4.30
o’clock, touching as above, arriving in Portland
same night, usually connecting with Pullman train
and early morning trains for boston and the West.
Tbe steamer Lewiston has a
large capacity for
Freight and Passengers, has also 75 large airy State
Rooms, including 10 Family Rooms.
For farther canicular- tnouire of
wr-u. id. UAi, Gen, Ticket
Agent,

Sleeping Car, for
4.05 a, m., every Jay (except

On and

The most convenient place in the
city to purchase your Coal is at

and comiort. All Staterooms on main deck,
and Saloon amidships.
SALOON CABIN, $03 to »S0. CCRRENCY.
SECOND CABIN, including all requisites. $40.
Excursion Tickets for First-Class Pa-sage, New York
to Paris and return, $133 to $ 193 according
to stateroom and route chosen.
For Books ol Information, Plans. Ac.,
Apply to HENDERSON BROTHERS,
7 BOWLING GREEN, NEW *ORK.

will

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK,

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
owest rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Meats and
Berths at Ticket Ortlce.
A. P. ROCKWELL. President.
my27dt'

eater

ocl®

BECK,

HI.At

and after Jnno 13, 1878. until further
notice, make three trips daily to Cushing
and Peak’s Islands.
tio« 12.40 p. m„ Fitchburg 1.25 p.
m., and
Leaves Custom House Wharf at 9 a. in.,
14 orcestei at 2.10 p. m.,
connecting with
2 and 3.30 p. m
Returning, I,eaves Evtrains South and West,
ergreen Lauding In ... w., 3 and 4.45 p. in.
9.10 I*. M. steamboat ftxpress through to
PeaksMaod, Scott’s landing 10.15 a. in., I
New London without change, Con2.30and 5 p. m. Cushing's Landing 10.30 \
nects at Rochester for Dover and Great
a. m., 2 15 and 5 15 p. m.
Falls, at Epptng for Manchester and
Fare d°wn and back 25 cents
5 tickets S1.00. !
Concord
at Nashua tor
Lowell and
Children 10 cents.
Boston, at Aver Junction for FitchArrangements for Picnics and Excursions can be
and the West via Uoosac Tunnel
burg
made at the office of the
Company, at the end of CusLine, at Worcester with Boston & Alban,
tom House Wharf. All comunieations bv mail adRailroad lot New Vork, at Putnam with
A KSTEAflROAT COIHPAWlf, will be promptly attended
Philadelphia, Baltimore and U'aah*
Per order Directois.
to.
ington, at New London with Norwich
jet2
dtf
Line Steamers, due at Pier No,
40, North
Eirer New York, at 6.00 a. ra.
6.(5 p. m —From Preble Street. Mixed for Rackon

Sail from New York for

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

m.

agen-

JAS. B. PEARSON, Vice-President.
EDWARD A. STRONG, Secretary.
BENJ. c. MILLER, Treasurer
B. J. MILLER, Actuary.

B. B.

at

Mondays.)

J

CAPT. A. S. OLIVER,

LINE.

For Mt. Desert and Machias.

p.m.

9.10 p. III.
Leave Preble 8t. Station at 7.10

Gazelle,

street,

State

corner

GLASGOW.
every
SATURDAY;
LONDON,
every
WEDNESDAY;
Passenger accommodations unsurpassed tor elegance

leave

Wednesday

Express with

•gsaaiMwwa

All approved forms of policies issued.
Reports and Statements furnished at the
the

and

be secured at Com-

UNITED STATE3 MAIL STEAMERS.

o’clock, airiving In Portland at 5 p. m., connecting
with Portland & Boston Steamers, and Pullman
Night Train and early Morning Trains for Boston.

m.

Boston

^

LEWIS C. GROVER, President.
office of

W

Returning,

can

Washington,

ANCHOR

Kilby,

iuierport
Hampden.
Sort,
Bangor about 10.30 next morning.

11.05 A M. from Upper Bartlett.
O 30 P. M from Burlington and Swanton.

make
Peaks

Capt.

214

and at Boston & Providence Railroad Station.
J. W. RICHARDSON, Agent, Boston.
A. A. FOLSOM, Snp’t B. & P. R. R.
apr2
T.Th&SCm

Railroad Wharf, Portland,
every M.odajr, Wedneadny
nod Friday Evening, at IV o’clock, (commencing Wednesday, May 6th,) for Bangor, touching at Kocklaod, Camden, Cincoloville,
Hello.I, Henreporl, Handy Point, Bncks-

ARRIVE.

the_ Islands,

pany’s office,

The Fast Steamer CITY OF

RICHMOND,

Leave
Bartlett and intermediate stations.

Purely Mutual.

C. COLLINs. Electrician,

taken out at short notice, from *4 to 16
cord or $3 a load, by addressing
mQt42U
A ilBRY & o„ Portland P.
O,

For

idence and New Work.
Tickets and State Booms

THREE TRIPS) PER WEEK.

leave

MASSACHUSETTS

S1EAMEB EBODE ISLAND,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

»aeo, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kiuery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Malem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at

n

mar5_dtf

NEWARK. N. J.

How.to make them. Send stamp for fall descripand direi tions, with prices ot the various pans,
Viaducts, Bobbins ot Fine Wire, &c. All parts for
lirst class Telephone, $5.00.

Vaults Cleaned

Ticket'AgentT^’ 8“Pt'’

liberal paironage heretofore bestowed and propose to increase its

tion

———————

J.W PETERS, Gen.

to the public.
The prt sent proprietors will endeavor to merit the

THE

TELEPHONES.

when she

C^*Train leaves Grand Truuk Depot at 2.10 P. M.
State Rcome secured in advance at 28
Exchange St.,
and at Grand Trunk Depot.

of

LIFE INSUBANCE

JnnrliAn.

Portsmouth,
Lynn, Chelsea

Malem.
M.45 a.

—

mill_dtt

is hereby given that the “Jcint
Standing
NOTICE
Committee
Laying out New Streets,” to

a

ronwni

Ciittei7f

Avoid the Expense and Annoyance of carTransfer incident 10 all other routes.

cies.

PJ*-

A5D

KAIL.

Arrivng in New York at 6 A. M. This is the only
line aflording a delightful sail through Narraganactt Bay by daylight.
Bvtnrning leave Pier 29, North Elver, at S F.
M., arriving in Boston at 7 A. M.
No intermediate landing* between Prov-

FOR BANGOR.

Save 5 Hours in Time PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG B.K

;

WHARF, Portland,

STEAMBOAT CO.

PASSKHUlSlt THAUIJ|su« po»tin«a
tor ScarooroL Saco,
Biddeford, JB.cnnebnnk, Wells, \orih Berwick, South

FORTH! & WORCESTER

—

OF

and the well known and popular

PORTLAND, BlfflOK & MACHIAS

Railroad,

RETURNING-,

Purchase your tickets via this route and

STEAMER

INDIA WHARF, BOSTON, every
evening at 7 o’clock (Sunday excepted.)
Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
care a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex,
pense and inconvenience of arriving In Boston late
at night.
WTickets and State Booms for sale at D. H,
•
YOUNG’S, 206 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as nsnal.
de30-76dtf
J. B. t'OVI.E, jr.. Gen’l Agt.

AND

City oi Portlaud.

will bold

FRANKLIN

Leave Boston at 7.30 a. m., 14.30 and 7.00
p. m., connecting with Blaine Central
and E. & JY. A. Railway for St. John
and Halifax. Pnlimau Sleeping Car attached

Xiinos!

MILES

cem

and

VIA

Kforwicli

PBOVUIAaiilt.

_

3.15

at Low Rates

TO NEW YORK,

On and alter Monday, April 1st, the steamers
John Brooks and Forest City will run alternately
as follows: Leave

m.

Eastern

KNOWLTONfttI

TO MEW YORK!

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

WEDNESDAY,

Central

across Boston.

Berwick.

|:

STEAMERS.

d3w

PATSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland Dec. 3, 1877.
julldtf

Only Six Dollars

providence line

ONLY 4J

Trains leave at 12.35 p. m. and 5.15
p. m. The train leaving at 11.45 p. m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston, Auburn, Wintbrop and Waterville. The 11.45
p. m, tram is the Night Express Train with Pullman Sleeping Car attached, which makes close connection at Bangor for all stations on the Bangoi
& Piscataquis, and E. & N, A Railway, and lor
Boulton, Woodstock, St Andrews, St.
Stephen, St. John and Halifax.
Passenger Trains arrive in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains from Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
and all intermediate station? at 2.55 and 3.00 p. m,
The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K, & L.
R. R. at 6.22 p. m. The night Pullman Express
train at 1.50 a, m.

KAIL,

THE POPULAR

OF

Steamboat Express Train will leave Boston &
Providence Railroad Station dally (Sundays excepted) at 6 P. M. Connect at Fox Point wharf, Providence, with the Entirely New and Vlnguid-

figguuKg.
a m.

ea£?,E,p-

RE-OPENING

until 4

Opens April 29, for the Season of 1878.

For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for Lewiston via Brunswick at
7.00 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Bath at 7.00 a. m., 12.40 and 5.20 p. m.
For Farmington, Monmouth, Wintbrop,
Head tie Id, West W'aterville and Waterville via Lewiston at 12.35 p. m.

ON'and nfter Mny 90tb, will leave tbe
East side of Custom House Wharf lor
Peak’s aud Hog Isla» ds, at 5 45, 8.50.
and 1.45, 4.15, 6.10 p in. Returning alter
c- H-

pt

CORNS!
CARI.TOIV is permar entiy located at 111 market
Square for the
treatment ot all diseases of the
feet.
Corns, iiunions, Ingrowing Nails cured
so that the boot can
be
worn
411 operations perlormed with-

Trains leaving Portland at 8.45 a. m. connect with
the Sound Lines for new York
Passengers by tbis route are landed on board
Sound Steamers in seiuon for Supper, and

day of sailing

arrive in

Steamer Tourist.

^—————————

on

Saturdays,

in.,

MONDA Y, DEC. 3, 1877.

riage

Btreets,

a.

on

m.

Portland Sunday at 12.20 p. in., 4£ hour* in adol nil other Lines.
Ask for tickets via Portland & Worcster Line.
J. W. PETERS. Ticket Agent.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.

Passenger

including Transfer across Boston.

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston A Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,andW. D. Little & Co.'s,491 ExcbapgeJM.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
President,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
dtr
ocl T?

vance

A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres’t E. R. R.
J. T. FGRBEE, General Sup’t. B. <£ M. R. R,
Jydtf

Mr. P. W. Kinsman—We must have
more Adamson’s Balsam, foi
they do Bay it Is the biggest thing oui.
Please send us ten gross immediately
by freight. Yours very respect fully.
WEEKS & POTTER.
Don’t fail to try it. It is pleasant
to take. See that the name ot P. W.
Kinsman Is blown in the bottle.
Sold by Drugggisis and Dealers.
i

eral and India

7.00

at

Philadelphia

For Lewiston and Auburn.

SIX DOLLARS !

some

nearly inand a specific
meoicme Ur. Demon entirely cured him in twelve
days. Referred to. [This is the only rational and
sure tieatment for diseases of this nature
]
Terms.—Patients pay in proportion to ability.
Letters oi inquiry, to insure
reply, must contain

whocome^

Dollars,

Sut

and St. John.

1EXJL

m.

Transfers across Bos*
ton both ways.

Steamboat Exprees trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, ever;
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the eleand popnlar steamer Stonington every Tuesy, Thursday and Saturday, arriving is New York
always in advance at all slher liars. Bag-

Circulars, with

BOSTON

only route by which passengers leaving New
by Norwich Line Steamers or Rail, Saturday
Tiert morning,,
nlglit ran reaftb,PoriIanfl
Pa>&augels(via Steamer Mai ylaua Ttuule) leavlDg
Washington at 1.40 a. m., Baltimore at 3.00 p. in.,

is the
York

Tickets to all points West at Lowest Rates
Staterooms on steamers and chairs in Parlor cars
secured in advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern E.

ness of sight, confused mind—iu
lact, was
sane,
liy three magnetic treatments

stamp. CluNSlEi rATIOiV EKEE.
p: 8—l will say, for the benefit of those who intend to call on me during
my stay in Boston, do
not delay until the last moment.
My rooms arc then
'* '* amost impossible to treat all

Portland & Worcester Line

12.40 and 11.45 p.

Including

R. Offices, Commercial Street.

heart, headache, waketutuess, forget!
fuleess, great mental depression, loss of energy d-in-

Algy and me back again ? \ye are meandering around, when I suddenly give a little

“What is it?” Algy says, frowning.
“There she is! don’t you see? with all my
diamonds on I” That’s the woman, Algy—
that’s the woman!” Algy
looks; so do L

For Eleven

OTHERS.

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

maps of routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further information apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean Insurance Co.,) or of
mh21dtf
A. R. STUBBS. Agent, R. R. Wharf.
For

For Skowhegan at 12.35,12.40 and 11.45 p. m.
For Augusta, Klallowell. Gardiner and
Brunswick at 7.00 a. m., 12.40, 5.20 and 11.45 p.

RAILROAD

VIA ALL

Riverside, Me.
Weeks & Potter, Wholesale
Druggists, Boston.

sees

set earn.

EASTERN

Eastport

ior

Railway.
jgp1*Freight received

Passenger Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Dexter, Belfast and Water ville at

:

M.,

OF ALL

This is

tercolonial

—

.A

6 P.

o’clock p.

RAILROAD.

BOSTON & MAINE

ARRANGEMENT.

Returning will leave St. John and fcastp rt on
days, and Portland the next morning at 5 A,
M. for Boston.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annapo^
lis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E.
I., Fredericktown, N. B., and all stations on the In-

Leave, foot of Preble .treet every Sunday at 4 OO p. m. Pasi&ugera by tbis train artive at Grand Central Depot, New York, Monday
morning at 5.20 a. m.
AlTJENTION is also called to the fact that the

New York & Return
VIA

FOR NEW YORK.
A U E A D

same

VIA

—TO—

men

iMm27^^^^^^^^^^S&Wenwlv^

day, at

LINE

STONINGTON

On and after Mondav, June
tbe Steamers of the International Steamship Company
—— will leave Railroad
Wharf, foot
of State street, every Monday, Wednesday, and Fri-

FORK,

FOB MEW

Maine

—

Passage $12.50.
For freight or passage to Nortolk,Baltimore, Wash*
marton, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
83 Central Wharf, Boston,
nov2dtl

TRIPS PER WEEK.

THRE

Train

Sunday

je8

including transfer

palpitation

singularly hopeful; and occasionallly the face
especiallv tbepo-e—0i the Comtesse comes
across me, and I innocently wonder what she
morrow

IN KATES TO

$8 New York $8

From

Female WEAKNESS.-Mrs. Clark
Nash, of Hubbardsville, N. Y.. was a great sufferer from Female
Weakness and Chronic Diarrhoea; was given up to
die by the physicians who attended her. Mrs.
Nash

are soon

will say to

Great Redaction

Agents.

Ea.lp.rl, Cal.la, St. John, N. B., Annapolis, Windsor and Halifax. N, S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.
8TJMMER

SATURDAY.

Host on.
To ail points of North and Sonth Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad andAtlantlc Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent,222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
B. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 wasnlngton street,
Boston.
Throngh hills of lading given by the above named

3d,

7.00. p.m.

CONSUMPTION.
It is prepared from Vegetable Extracts and Bark, of wonderful healing
properties, and this Balsam is highly

others too numerous to mention
1 have had a troublesome cough for
more than five years, and have had
advice of three of the most skillful
physicians, hut I fonnd nothing to redeve and care me till I used Adamson’ Botanic Cough Balsam.
Mrs. GEO. A. ROBBINS.

Southwest

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
iu!8dtf

Libby,

CUSHING’S and PEAKS ISLANDS

10.45

and

Freight forwarded from Norto! k to Washington ant
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake, Freight
forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg »m
tticb
mond, aud Ya. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in the
South, C. P. Salther, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

to

to

Alden, Bangor; Charles C. Natter,
Esq,, 27 Tremont St., Boston; Lieut
Jonathan Osborn ot Boston; William
II. Taylor, Beacon St., Boston; W. F
Morrell, Esq., Portland; Emory Cook,
Providence, R. I., and fifty thousand

DOII1-

and General Dropsy, are
the most slow and uncertain with this treatment.
Calients afflicted with these have rarely been restored. They are, however, always benefited.
Deafnt ss, when dependent upon the destruction of
Tympanum, and Total Blindness dependent upon
Paralysis oi Optic Nerve.are in most cases incurable.
READ THE FOLLOWING.
A Police Officer’s Case —Mr. O. H. P.
Hodge
a Boston Police Officer attached to Station 12. was
a
great sufferer from Lumbago and Sciatic Rheumatism. Was unfit for duty.
Dr. Henion cured him
by two magnetic treatments. Referred to.
Deaf Four Years.—Mis. Cathron
Kimball, of 14
Albion Place, Charlestown, Mass., has been quite deaf
lor tour yeats. Dr. Henion cared her
by one magnetic treatment. Referred to.
Female Disease.—Mrs. C. W. Brown of Newton
Upper Falls, Mass., has been a great sufferer fromtemale diseases unable to stand or move for nine
months without assistance. Dr. Henion cured her
by one magnetic treatment. Referred to.
Neuralgia of the Stomach.—Mrs. Margaret
Campbell, residing at 248 Shawmut Avenue, Boston,
suffered for fifteen vtars with Neuralgia of Stomach
and Bowels. For four years she was most of the
time kept under the influence of opium to relieve her
of pain. Dr. Henion cured her by one magnetic
treatment
Referred to.

j

K^;,^tc^ira¥yxorfeLa’t?;'#'arrMenYJ-

Seven

Power, Tapeworm,
Paralysis, Consumption,

trav-

are

CHRONIC DISEASE may consult him from
9 A. M. till 6 P. M., Sunday excepted.
All surgical operations performed!
Chronic diseases cared!
Acute pain instantly relieved! The

etc.

elers, and he with equal indifference exclaims :
“My God! my little Dorothea, what is the
matter ? Where have you been ? Where are
you going ?”
He puts me into the hack, and bids the
man drive back to the hotel of Monsieur von
Linden.
During that twenty minutes drive through

spection.

ADAMS HOUSE, 555 WASHINGTON STREET,
where those who are suffering from ANY FORM OF

with all natural laws.
HENION has for the past twelve years made
those nervous cases brought on by sell-abuse and
other indiscretions, a specialty, and feels warranted
in saying to the sufferer, “There is a Cure
The diseases which yield most readily to the curative agency of this method, as practiced by me, are
Dyspepsia, Constipation, Asthma, Angina Pectoris, Chlorosis, Lois of Voice, Rheumatism,
Rheumatic Gout, Sciatica, Liver Disease, all kinds
of Sexual Weakness, Diabetes, Headache, Scrofula, Nervous Irritation of the Brain or Spine, Bronchitis, Catarrh Diseases of the Heart, Eruptive
Diseases,Convulsions, Hysteria Neuralgia, Thrush,
Congestion of Spleen, Irritation or Stomach, Diseases of Kidneys and Bladder, Ulceration and Displacement of the Womb, and Female Complaints of
every nature, Morbid Appetite, Wakefulness, General Lebility, Weak Spine, Nervous Depression.
Difficult Breathing, with Pam in the Lunas, Weak
and Sore Eyes of every description,
Discharges
from the Ears, Noise in the Head, Cancers, Tumors,
Piles. Epilepsy, Seminal Debility, Loss of Vital

“Read that, Madame.”
“Ah, ’tis too much? Well, he says to go to
him immediately, les—though I grieve to
part with you, still—the train leaves in an
hour, and ’tis bes til feut obeir un maris, n’
’est ce-pas ?”
With the assistance of the Comtesse, I hastily pack my things in my bag, and strap up
the alas, empty shawl, array myself in my
traveling hat and veil, and cheered by her
kind, mstherly words, I start in the little
hackney-carriage for the depot. I arrive
there, buy my ticket of the surly Austrian
official with quivering fingers, and am just
about to step into the coach, when I meet
my husband face to face. I fall into his open

the streets of Baden, I managed—
being a
brief, direct little woman—to tell Algy my
everv word and movement, from the mrimonj
I left Dover until the moment I tell into his
big, protecting arms. He utters at the conclusion a prolonged and manly whistle, and
then, in a most ferocious voice, asks, in one
breath, “If any man has spoken to or looked
at me on the journey I” and to “show him
the two telegrams.” I answered “No” em
phatically, to the question, and produced the
two bits of coarse
paper for my husband’s in-

only Educated Physician with the GIFT OF
HEALIN'i in the United States, is still in Boston
(where, for the past seven.montbs, he has met with
the most wonderful success), at the
and the

DR.

sob.

waiting

DISEASES.

ing
harmony

Algy.”

regard

IC

mo

“Ab, mon enfant 1 what i3 it I Let me assist
you. Ah, mon angel dry those tears, for
your husband must not see your beautiful
eyes spoiled when he cemes.”
“He’s not coming?” I exclaim with a fresh

PRICE 35 CENTS,
For the cure of Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Influenza, Hoarseness, Difficult Breathing, and all Affections of ihe Throat,
Bronchial Tubes aud

From

ii nland navigation, it shortens the actual eea passage
t o about five days from land to land.
Passengers leave on Grand Trunk 1.50 p. m. train
IFridays to connect. Cattle are not carried on the
rnail steamers.
The Baltimore TO ail Line sails from Hali,fax every alternate Tuesday ior Liverpool via

CAPT. G. LOWELL,
will on and after June 21st, 1878, until further no"
make
tice,
Three Trips Daily, (Sundays ex-

A whole Night's rest going and
coming, and avoid contusing
night changes incident to
other lines.

recommended by physicians, clergy*
and others, testimonials from
whom I can furnish without number.
The following are a few of the names
of those who have used this remedy:
Hon. James G. Blaine, ex-Speaker
House of Representatives, WashingMrs. Hon, James W
ton, D. C ;
Bradbury; Anson P. Morrill, ex Governor of Maine; Hen. J. J.
J£.yeleth,
Mayor of Augusta; Rev. Dr. Bicker,
Rev. C F. Penney, Rev. Wm. A
Drew, Col. F. M. Drew, ex-Secretary
of State; Hon. J. T. Woodward, State
Librarian; Col. George W. Stanley,

YORK, PRACTICAL PHYSICIAN FOR CHRON-

DR. HENION’S practice is mos ly diseases of a
chronic nature, and cases given np as incurable. HU
treatment is peculiar to himself, although there have
been men in all ages who have had the same
magnetic power over diseases of the body and mind.
Some call it the “GIFT OF HEALING,” yet few
have possessed it to such an extent over nearly all
diseases and persons
The practice is based upon

Bat while the Comtesse

to the 300

OF NEW

lift IV IO ]V

Year..

my splendid
made her toilette with all possible baste and
flew dow to worthy Monsieur von Linden, I
sat like a small statue staring at the tumbled
pillows, and then began to cry like a baby,
which performance I kept up a full hour at
least,and at last determined to do nothing. In
reality there wm nothing for me to do,
for my husband was traveling toward me
just as fh6t as steam could bring him, and as
I insured the Comtesse, I felt that “when
Algy came, all would be discovered.”
So I whiled away the long day gazing at
the passers-by out of the Comtesse’s windows
listening to her alternate moans over her
gems, and descriptions of the gaming days,
when she was young. She was a true daughter of La Belle France, volatility itself, and
indeed I envied her quick spirits that mournful day in Baden. At 0 o’clock Algy would be
with me, and it was 6 o’clock now. A knock
at the door. Another of those detdslable, terrifying pinkish envelopes the Comtesse hands
me, and I read it while she, with adjusted
glasses, peruses her own documents.
“This is too much,” I say, fairly bursting
into tears, as my eyes fall on the scrawled
message:
“Impossible to come on; start at once.

without

DR.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, mil wan.
kee, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Omaha.
Haglanw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
and .11 points In the

enjoy

Botanic* Balsam.

Lungs, leading

ffi§Aon«|—Treated

doled with me in the most tender and heartfelt manner, and between her tears over her
own petit bijoux tried, in her pretty French
fashion to suggest wavs to me of recovering

arms

I
Adamson's

louder wail.
“Come in I cry as 1 sit staring distractedabout
me.
ly
“Ah, Mme. Westmoreland 1 What have I
here? Ahl ahl my few jewels gone! The
thieves, the burglars! Ah 1 X will have satisfaction from Mons. von Linden 1 Ah what
will become of me?’’
The comtesse had then been robbsd also,
poor lady 1 She was well nigh beside herself
as she recounted to me almost my own experience; the sensation of suffocation, and
hearing some one walking stealthily about the
her room. As my new friend said nothing
about having seen the robber, I held my
peace, being rather ashamed of telling what I
knew must have been a dream, mixed up
oddly enough with truth.

Tickets aid at Reduced Rates!

Dearer, San PrantUco,

OOILINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER
i'v’.hI insist upon having what yon aro willing to payfor.
old by all Wholesale and Retail Druggists throughilie United States and Canadas, andliy W.keks &
iter, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.

—

WM. CRANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
Boston direst every TCEMDAt

JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE.

The first-class iron mail steamers of this line sail from Quebec
^
every Saturday A. TO. for
Liverpool via l.4fndonderry
The Summer Route through
IBelle s«ie is amidst the magoificent scenery of the
tluiiofSt Lawrence, One third the passage being

(o

at

For

Safety Combined.

and

LINA

First Class Steamship*

Cabin Passengers $80 and $70 gold; Intermediate
540, or its equivalent. Steerage $28 currency. Retturn and Prepaid Tickets at reduced rates to and
tfrom all parts of Europe.
Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for New
lEngland, No. 3 India 8treet, Portland, Me,
53T»l«hl Sterling Check* i**ued in suma
K» suit for £l and upwards.
ieb!2
dly

JbISPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

24,1878.

June

Connecting with Portland & Odgensburg Railroad
train, leaving Portland at 7.15 a. in., for Naples,
Bridgton, and Harrison, returning in season to conunly,

VOYAGE.

OCEAN

Speed, Comfort

STKAHHMJP

tfueeuMtown.

74 EXCHANGE ST.,

SEBAGO STEAMBOAT CO..
will go

Offices

IPassenscer

tile

Battery combined with
highly Medicated Plaster containing the

choicest medicinal Gums and Balsams
Renown to modern Pharmacy.

(Mixed).

__

An Electro-Galvanio
a

a. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
a. m. from Gorham
p. m. from Montreal, Quebec and West.
p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.

6.00 p. m, from Lewiston, Auburn and South Paris

—

and

7.00 a. m.
8am for Gorham, (Mixed.)
12.35 p. m foi Auburn and Lewiston.
1.50 p. m. tor Island Pond, Quebec and Montreal.
5.30 p, m. for Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris.

purely vegetable distillation entirely

SURFRISIN8 CURE.

once

«SHORTEST

Washington

Norfolk, Baltimore &

LIU E.

ALL, A

Oct. 8, 1877

on and alter MONDAY,
trains will run as follows:
foi Auburn and Lewiston,

STEAMERS

STEAMERS.

4rand Trunk R. R. Co. of Canada

unlike all other remedies.

gers.

Algy tells me to keep very still, and j reseat puts me in the cab and leaves me, with

RAILROADS.

EXCURSIONS.

MEDICAL.

the end of our fourth day together, I feel as
almost,
recover-’
if I had known the Comtesse atl my life, and
me‘‘a nervol«, loolish
to
I feel sure also that she likes me. The nose little wile!” and bids me “go to sleep”
Is a local and constitutional remedy, and Is applied
nasal passages by iusuiflation, thus allaying inflamAgain the Baden sunlight shines in the the
oppresses me frequently, but I contract a
mation and pain and at once correcting, cleansing,
habit of talking and listening to her without windows, and again I hear the Comtesse
and purifying tlie secretions. Internally administered,
it acts upon the organs of circulation, keeps the skin
looking, and this somewhat ameliorates the moving about her apartment, without -vail- moist,
and neutralizes the acid poison that has found.its
into the blood. Thus
situation.
ing, however, this morning. At ft) o’clock
way Into the stomach and thence
in both directions, and it does not
cure
a
On Friday evening at 4 o’clock we arrive at just as Mme la Comtesse’s breakfast was lib.’ seem progresses
for human ingenuity to devise a moro
possible
Baiien, and, as the southern train does not ing set before her on the pretty, polished ta- rational treatment.
start for two hours yet, I accept my new
ble, a burly gentleman, accompanied by two
friend’s offer of spending the time with her at police officers, came clattering up to her door,’
her hotel quite gratefully.
—nay, into her very parlor itself,—and Algy
GwtUemm,—About twelve years ago. while travelling vitli Father Kemp's Old Folks Concert Tronpe as
and I at the same moment also appeared to
I am installed in the little parlor of the
a tenor singer, I took a severe cold and was laid up at
Comtesse’s pretty apartment—en troisieme, it pay our respects to my kind friend.
Newark, N7J. This cold broughton a severe attack of
Catarrh, which I battled with every known remedy for
She greeted us with charming politeness,
1» true, but affording a delightful view of
four weeks without avail, and was finally obliged to
give up a most desirable position and returnhome,
everything and everybody that shall pass. I but uttered a little scream on beholding the
to sing a note. For three years afterwards I
am seated alone, for my friend has gone down
burly gentleman who entered simultaneously unable
was unable to sing at all. The first attack of Catarrh
with ourselves.
had left my nasal organs and throat so sensitive that-the
to see to the arrangement of her baggage.
cold would bring on a fresh attack, leaving
She returns, her face full of alarm, and a
“Nein, nein!” said the burly gentleman slightest
me prostrated. In this way I continued to sufler. The
last attack, the severest I ever had, was terrible. I sufpleasantly; “no screaming Comtesse. Per- fered
coarse, reddish envelope in her hand.
*the most excruciating pain In my head, was so
“Be not alarmed, my child, ’tis a telegram mit me!” I looked on with indignation
hoarse as to bo scarcely able to speak, and coughed
for you, I think. ‘Mme. A. S. Westmore- while the burly gentleman literally proceeded
Incessantly. I thought I was going into quick conand I firmly believe that had these sympland,’” reads the elderly lady from the to scalp the Comtesse de Girondelle; with sumption,
toms continued without relief they would have renwretched thing in her hand.
fingers defter than an Indian’s he removed dered me an easy victim. When in this distressing
condition, I commenced the use of Sanford’s Radical
“Monsieur Yon Linden just gave it to me the entire chevelure of gray, soft curls, leavCurb job Catarrh, very reluctantly, I confess, as I had
now as I passed by the office.”
ing exposed a beautiful head oi blonde, wav- tried all the advertised remedies without benefit. The
first dose of this wonderful medicine gave me the
I take it, and with trembling fingers tear ing hair. “Nein, nein, no screaming 1” regreatest relief. It is hardly possible for one whose head
aches, eyes ache, who can scarcely articulate distinctly
open the envelope and unfold the bit of pa- peated the burly gentleman, suavely; and
on account of the choking accumulations in his throat,
then—I
blush
to
record
it—he
seized
the
A
smile
breaks
and
over
face
the
per.
long, to
my
realize how much relief I obtained from the first apblood resumes its place in my cheeks,—noth- pointed, investigating nose of the Comtesse
Sanford’s Radical Curb. Under its inuence, both internal and external, I rapidly recovered,
delicately, between his thumb and forefinger, gllcatlouof
ing more terrible than this:
and by an occasional use of the remedy since, have
“Wait over a day at Baden. I will join you and—lifted it gracefully into the air. The
been entirely free from Catarrh, for the first time in
Comtesse did not follow; she remained seated twelve years.
on Saturday evening.
Respectfully yours,
I read it aloud to the Comtesse, who shares on her chair, displaying another nose!—a
GEO. W. HOLBROOK.
Waltham, Mass., Jan. 8,1876.
small, straight, pretty, white nose! I was
my joy in charming fashion and instantly
P. S.—I purchased the Radical Cure of GEO. H.
offers to ring the bell, summon the hostess, terrified.
ROGERS, Druggist, Romford Building.
and secure me a room at once for my stay.
“Yah, yah!” exclaimed the burly gentleEach package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhalman.
I accede gracefnly, and ere long am comfortThereupon he took up a wet napkin ing Tube,
with full directions for use In all cases.
Price,$1.00. For sale by all Wholesale and Retail Drugably ensconced in a bright elegantly furnished and proceeded to rub the face of the Comfiflggg
J" a fevr moments Lbc cof
room adjoining the suite of the Comtane
letMjoiorea complexion uaa ui&appeaitu, auu
Druggists, Boston, Mass.
tu
face couiuiuuicauijg wiiu it oy a door
which I beg may stand open as I am consid- the titled lady rejoiced in a skin matching the
hue of her nose.
erably more than timid.
“Vcr are dis ladee’s diamonds?” inquired
After a sumptuous supper, served in my
the official, courteously. The Comtesse at
new friend’s apartment with great neatness
by a pretty blue-eyed Gt rman girl, I make once fainted, revived, screamed, called on all
the saints and demons iu the calendar to promy excuses and retire. I am, in truth, worn
tect her and annihilate the burly gentleman
out with sleepless nights in railway coaches,

gems.

“With your permission, then ?”
“Certainly, madame.”
I looked up then at the person whose two

dluah

nods. Before I have finished, I think
her the most delightful, motherly, charmimg
lady that I have ever encountered—were it
not for her nose; but I eudeavor to avoid
looking at that, and strive to rivet my attention solely on her bright eyes and pleasant
smile.
Mute la Comtesse in return confides to
me her card,—a lac-simile of that so neatly
tacked to her satchel,—aud tells me that le
Comte is long since deceased, leaving her the
mistress of a small independence; that she
resides in Loudon, “so she loves the dear
Euglish;” and just now is eu route for Baden
to drink the famous waters.
We get on famously, the Comtesse and I,
and I think joyously of how glad Algy would
he to know of my being under the wing of so
charmiDg and educated a person. In fact, at

and

Vaults

j

Address

Cleaned,

s. f. bicker,
Libby'. Corner,

Deerlng.

